[UPDATE: July, 2011—
—As I gradually go back ov
ver my
old trravelogues, I’lll be leaving the
t original tex
xt intact but adding
a
addittional comme
ents in boldffaced enclosed in bracke
ets to
expan
nd on what was origina
ally said.
I’’ll also add some
addittional scanned
d photos to en
nhance the oriiginal travelog
gues.]
For as long
g as I can remember, I’ve alw
ways wanted to
o go to
Engla
and. It is, of course,
c
in many
y ways “the old country”, the
e place
from which many of my ancesttors came (mo
ost of them several
s
hundrred years ago
o) and from which
w
our coun
ntry gets mostt of its
culturre and tradition
ns. [The Germ
manic people in the area where
w
I
live w
would argue with
w
that, but for
f me Americ
can culture is firmly
roote
ed in British traditions.] It also has the advantage
a
of being
b
a
foreig
gn country with
hout a foreign language (at le
east in theory),, and it
is a vibrant modern country with on
ne of the longe
est histories on earth.
I’ve toyed with the idea of
o going to Eng
gland many tim
mes as
an ad
dult, but it alwa
ays seemed a bit
b too expensiive. Some bad
d news
this p
past year changed that. With airlines strug
ggling to surviv
ve and
manyy tourists sca
ared away by
b the terroriist attacks on
o the
underrground, airfare
es to London hit
h rock bottom last summer. In fact,
it wass cheaper for me to fly to England
E
in 2005 than it was for my
paren
nts to visit therre back in the ‘70s. [The on
nly way my parents
were able to make
e the trip back
k then was be
ecause silver prices
atware they’d
d been
had soared. My mother sold the silver fla
given
n as a weddin
ng gift and us
sed the proce
eeds to financ
ce the
trip.]
entioned the cheap
c
fares to my sister Ma
argaret,
When I me
she w
was interested in joining me for a holiday trip.
t
Before lo
ong we
had b
booked airplan
ne tickets, as well
w as transit passes, tickets
s for a
play, and admissio
ons to some major
m
tourist attractions.
a
We’d
W
be
ding four nightts in London during
d
the time
e between Chrristmas
spend
and N
New Year that the British call “Festive Seas
son”. [We’d he
ear the
phras
se “Festive Season”
S
cons
stantly during this trip, wh
hich is
why I chose to use
e it for the title
e of this travelogue.]

Standin
ng in two hem
mispheres at once
The Prime M
Meridian – Gre
eenwich Obse
ervatory

Tu
uesday, Decembber 27, 2005
We had sp
pent Christmas Eve, Christma
as Day, and wh
hat the British call “Boxing Day” down in Osskaloosa, visitiing my brothers
hen and Paul and
a their familie
es. We had a room
r
at the Os
skaloosa Superr 8 and had spe
ent a relaxing a
and enjoyable holiday. Today
Steph
Paul was leaving to
o see his wife Nancy’s
N
family
y in Minneapolis today, and b
both Steve and
d Terry were w
working. We sp
pent part of the
e
el. Margaret grraded candle-s
shaped crossw
word puzzles he
er Spanish stu
udents had don
ne, while I flipp
ped through the
e
morniing at the hote
chann
nels on TV. [I must
m
say, Marrgaret put more effort into her job than a
almost anyone
e I know. To me a crosswo
ord seems like
e
little more than a time-filler.
t
Years ago when
n I taught Span
nish I recall g iving similar h
holiday works
sheets, and I jjust gave them
m
a quiick once-overr to make sure they were completed.
c
Margaret,
M
how
wever, literally graded them
m letter by lettter. Her efforrt
hone
estly struck me
e as unnecess
sary, but I cerrtainly wasn’t going to tell h
o.] There wass an amusing rreport on one of
o
her what to do
the m
morning shows about the popu
ularity of dollar stores, reporte
ed by someone
e who it appearred had never shopped at one of them in his
life. T
They reported from
f
a 99¢ Only store in Beve
erly Hills, findin
ng it an odd loccation for such a store. That caught my atte
ention, because
e
while I’ve never bee
en in it, I’ve actu
ually been pastt that Wilshire Boulevard storre.
Another TV
V program was especially in
nteresting given
n that we wou
uld be flying to
oday. The A&E cable netwo
ork had a show
w
d Airline that fo
ollowed employ
yees of Southw
west Airlines as they dealt with
h unusual prob
blems that appa
arently come u
up every day. It
called
intrigu
ued me how incredibly rude many
m
of the passengers were
e. In most case
es there was a
absolutely no w
way the airline ccould give them
m
what they wanted. They (South
hwest) were trrying hard to accommodate
a
the passenge
ers, but anythiing less than perfection was

apparently inadequate for some of these people. [As I write this revision, Southwest has been in the news for a tirade by one of
their pilots that he was stupid enough to make with the cockpit microphone on. His remarks lamented the fact that
supposedly all the flight attendants these days were either “gays or grannies”. His pointless tirade was amazingly similar to
the customers’ actions in this documentary.]
It was foggy outside, which worried me a little. I thought back to the time I visited my friend Sandra in Florida, when I couldn’t
leave the Mason City airport because of fog. The travel forecast on the Weather Channel looked good, though, and the local stations in
Des Moines said the fog should be clearing by mid-morning, after which it would be a partly cloudy day. That put my mind at ease for a
while. Unfortunately mid-morning came, but the fog did not let up. In fact it seemed to get progressively denser. While our flight would
not be leaving until late afternoon, I suggested to Margaret that we might be wise to head up to Des Moines earlier to keep our options
open in case we needed to take a different flight. [This is something I worry about every time I fly on a vacation. I’ve never had a
trip that was seriously interrupted, and hopefully—knock on wood—that will remain the case. I have had to make some
alternate plans at the last minute, though, and since I almost always travel on deeply discounted fares, the alternative options
aren’t often the best.]
We left the hotel around 10:15 and stopped at the Casey’s on the west side of Oskaloosa, so Margaret could buy gas. We left
there around 10:30 and headed west up highway 163, the expressway that connects Ottumwa and Des Moines. We were driving two
separate vehicles, because Margaret and I would have to head in different directions when we got back. Since I knew the route better,
I led, and Margaret tried to follow my taillights in the fog as we made our way northwest. Traffic seemed to be driving every speed
imaginable, and I really didn’t know how fast to drive. People passed me as if it were bright and sunny, but with almost no visibility, I
chose to err on the side of caution [which is what I normally do in bad weather]. It’s normally about an hour from Oskaloosa to Des
Moines, but it was almost exactly noon when we reached the airport on the city’s south side. I was a little relieved to see the airport
landing lights when I turned onto Fleur Drive in Des Moines. Still it was VERY foggy, and I didn’t know exactly what to expect.
We pulled into the “Airport 2” economy lot across the street from the airport. Almost immediately a bus came up to shuttle us
to the terminal. The driver was very talkative. He said we shouldn’t worry about the fog, that planes had been taking off all morning.
[What he didn’t say—which was really more important—was that almost no planes had been landing. That meant there
weren’t any planes on the ground to take off this afternoon.] He noted, though, that the bowl-bound Iowa State football team was
right now waiting inside the terminal, because their flight had been delayed. He also said we were smart to park in the economy lot
(which is far cheaper than the other airport lots). He was visiting his son in the coming week and would be parking there himself. On
the short trip to the terminal we also found out that his son was a New Year’s baby, but he had just missed getting the prize for first
baby of the year. I think we’d have heard the driver’s full life story if the trip had been any longer.
I had checked in for our flight online, but the boarding passes I’d printed out said that since we had an international
connection, we would have to stop at the desk to have an agent check our passport. We stopped, and a rather bored woman gave the
most cursory check to our documents. She didn’t mark our boarding passes in any way nor enter anything in her computer. Clearly we
could have just bypassed the desk and headed straight to security.
There was a line at security, but it moved along efficiently. Neither Margaret nor I had any problem. Our flight was not yet on
listed on the departure screen, but we found the assigned gate, which was very crowded. At the gate, Northwest listed four of its flights
as “delayed”, and almost immediately after we arrived they announced that two of those flights were cancelled. The planes that would
have been used for those flights were unable to land in Des Moines due to the fog and had been diverted to Kansas City. uring the
next few hours we’d hear announcements from United, America West, and Delta about incoming flights that were diverted and outgoing
flights that were cancelled. Since their bankruptcy, Northwest has reduced its London service to just one flight a day (leaving from
Detroit), so if our flight from Des Moines were cancelled, it would pretty much goof up the whole vacation.
Northwest’s gate area was crowded with people whose flights were delayed or cancelled, with very little room for anyone else.
We wandered the concourse and eventually found an empty waiting area by one of the United gates. This gate was supposed to serve
a flight to Denver that had long since been cancelled. Margaret had several letters to mail, and I spent a bit of time trying to find a place
to mail them. It turned out that the gift shop had a mail drop, though there was nothing outwardly indicating they’d take letters. We did
manage to get everything mailed, though. [There are several times I’ve been at airports and wanted to mail something, but I’ve
been unable to find a place to do so. It may be that most gift shops take letters, but that’s certainly not something that would
occur to me. Very few airports seem to have those blue postal service boxes, which seems strange to me given that
frequently the regional postal sorting facility is right at the airport.]
While we waited, I started a fascinating book called Garbage Land that I would continue reading in bits and pieces throughout
this trip. The book traces exactly what happens to things that are thrown out, whether they’re put in the trash or a recycling bin.
Surprisingly, it’s not a preachy book, and its political agenda doesn’t fit most traditional molds. It basically notes that there’s trade-offs
in everything, with no hard and fast rules saying one thing is always better or worse than another. About the only sure way to deal with
the problem of waste is to create less of it. The author proposes putting the burden for waste on manufacturers rather than consumers,
taking ideas like “bottle bills” and expanding them to include all forms of packaging as well as products themselves. She feels that only
when disposing of things becomes an economic issue for businesses will we see any real progress in solving the problem. [I strongly
agree with that, but as long as our government is dominated by corporate interests, it’s unlikely anything like that will
happen.]

As we waited we heard cancellations or delays for flights to Atlanta, Cincinnati, Denver, Chicago, Minneapolis, Memphis, Las
Vegas, St. Louis, and Phoenix. We also learned of flights that were supposed to land in Des Moines that had been diverted to Kansas
City, Waterloo, and Moline. Apparently if the fog was too thick at the scheduled landing time the flights would circle Des Moines for up
to half an hour. If visibility was still too low for landing, the flight was then diverted—which in most cases would also screw up a
corresponding outgoing flight.
Toward mid-afternoon I saw some people walking toward the exit who had obviously gotten off a recently landed plane. I
crossed my fingers that the fog might be clearing, though it was still pea soup out the windows. I went over to the Northwest area and
noticed that the mid-afternoon flight from Detroit had been assigned a scheduled landing time and that the corresponding departure for
Detroit was listed as “delayed” but not cancelled. While this was not our flight, I suggested to Margaret that we might want to move
over to the Northwest area so we could follow any changes more closely.
We made our way to a lounge that was mostly occupied by members of the Central College women’s basketball team and
their coaches. They were apparently playing in a holiday tournament in southern California and were scheduled to fly via Minneapolis
to LAX. Unfortunately their flight out of Des Moines this morning had been cancelled. The coach, a very efficient woman about my
age, had just finished making the alternate arrangements as we arrived. Apparently the girls would be taking college vans to
Minneapolis, where they would stay overnight. They’d were confirmed on three different flights out of MSP tomorrow morning, some of
them going to LAX and others to Ontario airport. They would rent vehicles at both airports to reach their ultimate destination
somewhere in the L.A. suburbs. (We found out later that the ISU football team also could not fly out of Des Moines. They had to be
bused to Moline to get a flight to their bowl game.)
The Central girls gathered their stuff and left as other passengers scrambled to re-arrange their plans. Surprisingly everyone
seemed remarkably calm and resigned to the weather. There was none of the screaming the Southwest employees on Airline had to
put up with. Northwest made it clear that they would accommodate everybody, but those accommodations would probably not get
everybody to their destination at the originally scheduled times.
One of the passengers in our waiting area was a young man with a slight foreign accent who seemed to have his life’s
possessions in a backpack. He was flying to Detroit, with a tight connection on to Frankfurt, Germany. He was notably relieved when
the flight from Detroit landed, and obviously pleased when they called his flight to board. The flight left about half an hour late, but he
was confident he could make the connection.
It turned out that we probably could have gotten stand-by seats on the afternoon flight to Detroit. Unfortunately when they
made the announcement that seats were available Margaret had left to go exploring, so we couldn’t take advantage of it. They had
closed the jetway by the time she got back.
Across from us in the lounge was a woman that was a bit too friendly, trying to make conversation with everyone around her.
When she chatted with us and found out our travel plans, she laughed that it was ironic that people traveling to London of all places
might be inconvenienced by fog in Iowa.
It continued to be foggy throughout the afternoon, but apparently visibility improved enough that planes could finally get in
without any real problems. [I’ve often wondered just what the visibility requirements are for landing planes, since on multiple
occasions I’ve landed when the visibility has seemed pretty minimal. There obviously are minimum standards, though, and
the standards for landing appear to be much stiffer than those for taking off.] The scheduled afternoon arrivals were mostly ontime, and before long scheduled afternoon departures took off before flights to the same cities that were still delayed from midday.
Another Northwest plane from Detroit arrived right on time at 4:17pm. By 4:30 they announced boarding for all rows, and we hurried
down the jetway. They closed the doors at 4:45, ten minutes before our scheduled departure time. We were in the air before 5pm—
most thankful to be leaving foggy Des Moines.
The fog layer was very thin. Within just a couple of minutes we had cut through the clouds and were looking at the sunset
over clear skies. It’s amazing that such a small bit of weather could cause so many problems.
Our flight attendant was a middle aged woman with a striking accent that got us in the mood for Britain. I think she was
actually Canadian, rather than British, a fact that was made more likely when it was announced that the “Detroit-based flight crew”
thanked us for flying Northwest. Detroit is the largest U.S. city on the Canadian border, and a fair number of people live on one side of
the border and work on the other. It would be quite possible this woman could hail from Windsor, Ontario.
Wherever she might have been from, the stewardess certainly didn’t have much to do on this flight. After the safety
instructions, her only job on the hour and a half flight was to pass out cans of pop. We didn’t even get those little bags of pretzels.
Something must have been wrong with the air conditioning on this plane, because it was a very warm flight. I had worn a
sweater, being used to flights that are a bit on the cool side if anything. On this plane, I wished I was sweating.
Besides the heat, the flight was uneventful. It quickly became dark, and I basically just read a bit in my book during a very
smooth trip. We landed about twenty-five minutes early but then had a long taxi to the gate. We then had to wait, because there was
another plane at our gate. It turned out that plane had mechanical problems and couldn’t leave the gate, so we had to wait some more
for a gate to be reassigned. We went to the alternative gate, but we then had to wait for a jetway driver to come so they could hook the

moving hallway up to the plane. The whole process took about half an hour, and it was about five minutes after the scheduled arrival
time when they finally opened the doors. [I have wondered numerous times why major airports with tons of available gates can’t
get their act together to get planes to and from the gates efficiently. It always seems as if half the gates in many airports are
never used, and the others are booked back to back, causing delays like this.]
We arrived at DTW’s Concourse C, which was undergoing construction. There was virtually nothing on that concourse other
than a couple of gates. We followed signs to an underground walkway that connected the airport’s three parallel concourses. The
tunnel was interesting. They have moving walkways along the length, and they provide entertainment in the form of an ever-changing
light show and recorded nature sounds (like wind and thunderstorms). The only annoying thing, given that we were rushing a bit to
make the connection, was that several people were sort of lollygagging on the moving walkways, ignoring the rule to stand on the right
and walk on the left. [This is a pet peeve of mine. However, even when people do stand where they should, moving walkways
are often too narrow for passing—particularly with luggage in tow.]
We arrived on Concourse A, and it was convenient that our gate (A36) was right by the exit from the tunnel. I had suspected
that the cursory check they’d given our passports in Des Moines probably wasn’t sufficient, so I went up to the desk at the gate to make
sure everything was in order. The woman there asked for our passports and spent quite a while entering information from them into her
computer—precisely what the check-in people at the so-called Des Moines “International” Airport should have done hours earlier. [For
our upcoming trip to Iceland, the airline required all the passport information up front when we bought our ticket. I’ll be
intrigued to see what they require when we leave Minneapolis for that flight.]
I had brought a couple of TCBY gift certificates with me that I had gotten through the Garrigan scrip program. There was a
TCBY near our gate, so I went there to get some waffle cones for Margaret and me. The attendant took my order, but he refused to
take the gift certificates. When I asked why, he quite rudely told me “we’re independently owned, so we don’t have to”. At this point he
had already made the cones, so I got out cash to pay the exorbitant cost ($3 each). I had an egg nog yogurt, while Margaret had
vanilla. They were good, but overpriced, and I’m still rather upset that they wouldn’t take the gift certificates. I just contacted TCBY
about the issue. While I doubt they’ll actually do anything about it, I think they should know that one of their franchisees is not following
company protocol. [I received an apology and some more gift certificates, which is a pretty typical response for complaining to
a company. There aren’t a lot of TCBY locations near me, and I remember having to go searching to find one so I could use
both the original and bonus gift certificates. A lot of companies exclude their airport locations from gift cards. That’s
because the airport concessions are actually contracted by a separate company that just franchises the name but isn’t a
“real” location of the main company. They pay different franchise fees than “real” restaurants, which is why they aren’t
bound by the standard rules. In most cases the exception is part of the fine print on the back of the gift certificate or card.
TCBY didn’t have any exceptions stated (though apparently they list them on their website). I don’t think TCBY is even part of
the scrip program these days, so I haven’t been able to check whether they’ve changed their policies or made the exceptions
more clear.]
I had barely gotten back with the yogurt when it came time to board the plane (starting at 8:35 for a 9:25 departure). We were
toward the back of the plane, so we boarded quickly. Our seats, “H” and “J” in a row somewhere in the 30s were side by side on the
right side of the Airbus 333 plane with a 2-4-2 configuration. Margaret took the window seat, which had some strange box on the floor
that obstructed her legroom. I checked after getting home, and apparently certain rows (including both of the ones we’d be in on this
trip) have this box in Seat J. It holds electronic equipment that runs the in-flight audio-visual entertainment. I would think it would make
more sense to put this in the overhead area, where it would just slightly lessen the amount of luggage space. Margaret didn’t complain
much, but I must say I was thankful the aisle seat didn’t have that box.
Also annoying was music that they played quite loudly as we boarded. The music was a brief except from some symphony
that played over and over again until they finally closed the doors. It reminded me of the train we were on out in California where there
was some malfunction in the music system and they broadcast country music throughout the train for most of the trip from Los Angeles
to Oakland. This was probably better music, but it was more annoying because it was louder.
I wrote in my notebook from the trip that this was “a full flight with many interesting people”. A week later as I write this I
couldn’t tell you anything specific about a single one of those people, so perhaps they weren’t quite so interesting after all. The flight
was certainly full, though. I don’t think there was an empty seat anywhere on board. This plane was significantly smaller than the 747s
that used to run on this route, and I think at least over the holidays they could have used the jumbo. [Planes like the Airbus 333, the
Boeing 777 with the same configuration, and the even smaller 767 have almost completely taken over the Trans-Atlantic
routes. That’s because these are all twin engine planes, rather than the quad-engine design that the old 747s, DC-10s, and
L1011s had. With half the engines they use A LOT less fuel, which means lower costs for the airlines. They still use jumbos
on many Trans-Pacific flights, mostly because they have a longer flying range. Even on those, though, the planes are
gradually down-sizing.]
The doors closed promptly at 9:15. The pilot then came on to explain to us what would be happening next. It was misting in
Detroit, and our plane needed to be de-iced. The captain explained that we’d be backing away from the gate but then parking. They’d
seal off the vents and then spray de-icing fluid all over the wings. That was precisely what happened.
They used the intervening time to run the safety announcement over the little TVs that set in the backs of all the seats (the
same set-up we’d had flying to France a few years back). Both Margaret and I got a laugh out of this, because it reminded us of the
bilingual church service my brother Paul had officiated at on Christmas Eve. At that service the English language minister used any

numb
ber of flowery expressions
e
tha
at would be diffficult or imposs
sible to translatte. Most of the
e time Paul (wh
ho runs Oskalo
oosa’s Hispanic
ministtry) just cut to the point and got
g the idea across much more simply in Sp
panish. Most a
amusing was w
when he transla
ated the English
phrasse “let us put ourselves
o
in an attitude of pra
ayer” with the single
s
Spanish word “oremoss”. This record
ding was a lot like that. It was
suppo
osedly bilingua
al in English an
nd French, but the English was
w much long
ger than the Frrench. In English, for instancce, they gave a
detailed explanation
n of exactly how
w and when we
e should fasten
n our seat belt, while Francop
phones were ju
ust given the simple command
en your seat be
elt”.
“faste
By the time
e they de-iced the plane it wa
as 9:37pm. We
e taxied for a w
while and finallyy were in the a
air at 9:50. Dinner was served
d
fairly quickly, and while
w
10:30 at night
n
(or even 9:30
9
Central Time) seems aw
wfully late for dinner, it wasn’tt a bad meal. Margaret had a
en breast with white sauce, while
w
I had pas
sta for my main
n course. Therre were also ve
egetables, a nicce salad, and a brownie. The
e
chicke
food w
was a little on the
t cold side (p
probably becau
use it was so close to the starrt of the flight), but I finished a
all of it anyway..
After suppe
er they turned out the lights so
s we could atttempt to sleep . There was a lot of turbulen
nce during the night, so I can’t
say I did much morre than rest my eyes. Mostly I stared at th
he map of ourr location on th
he video scree
en. We slowly made our way
acrosss Ontario, Que
ebec, and New
wfoundland; an
nd I felt we we
ere making rea
al progress by the time we ccrossed under Greenland and
d
Icelan
nd. It’s a long way
w to Europe, though, and the little plane figure
f
seemed to move very sslowly.

Weednesdaay, Deceember 28,
2 2005
5
Besides tu
urbulence, noth
hing much hap
ppened during the night. By the time we w
were over Irela
and we were o
on track to land
d
ead of schedulle. Our tickets
s said the only food we’d b
be served wass dinner, but th
hey actually se
erved a decen
nt
nearlyy an hour ahe
breakkfast too. We got egg sandw
wiches (fried egg
e
and chees
se on an Engliish muffin, with
h no meat), a cup of yogurtt, a dish of fruit
cocktail, juice, and coffee.
c
We could see from the map
m
that as we
w approached
d Britain the pl ane was devia
ating off course. Instead of angling across
centra
al England, we
e cut south ac
cross Cornwalll and followed the coast alo
ong the English Channel easst to Brighton.. Having done
e
some
ething similar la
ast summer wh
hen I flew to Florida,
F
I’d assu
ume there wass some sort of inland weathe
er system in En
ngland, and we
e
avoided it by taking
g the coastal ro
oute. [Given th
hat Gatwick has
h just one ru
unway, we ma
ay have been taking an app
proach that lett
evailing wind
d,
us use that with the pre
ttoo.]
m
We flew straightt north from
Gatwick Airporrt
Brighton and landed at G
etty much in the middle of
o
(which is pre
nowhere, almo
ost exactly ha
alfway between
London and B
Brighton) precissely at 9:25am
m,
tthirty-five min
nutes before the scheduled
d
a
arrival time. W
We’d eat up mo
ost of that time
e,
tthough, waiting to get to a gate. From a
pilot’s point of view, Gatwickk has to be one
e
o
of the most in
nconvenient airports there is
a
anywhere. Th
he gates are a
arranged in little
e
ccul de sacs, w
with long, narro
ow approaches
s.
O
On one side is the termina
al, and on the
e
o
other a wall th
hat separates tthe airport from
m
a motorway (British word ffor “interstate”)).
T
The space bettween is barelly wide enough
ffor a plane to ffit through, and
d it takes a lot of
o
ttight maneuve
ering to actuallyy get up to the
e
g
gates. We had to wait for another plane to
o
he gate and ne
egotiate the cu
ul
back out of th
d
de sac before
e we could slo
owly make ou
ur
w
way down it.

Loc
cation of Gatw
wick Airport – West
W
Sussex, England

The d
delay gave uss a chance to
o
look out at th
he dozens of other airplanes
tthat were lined
d up at Gatwicck’s gates. The
majority bore the logo of Virgin Atlantic
c,
w
which has its main internatiional hub here
e.
T
The rest, thou
ugh, represente
ed every airline
e
yyou could imagine—plus ma
any I had neve
er
he feeling every
heard of in myy life. I got th
a
airline on earrth must do precisely wha
at
Northwest doe
es, run one fligh
ht a day in and

out of Gatwick. [A lot actually run several daily flights. For instance, Spanair flies from Gatwick to Málaga on Spain’s Costa
del Sol literally every hour.]
Not only is Gatwick a bad airport for pilots, but it’s far from convenient for passengers. At the end of the jetway we followed
sign for “IMMIGRATION, CUSTOMS, AND ARRIVAL”, and we made our way to the left. We walked so far trying to reach customs, I
almost felt as if we’d walked all the way to London. While it wasn’t 30 miles (the distance to central London), it was about a fifteenminute walk (which could easily be one mile) to customs. That included going up and then down two separate sets of escalators and
down hallway after hallway after hallway. [With all the tunnels and skywalks, I really do wonder why they don’t have more space
for the planes around the terminals.] Eventually we reached an enormous underground complex filled with thousands of people
arriving on mid-morning flights from around the world.
The mob split into about twenty individual queues (British word for “lines”) for immigration. The rightmost lanes were for
citizens of European Union nations and moved along quickly. The rest covered passport-holders from around the world, which required
somewhat more lengthy inspection. The lines moved fairly quickly, though many people were given quite thorough questioning. Most
interesting was an elderly white woman who was a little ways in front of us. She was questioned at great length, though to me she
seemed one of the least suspicious people in the crowd. I remembered years ago when my brother John and I watched my parents go
through customs at O’Hare when they came back from England. Most of the people on that line were given the run-around, while they
were just waved on through. To me this woman seemed much like my parents, but I guess there must have been something not quite
right about her documents.
Before we had gotten to the front of our line, an officer opened up a new desk, accepting people from ours and two other
nearby lines. Unfortunately the person in front of us, an elegantly dressed black woman, seemed reluctant to go to her desk. Twice the
new desk was open, but someone else went there while the woman in front of us just stood at the front of the line.
Once a space was finally open in our line, the black woman was processed fairly quickly. The officer waved me to the desk
and asked if I was traveling with anyone else. I said I was with my sister, and he waved Margaret up there too. [That’s really quite
unusual, since normally only married couples or parents with children are processed together at customs.] He glanced at our
landing cards, asked a few cursory questions (confirming that ours was a “holiday” trip and that we were returning home at the end of
it), then stamped our passports and sent us on our way. Technically we were granted “leave to enter the United Kingdom for six
months”, though we’d be forfeiting five months and twenty-seven days of that visa.
Beyond immigration was the customs area. There were two entrances, one for those with items to declare and the other for
those without dutiable goods. We went to the green lane and made our way past a guard who didn’t seem to be doing much of
anything. The lane snaked past several desks, all of which were completely unattended. We reached an exit without even talking with
a customs officer and were in the arrivals hall. While Margaret and I honestly didn’t have anything questionable with us, any drug
smuggler could have chosen the same lane and gotten in with his stash.
The arrivals hall at Gatwick was even more of a madhouse than immigration. There were probably more people, and they
weren’t in any sort of an organized queue. [The crowd actually reminded me of a third world airport.] The place was basically a
big shopping mall, and thousands of people seemed to be making their way from store to store wheeling luggage behind them.
We made our way through the mob, stopping only briefly at an ATM to get some British pounds. (My brother John and his wife
Janet had given Margaret and me £20 each for Christmas, but it we knew we’d need a lot more than that to cover our trip to a very
pricey city. [‼!—To date London is easily the most expensive place I’ve been, though Reykjavik may give it a challenge.]) While
the ATM (“cash point” in British parlance) asked a few more questions than its American counterparts, it wasn’t hard to use. It was also
by far the best way to exchange money. While there were seemed to be a “bureau de change” on every corner in London (and
probably a dozen of them at Gatwick), they all gave horrible rates of exchange. The one next to the ATM would sell British currency at
a rate of $1.88 per pound and then buy back surplus pounds at a rate of $1.64. I knew that right before we left the official exchange
rate was about £1 = $1.75, so I knew $1.88 was a rip-off. In the city most banks and exchange bureaus charged about $1.80 per
pound—with a commission on top of that. When I got home I did the math on my bank statement to figure the exchange rate I’d gotten
from the ATM. It turned out to be about $1.73, with no fees or commission at all. The same “Shazam” card I use at home seemed to
work in every ATM in England, and it gave by far the best deal on British currency. [I really wonder why so many exchange bureaus
even exist in the modern world. I can’t imagine there’s all that much demand for changing foreign cash in this electronic age.]
While the bureaux de change [and the French spelling does appear to be the preferred British plural] were rip-offs, their
rates were outstanding compared to one other method of exchange. At the airport I saw a machine in which you could insert dollars or
euros (in either bills or coins) and receive British currency in return. There was a chart on the machine saying exactly what you’d get
for each item you inserted. Doing the math, the exchange rate worked out to about $2.50 per pound, a pretty stiff premium for the
convenience of a machine. [The machine was unusual in that it accepted coins. Most banks and exchange bureaus refuse
coins, which makes them essentially worthless. In this age of high-value coins, being able to exchange them might be worth
the premium.]
The basis of British money is, of course, the pound. The pound (or sterling or “quid”) today is a gold-colored coin that looks
very similar to a euro but is worth half again as much. [The value compared to the euro has gone down a lot in recent years; it’s
now just £1 = €1.15 The pound has also gone down only slightly against the dollar. The current rate is £1 = $1.65.] Since the
’70s each pound has been divided into 100 pence. (Before that it was 20 shillings, with 12 pence per shilling). Pence are abbreviated

with tthe letter “p”, and
a people ofte
en say “p” inste
ead of “pence” when giving p
prices. (Apparrently in the pre
e-decimal syste
em, the symbo
ol
for the
e old pence wa
as—oddly—“d””.) The copper 1p coin (worth
h about 2¢) is ju
ust slightly larg
ger than an Am
merican penny. There is also a
coppe
er 2p (4¢) coin about the size
e of a quarter. Neither of thes
se coins is used
d very much, ssince most prices are rounded
d to 5p (or even
50p) increments. The 5p (9¢) coin
n looks like an American dime
e, and the 10p (18¢) coin is a
almost identicall to a Canadian
n quarter (same
e
size a
and shape as an
a American quarter,
q
but with
h a picture of the
t queen on iit.) There’s a ssmall hexagon
nal 20p (35¢) ccoin and a large
e
octag
gonal 50p (88¢)) coin. Besides the pound co
oin there is a £2
£ coin ($3.50 iin value) with a silver center and gold borde
er. Supposedly
in 200
06 they’ll be introducing a £5
5 coin, which would
w
be worth about $8.75. [While five po
ound coins do
o now exist, th
hey apparently
y
rarely
y circulate. The big chan
nge since ourr visit is thatt they’re phas
sing out pape
er £5 notes iin favor of viinyl ones tha
at
supp
posedly last longer and redu
uce counterfeiiting.]
cy, British note
es get larger in
n size as they increase in value. The smallest note today is £5 ($8.75)),
Like most foreign currenc
h is a blue bill smaller
s
than American
A
mone
ey. The orange
e £10 (worth $ 17.50, and bassically the stan
ndard currencyy of the country
y)
which
note is about the sa
ame size as Am
merican bills, while
w
the purple £20 ($35) no
ote is significan
ntly larger than
n our money. Apparently £50
50) notes are also
a
commonly
y used, but I ne
ever saw one. British moneyy is unique in h
having people’ss pictures on both sides of the
($87.5
bill. A
An extremely outdated
o
portrait of the queen (probably from
m the silver jub
bilee back in the
e ‘70s) appearrs on what is offficially the fron
nt
of each note, while
e famous Britis
sh people (the current series
s appears to fe
eature scientissts) are on the
e back. There
e are numerous
securrity features (ho
olograms, wate
ermarks, etc.) on
o every bill, but—unlike with
h euros—no on
ne in the storess actually seem
med to check fo
or
any o
of them.
Britain is a very expensiv
ve country. Th
his is partly because of the vvalue added taxx (VAT) that ad
dds 17½% to tthe price of jus
st
E
that does
sn’t account forr most of the difference,
d
thou
ugh. Spain had
d that same ta
ax at about the
e same rate, ye
et
aboutt everything. Even
pricess there seemed
d cheap. Time
e and again in London
L
I saw prices
p
that see
emed logical, if the currency tthey were in ha
ad been dollars
s.
Donalds in Brittain have a “po
When
n multiplied by 1.75, though, they were astrronomical. The fact that McD
ound menu” eq
quivalent to the
e
“dolla
ar menu” in America is just one example of this. In some cases
c
the price
es would be hig
gh even in dolla
ars. Furniture a
and electronics
s,
for exxample, seem to cost more than double wh
hat they would at home. Peo
ople must makke good wagess here, becausse otherwise no
o
one ccould afford to live. (After ge
etting back I re
esearched wag
ges a bit. Mini mum wage in England is £5.05 per hour, w
which would be
e
aboutt $8.85. One source said the “average British
B
professio
onal worker”—
—whatever thatt may mean—
—earns £50,000
0 or more than
$87,0
000 annually. I also found tha
at drivers on the
e tube trains make
m
£35,000 o
or around $61,0
000 a year.)
are
a
several
There
option
ns for transpo
ortation to get
from Gatwick to ce
entral London.
Right after bookin
ng the plane
tickets, I had chosen the Gatwick
expre
ess, a train thatt shuttles back
and fo
orth between the airport and
Victorria Station in London. While
not th
he cheapest option
o
[indeed
only a taxi is more
e expensive],
this h
had the advantage of being
easy to deal with. I could book
a
dedicated
the tickets online, and
platfo
orms at both Gatwick and
Victorria served only
y this train, so
it wassn’t hard to find
d.
We found
d the train
quickly and made our way on
d.
A
board
multilingual
annou
uncement
welcomed
everyybody, and be
efore long a
condu
uctor (a colleg
ge-aged black
man) came through the aisle. My
e booking said I just needed
online
to p
provide the confirmation
numb
ber, not an actu
ual ticket. The
Da
avid Burrow in
n an empty Ga
atwick Expres
ss car
condu
uctor looked att the e-mail con
nfirmation I had
d and typed the
e number (actu
ually a series o
of letters) into a handheld com
mputer terminal,
which
h printed out a receipt. Sh
hortly after that a woman ca
ame through tthe aisle with a “buffet (BO
OO-fay) trolley”” [a surprising
g
pronu
unciation, giv
ven that I’d always heard the
t
Brits soun
nded the “T” in buffet] sellling overpriced
d (even by Briitish standards
s)
snackks and beverag
ges.
Gatwick Aiirport is located
d near the tow
wn of Crawley, a self-containe
ed suburb well south of Lond
don. Just north
h of there is the
e
on greenbelt, a rural area off mixed farms,, forests, and villages
v
in whiich urban deve
elopment is prrohibited. The
e greenbelt was
Londo
intend
ded to contain the limits of Lo
ondon, but in re
eality it basicallly functions ass a big park in an urban area that covers prretty much all of
o

south
heast England. People apparrently commute
e to the city all the way from Brighton and C
Canterbury, evvery bit as far ffrom London as
Joliet is from Chicag
go or San Bern
nardino is from Los Angeles.)
Beyond the greenbelt are the “Surrey
y suburbs” and
d then the ou ter boroughs of greater Lon
ndon itself. G
Greater London
(popu
ulation 7,500,00
00) is what most people defin
ne as the “city limits” of a placce that doesn’t fit well into trad
ditional definitio
ons of city. The
place
e functions as a British county
y—a level of go
overnment roug
ghly equivalen t to a U.S. statte. Greater Lo
ondon is subdivvided into thirty
ytwo “b
boroughs” (whiich are smallerr than, but roug
ghly equivalentt to New York’ss five boroughss), plus the trad
ditional “City off London” a tiny
encla
ave where virtually no one live
es but vast sum
ms of money change
c
hands. Greater Lond
don is presided
d over by an ellected mayor, a
jovial man named Ken
K Livingstone
e, whose pictu
ure smiles from
m billboards all over the city iin much the wa
ay that Stalin’ss picture smiled
acrosss Russia deca
ades ago. Eac
ch of the boroughs also has a mayor. In mo
monial post thatt rotates among
g
ost boroughs tthis is a cerem
memb
bers of the loc
cal council. In some, though
h, it is an extre
emely powerfu l elected posittion. Each borrough is goverrned differently
y,
accorrding to its own
n set of rules. The boroughs in turn are div
vided into distri cts, which are basically neigh
hborhoods but have their own
goverrnmental structture. Most of th
he districts werre in ancient tim
mes individual vvillages that ha
ave grown toge
ether into mode
ern London.
What modern London is
s exactly isn’t at all well defined. Just ass New Yorkerss define themsselves by theirr neighborhood
d,
Londo
oners often wo
on’t say they liive in London, but rather in some individua
al district. People speak of places like “W
Wimbledon” and
d
“Bow”” as if they werre still little villa
ages, rather tha
an large neighb
borhoods in a ttruly enormouss city. Even m
more confusing, people outside
e
the greenbelt refer to themselves
s as Londoners
s, and the Lon
ndon tube servves destination
ns that are we
ell outside of G
Greater London
n.
Various estimates put
p the “London metropolitan
n area” at betw
ween 15 and 2 0 million peop
ple, or about a third of the po
opulation of the
e
United Kingdom.
ondon borough
h we came to was
w Croydon (pronounced “C
CRIED’n”), whicch Time magazine recently d
described (in an
The first Lo
article
e on binge drinking in England) as “a bleak suburb”. If you
u consider it a suburb, I supp
pose “bleak” is a fitting term. If you think of it
as urban, though, itt’s not unpleas
sant at all. The
e place is a mix
m of brick row
whouses, brick duplexes, and
d brick apartme
ent towers, with
brick shops, brick warehouses,
w
brrick schools, an
nd a brick priso
on thrown into the mix. I turrned to Margarret as we passed through and
d
asked
d her whether the
t whole coun
ntry was made of brick, an ob
bservation she
e confirmed from
m her earlier vvisits here was true. While it’s
much
h newer, Croydon reminded me
m a lot like Ph
hiladelphia. Yo
ou won’t find a lot of green sp
pace in Croydo
on, but neither w
will you see the
e
flimsyy pole buildings
s and tacky strip malls that do
ot every Americ
can suburb.

Batttersea Power Station
S
– Lond
don, England
We made our way north through dense
er and denser brick neighborrhoods that ma
ade up London
n’s south side. Eventually we
e
reach
hed Clapham Junction,
J
a major railway inte
erchange wherre trains diverg
ge to all parts of the countryy. We veered west there and
d
heade
ed north past the
t famous Ba
attersea Powerr Station, an im
mmense work of engineering
g whose shell (now a historicc landmark and
d

soon to house a sho
opping mall) siits on the south bank of the Thames.
T
We tthen crossed a bridge into W
Westminster and
d soon stopped
d
e the vast train shed of one off the world’s big
ggest railway stations.
s
inside

Chris
stmas tree and
d crowd at Vic
ctoria Station
a reall underground entrance.

We left the train
quickly and made our way
into the vastt central hall of
o
Victoria Station.
Like
e
Gatwick Airport, this is
basically a big shopping
g
mall, though at Victoria the
e
e not climate
e
shops were
controlled.
It was more
e
e chilly as the
e
than a little
winter wind w
whipped in from
m
the tracks, bu
ut shoppers still
milled about as passengers
heir trains. We
e
waited for th
followed
signs
fo
or
OUND”
and
d
“UNDERGRO
were surprise
ed to soon find
d
ourselves g
going up an
escalator and
d outside to the
e
street. [It diid surprise me
e
that there w
wasn’t a direc
ct
indoor conn
nection to the
e
tube station
n.] I snapped a
picture of a line of classic
London cabss, and we then
made our w
way back inside
e
and followed
d other signs to
o

d ordered “trav
velcards” from the
t Transport ffor London we bsite. TfL offe
ers many differe
ent options (too
o
Long beforre leaving I had
manyy really), though
h none of their options precise
ely fit our need
ds. While we w
would be in Lon
ndon for four da
ays and would mostly travel in
three of their travel zones, the mos
st economical option was to purchase
p
a sevven-day travelccard that was vvalid for unlimitted rides in fou
ur
zoness of travel. (Most options les
ss than seven days
d
would nott be valid at ru
ush hours; thosse that were an
nd added up to
o four days cos
st
more than the seven-day card. The seven-day cards
c
were only sold for even
n numbers of zzones, so “1-3” wasn’t an option.) The card
d
we bo
ought would be
e valid on prettty much any form
f
of public transit
t
that ope
erates in Grea
ater London, in
ncluding service
es run by more
e
than a dozen separa
ate companies that fall underr the umbrella of
o Transport forr London (whicch is basically a regulatory ag
gency). It would
d
be likke having a single card that worked
w
for both
h the ‘L’ and Metra in Chicago
oland or for the
e subway, the PATH trains, tthe Long Island
d
Railro
oad, the JFK Airtrain, and all the
t various bus
s companies th
hat operate in N
New York.
The convenience of that single card doe
esn’t come che
eap, nor is anyything at all che
eap about Lond
don transport. Our cards cos
st
hey were chea
ap compared to
o buying indivi dual fares. W
When we were there the chea
apest cash fare
e
aboutt £35 (over $60) each, but th
(valid in just a single zone) was £2 (it increased to £3 or $5.25
5 on January 2
2), with rates in
ncreasing rapid
dly to as much as £7 ($12.25
5)
s
virtually no
o one actually pays cash fo r transit rides in London. M
Most use the ssame unlimited
d
per riide. Perhaps needless to say
travellcards we did, but TfL is making a big push to get people to
t switch to “O
Oystercard”, a p
prepaid plastic card you tap o
on a pad in fron
nt
of the
e turnstile. Eac
ch time you tap
p the card, yourr account is deb
bited, but at a ccheaper rate th
han the cash fa
are.
The travelc
cards work a lot like tickets on the Washiington D.C. m etro. You inssert them into the front of a turnstile at the
e
begin
nning of your trrip. The card pops
p
out, and picking it up ca
auses two plasstic barriers to spring open. At your destina
ation you inserrt
your ccard again. If it’s valid for the
e zone you gett off in, you gra
ab it again to o
open the gate a
and leave. I’m not sure what happens if you
are in
n an invalid zon
ne. (We never did, since fou
ur zones coverrs pretty much everywhere anyone would w
want to go in G
Greater London
n;
actua
ally three zones
s would be ple
enty in most cases.)
c
Suppo
osedly, though,, you’re suppo
osed to pay a penalty fare o
of £20 if you go
o
outsid
de your valid arrea. There’s no way, though,, once you’re in
n the system to
o add fare or bu
uy a supplementary ticket.
The Londo
on underground (“the tube”) is made up of about a doze
en separate lin
nes. These w
were all started
d by competing
g
comp
panies, yet (unlike New York) there’s surpris
singly little dupllication in the n
network. The llines provide fa
airly comprehensive service in
centra
al London and branch out to serve neighbo
orhoods in mos
st parts of the ccity. South Lo
ondon (which iss where we wo
ould be staying
g)
has a lot more gaps
s than the rest of
o the city, yet even
e
so nothing anywhere in London is morre than about a mile from a tu
ube station.
There are two
t
types of tube lines in Lon
ndon. The earliest lines, whicch were origina
ally operated byy steam trains, were built righ
ht
underrneath the surfface. In some
e cases they sttill have the op
pen cuts where
e the trains ve
ented their smo
oke a century a
and a half ago
o.
Locatted right below
w street level, these are gene
erally accessed
d by a couple sshort flights off stairs. Most of the lines we
e used, though
h,
were very deep line
es. London pio
oneered the de
eep bore tunne
eling technique that has become standard fo
or subways all over the world
d.

The line we used most,
m
the Nortthern Line, had
d until quite re
ecently (when the “chunnel” was built linkiing England and France) the
e
est deep bore tu
unnel on earth. The deep lines are reached
d by escalatorss, and often mo
ore than one esscalator is requ
uired to actually
longe
reach
h the platforms. [They seem to use a stan
ndard length of
o escalator, ra
ather than ada
apting the length to fit the n
need like more
e
mode
ern systems do.]
d
Going from
m street level to
o the platforms
s easily adds a good five minu
utes to the leng
gth of an underrground trip.
Pretty muc
ch every escalator in London
n is identical. Until just a fe
ew years back the city had o
ornate, old-fashioned wooden
escalators. A tragic
c fire made the
em quickly repla
aced all those old works of a
art. Today prettty much everyy tube station in
n London has a
ection, with the
e third changing
g direction at ru
ush hour. The escalator wells
set off three parallel stainless steell escalators –one in each dire
are lin
ned with adverrtising posters, and the exact same posters are found in evvery station in the city. Manyy are ads for plays in the Wes
st
End ttheatres or for recently releas
sed movies (m
most notably the gay cowboy flick Brokebacck Mountain [a
a huge oversimplification of
o
that O
Oscar-winning
g film] and the
e film version of
o the play The Producers). There are also
o ads for mode
ern electronic d
devices and the
e
storess that sell the
em, for scores
s of different cell
c
phone plans (called “mo
obiles” or “MO
OW-by-uls” in British speak)), for non-profit
organ
nizations (partic
cularly those th
hat deal with sex
s and its ass
sociated diseasses), and for clothing. Mo
ost noteworthy among these
endle
ess posters was
w one for a tight-fitting white boxerr brief made
e by Fruit off the Loom an
nd sold by a ccompany called
d
“figlea
aves.com”. Ev
very single statiion had severa
al of these postters featuring a well-endowed
d young man sp
prawled on a b
blanket and clad
only in the product. This was amu
using because in several stations (including the one by ou
ur hotel) people
e had placed w
wads of chewing
g
gum iin “strategic” po
ositions on the posters creatin
ng some intere
esting effects I’m
m sure the advvertiser hadn’t iimagined.
In a
addition to tthe posters, I
couldn’t help but notice som
mething modern
England is fa
amous for—seccurity cameras
s.
Britain seemss to take a du
ubious pride in
having more security cam
meras than any
more even than
other countryy on earth, m
America. Ea
ach escalator is watched by
about three separate cam
meras, so each
an be easily tracked as he
e
passenger ca
makes his wa
ay downstairs. There are, of
o
course, also ccameras in the ticket halls and
d
in each public area below
w ground. The
V
platforms themselves mightt as well be TV
studios. Where in Chicago
o or New York
e cameras at e
either end of the
you might see
platform, here
e there are ca
ameras pointing
g
both direction
ns every twentty or thirty feett,
as many as tw
welve on a sing
gle platform. In
booths in the ticket lobbyy two or three
e
employees m
monitor all thosse cameras. It
Websitte photo of se
ecurity camera
as in a London
n tube station
all seems like
e overkill to me
e, and (in spite
e
of the
e bombings las
st summer) I ne
ever sensed an
nything that ma
ade the expensse of all those electronics see
em justified. L
London is not at
a
all a d
dangerous city
y. The locals seem
s
paranoid about the pos
ssibility of crim
me (even more
e than America
ans are), but th
he reality is tha
at
not a whole lot of se
erious crime ha
appens here—e
either above orr below ground .
We mostly ignored the ca
ameras and ma
ade our way do
own to the Victo
oria Line platfo
orm. We quicklly boarded a tra
ain and headed
d
ations to Warre
en Street, wherre we transferre
ed to the North
hern Line. Here
e we got a tastte of just how ffrequent service
e
north a couple of sta
sing a lot of tra
avel time with transfers, but that was defin
nitely not the ccase in London
n.
is on the London underground. I’m used to los
e it was a fair hike to the No
orthern Line pla
atform, there was
w essentiallyy no wait at alll for a train. T
The Northern L
Line has a very
While
comp
plex service stru
ucture, with a single
s
southern
n portion splittin
ng into two bran
nches in centra
al London, re-jo
oining north of downtown, and
then ssplitting again to
t serve three main northern destinations (w
with many train
ns stopping sho
ort of the termin
nals). Warren Street is on the
Charing Cross bran
nch of the dow
wntown split, ye
et the electronic signboard sh
howing the ET
TAs of the nextt few trains showed we could
d
expecct a train abou
at midday. Most of the line sees about o
ut every two minutes—even
m
one train a min
nute at rush ho
our. [The tube
e
surpa
asses even Ne
ew York in its service frequency—which ALMOST mak
kes it worth its
s excessive fa
are.]
A train bou
und for High Ba
arnet (hi-BARN-it) arrived justt as we got to t he platform, an
nd we made ou
ur way aboard. London’s tube
e
trainss are smaller th
han most of the
eir American counterparts,
c
bo
oth narrower a
and with less h
headroom. Unlike rail cars here, the tops of
o
Londo
on’s tube train
ns are curved to match the shape of the round tunnelss. There’s jusst the tiniest b
bit of clearancce between the
e
underrground cars and
a the tunnel walls. Most tra
ains have seatting along the sides, facing the aisle, the sttyle they use o
on most of New
w
York’ss subway train
ns. This provide
es less seating
g, but more sta
anding room, tthan the “transsverse” (perpe
endicular to the
e walls) seating
g
most other cities us
se. London’s train
t
seats are carefully divid
ded by wooden
n or plastic arm
m rests, which further reduce
e the number of
o
n. The seats themselves are
e covered with velour upholsstery, with som
me of the most garish designs
peoplle who can acttually sit down
imaginable. Each line appears to
o have its own upholstery de
esign. The No
orthern Line fea
atured black a
and white patte
ern in a strange
e
ooked like one of those impos
ssible designs by M.C. Esche
er. Sadly, that was one of the
e more attractivve designs.
checkkerboard that lo
On most of
o London’s tu
ube lines, an electronic
e
fema
ale voice anno
her information
n. While quite
e
ounces the sttations and oth
gible, the voice
e is terribly British. It is abso
olutely amazing
g to me just how
w different Britiish and Americcan pronunciatiion are. First of
o
intellig
all, Brits almost alw
ways stress the
e beginnings of
o words, while
e Americans m
more often will stress the lastt or penultimatte (next to lastt)

syllab
bles of words. Americans will
w also put multiple
m
stress in a word or phrase (like C
CHAIR-ing-CR
ROSS), while B
Brits stress the
e
begin
nning and then swallow the re
est of the phra
ase. (CHAR-n--crs). Then th
here’s the vowe
el sounds. Pre
etty much everry English word
seem
ms to have diffe
erent vowel sou
unds on the tw
wo sides of the Atlantic. Worsse, though, the
ere doesn’t see
em to be a lot of pattern as to
what sound will be given
g
to which vowel when. It caught me by
b surprise to h
hear British spe
eech using verry short vowel ssounds (the “A
A”
in “ha
at” or “pal” in American speec
ch) in places Ya
anks would use
e more of an “a
ah” sound. I’d expected exacctly the oppositte to be true. A
statio
on we passed th
hrough frequen
ntly was called Balham. I figu
ured the first syyllable would be pronounced in Britain like ““ball”, but in fac
ct
the w
word is “BAL-m””, with the first syllable rhymin
ng with Cal Rip
pken’s first nam
me. Then there
e’s any numberr of vowel soun
nds pronounced
d
as if tthey had the German
G
umlaut on them. Ano
other station we
e passed throu
ugh often was called Oval, w
where the Germ
manic “O” sound
d
rende
ered a simple word
w
almost unintelligible.
We took th
he train northwa
ard to Camden
n Town, a neigh
hborhood just n
north of centra
al London. Buillt as a slum in Victorian times
s,
den Town toda
ay is one of th
he trendiest addresses in the
e city. We too
ok the escalato
ors upstairs an
nd emerged on
n Camden High
Camd
Stree
et, the main bus
siness district of
o the area. Ou
ur goal was to find Charles D
Dickens’ boyhoo
od home, whicch was alluded to as the home
of the
e Cratchits in A Christmas Carol. I knew the
e address for th
he old rowhousse, which is sup
pposedly a histtoric landmark. Before the trip
I had entered the address into Tra
ansport for Lon
ndon’s online journey planne
er, which spit o
out a detailed m
map and step-b
by-step walking
g
s
to the historic landmarrk. The TfL ma
ap made the wa
alk look simple
e enough (a cou
uple of turns from the station)),
directtions from the station
and th
he directions were
w
quite expliicit. Unfortunately, this would
d be one of ma
any times we w
would find Lond
don a very difficcult place to ge
et
aroun
nd. In addition
n to having the
e short, rambling streets you
u’d expect in a
an ancient city, London is ve
ery poorly sign
ned. Paris and
d
Madriid have modern overhead strreet signs similar to what you’d see in an Am
merican city. H
Here, though, tthey seem to th
hink you should
d
know instinctively which
w
street is which. Somettimes there willl be a rusty olld steel sign affixed to the siide of a buildin
ng with a stree
et
name
e on it, but just as often there is no sign at all.
a We wandered around Ca
amden Town fo
or quite a while
e, but except fo
or Camden High
Stree
et, we never fou
und any of the streets referre
ed to on the Jo
ourney Plannerr or shown on iits map. I ended up snapping a picture of a
nurse
ery school that was housed in
n a couple of adjacent
a
rowho
ouses, which I could imagine
e was at least ssimilar to the p
place the young
g
Dicke
ens lived.

Transport fo
or London map
p (called up ag
gain for this rrevision)
showing a de
eceptively simple route to Dickens
D
home at 11 Bayham
m Street, Camd
den Town

Camden Town is a lively place. At
ore are two big markets (Camden
its co
Marke
et and The Ma
arket at Camde
en Locks)
that sseem to sell everything im
maginable.
The m
markets are mo
ostly open on weekends,
w
but during the “festive period” the stalls are
open every day. We walked past
p
both
ets, and while didn’t buy a thiing, it was
marke
fascin
nating to see all
a the different vendors
hawking their wares
s. Most things
s seemed
to ha
ave fixed pric
ces, with som
me things
seem
ming to be barrgains (like £1 T-shirts)
and o
others at ridicu
ulous prices (£
£50 for a
used portable TV).
In Camden
n Town, like in
n most of
on, I was strruck at how new this
Londo
ancie
ent city really is. With just a few
excep
ptions the olde
est buildings here
h
date
from Victorian times
s. Much of the
e city was
oyed in World War
W II, so there
e are also
destro
lots o
of very modern buildings. Camden
t
Town
n combined 19th
Century, pos
stwar, and
ultram
modern archite
ecture, and that was
typica
al of most of the
t
city. Even famous
Nurs
sery school in
n the approxim
mate location o
of Dickens’ ho
ome
landm
marks like Big Ben (actu
ually St.
Camden Tow
wn, London
Steph
hen’s Tower; Big Ben is the
t
name of the bell that strikes the ho ur) and Towerr Bridge are ab
bout 150 years old. While the
e
narrow
eets give the place
p
an old world feel, in fac
ct most of the buildings in ce
entral Boston o
or Philadelphia
a are older than
w, winding stre
those
e in London. [That’s true off Boston espe
ecially; much of Philly is a
actually reconstructed. Having since vis
sited there, I’d
d
likely
y add Providence to the lis
st as well.] What
W
is old in London
L
a hand
dful of churche
es, though eve
en many of the
ese are actually
postw
war restorations
s in the style of
o ancient buildings. [I got much more o
of a sense off history in sm
mall towns in the American
n
North
heast (where the
t bulk of things are two centuries
c
old) than in Londo
on. It really w
was hard to be
elieve just how
w little of “jolly
y
old E
England” was truly
t
old.]
The people
e in Camden Town are young
g and trendy. Streets
S
here arre lined with nig
ghtclubs and ccoffee bars, and
d well-scrubbed
d
gel-ha
aired people in
n fashionably tattered
t
garme
ents wander between music shops chattin
ng on their “mo
obiles”, oblivious to everyone
e
aroun
nd them. They
y’re the same sort of people I’d seen in Ho
ollywood and G
Greenwich Villlage or south o
of the Ramblas in Barcelona
a,
thoug
gh a bit more “punk”
“
in appe
earance than in
n other places. Every city h
has its “hip” are
ea, and in Lon
ndon Camden seems to have
e
overta
aken Soho as
s the place to
t party. [As I’m writing this revision , I’m listenin
ng to an aud
diobook of Julie Andrews
s’
autob
biography. The actress liv
ved in Camde
en Town durin
ng World Warr II. At the tim
me it was verry much Lond
don’s low ren
nt
distriict, and Miss Andrews
A
is am
mazed at how much it has changed
c
in the
e intervening years.] It’s n
not really a surp
prise that this is
where
e MTV has its European
E
head
dquarters.
Margaret and
a I didn’t daw
wdle here. Bes
sides the fact th
hat both of us w
were a bit old ffor such a happ
pening scene, Margaret’s coa
at
zippe
er didn’t work, and
a she was ob
bviously getting
g quite chilly. After trying in vvain to find the
e Dickens home, we retreated
d to the warmth
and re
elative calm of the undergrou
und.
We took another
a
branch of the Northe
ern Line (“via Bank”
B
as oppo
osed to “via Ch
haring Cross”) south to Old Street, a majo
or
intercchange betwee
en the tube and
d national rail services locate
ed beneath a “roundabout” ((ROON-duh-bu
ut, that is traffic circle) on the
e
easte
ern boundary of
o the historic City
C of London.. There are ab
bout a dozen d
different exits tto this station, leading to eve
ery conceivable
e
much better orrientation than Camden Town
corne
er of the big inte
erchange at grround level. Su
urprisingly, this
s enormous sta
ation provided m
n.
We to
ook the “way ou
ut” (British for “exit”,
“
though the term “emerg
gency exit” is a
also used in Brritain) leading to the east side
e of southbound
d
City R
Road and almo
ost immediately
y reached our next
n
destination
n.
Buried in a neighborhoo
od of old ware
ehouses turned to offices iss City Road C
Chapel, essenttially the “Mother Church” of
o
Metho
odism. This boxy tan stone building was
s John Wesle
ey’s parish chu
urch, and the rectory next door was the first Methodis
st
parso
onage. We bo
oth grew up Me
ethodist, and Margaret
M
was the wife of a Methodist minister, so it wass quite interesting to see this
historric church. Un
nfortunately all we could see was the exterrior. There’s a museum on the history of Methodism insside, but it was
closed between Christmas and Ne
ew Year. The church itself is still an active
e Methodist pa
arish, twinned on a circuit witth another Eas
st
Londo
on Methodist church.
c
[It appears looking at
a the denominational webs
site that EVER
RY Methodist c
church in Brittain is part of a
circuit. This may be due at least in part to the
t
fact that church
c
attenda
ance in Britain is extremely
y low; less th
han 10% of the
e
Britis
sh populace attends
a
services on a given
n Sunday.] Th
hey would be h
holding Watch Night servicess on New Yearr’s Eve, and we
e
considered attending church as a way
w of seeing inside the place.
[

or now though
Fo
we just llooked around
d
and snap
pped a few
w
pictures through the gate
e.
ay I snapped a
I should sa
few picture
es. Margaret’s
camera, wh
hich is far more
e
advanced than mine
e,
wasn’t
working
g.
Apparentlyy its battery (a
a
strangely sshaped one tha
at
is only a
available from
m
camera dealers) was
dead.
I got as many
pictures ass I could, so I
could share duplicate
e
prints with my sister.

ABOVE: John Wesley’s
W
City Road
R
Chapel
BELOW:
B
Bunh
hill Fields Buriial Ground

Accross the stree
et
from City Road Chape
el
ascinating little
e
was a fa
cemetery. The cemetery
g to do with the
e
has nothing
church, and it isn’t
historic
particularlyy
(mostly da
ating from the
e
mid-1800s and not the
e
resting pla
ace of anyone
e
I’d ever he
eard of), but it
was still interesting to
o
see. Basiccally it functions
as a pleassant park in a
very
cro
owded
neigh
hborhood.
The
old
d
tombstoness and vaults
add a deco
orative touch to
o
the place.

W
We made ou
ur
way back to Old Stree
et
d walked past a
station and
couple of beggars to ge
et
e
to the ticket hall. We
went south
h a couple of
o
stations to Bank (beneath
the Bank o
of England and
d
the Londo
on Exchange)),
one
of
the
busies
st
es
on
the
e
interchange
undergroun
nd. Here we
e
took a long escalato
or
much
de
eeper
underrground to a platform tha
at
serves th
he Docklands
Light Railw
way. The DLR
R
runs east from Cen
ntral London, mostly
m
as an elevated
e
line. It traverses the
e area that wa
as in Victorian times the bigg
gest port in the
e
w
abandoned
d in the mid ‘60
0s when the wo
orld’s shippers switched to co
ontainerized ca
argo and Londo
on’s port moved
d
world. The docks were
to a n
new site about ten miles further down the Th
hames. Today
y the docklandss are in variouss stages of urb
ban renewal. T
The centerpiece
e
is Canary Wharf, which is to Lond
don what Midto
own is to Manh
hattan. Canaryy Wharf house
es the tallest skyscraper in E
Europe (Canada
a
Place
e, named after the docks that serviced ships
s to that dominion), as well ass dozens of oth
her towers of g
glass, steel, and marble. A lo
ot
of the
e rest of the Do
ocklands area isn’t quite so nice:
n
abandon
ned warehouse
es, grimy factorries, ratty houssing projects (““council flats” in
local lingo), and empty lots. We sa
aw all of this ah
head of this, bu
ut for today we wouldn’t actua
ally see any of it up close.
Instead we
e got off the ligh
ht rail just shorrt of the actual Docklands, at Shadwell statio
on, which is jusst east of centrral London. We
e
ed downstairs from the light rail station an
nd a couple off blocks throug
gh a very plea
asant neighborrhood businesss district to the
e
walke

well undergrou
Shadw
und station. Th
his is a heavily Asian area tha
at struck me ass very middle cclass. We didn
n’t really do anyything here, bu
ut
it wass fun to walk through the neighborhood.
From Shad
dwell we took the East Londo
on tube line sou
uth to Wapping
g and then unde
er the Thamess to Rotherhithe
e (RAW-ther-utt)
statio
on. The tunnel we passed thrrough is actually the oldest un
nderwater tunn
nel on earth. Itt was built befo
ore the Americcan Civil War as
a ped
destrian tunnel and pioneered
d new enginee
ering technique
es that are still used for mosst tunneling tod
day. From a trrain it looks like
e
prettyy much any oth
her tunnel, but knowing
k
the his
story, it was intteresting to passs through.
Rotherhithe
e, a collectio
on of brick rowhouses and
a
duple
exes on the so
outh side of th
he Thames, would provide our
o
next o
opportunity to get completely
y lost in Londo
on. Again I had
h
printe
ed out a the map and directio
ons to our des
stination from the
t
TfL w
website, and again
a
the detailed map didn’t seem to ha
ave
much
h in common with
w the unlabele
ed streets in th
he neighborhoo
od.
The rroute to our destination was supposed
s
to be
e quite short, but
b
we w
wandered aroun
nd for almost tw
wenty minutes before finding it.
There
e wasn’t muc
ch happening
g in this alm
most exclusive
ely
reside
ential neighborrhood, but it wa
as fun to see a lot of the hom
mes
decorrated for the ho
olidays.
Eventually we did find th
he truly quaint narrow street of
e and half-timbered buildings that we were looking for. Our
O
stone
destin
nation in Rothe
erhithe was one of London’s oldest building
gs,
and o
one with a lot of
o historical co
onnection to Am
merica. It was
sa
pub th
hat has been in
n more or less continuous op
peration since the
t
1500ss. Originally called the Sh
hippe, it was later called the
t
Sprea
ad Eagle and Crown.
C
Since World
W
War II it has been know
wn
as the
e Mayflower. The name is appropriate, because it was at
this p
pub that the Pilgrims arrange
ed passage to
o America on the
t
ship o
of that name. (I always thou
ught of Puritans as tea-totale
ers,
but apparently th
he Pilgrims brewed beer and cider in
Masssachusetts.)
Our plan was
w to have a lunch of clas
ssic English “p
pub
grub” at the Mayflo
ower. I had checked
c
out th
he pub’s webs
site
t
planet has a website the
ese
(pretty much every business on the
pen from 11:30
0am to midnig
ght
days)), and it said they were op
seven
n days a week
k. What the website
w
neglectted to say, butt a
handw
written sign on the door did
d, was that th
hey were clos
sed
during
g the “festive season” betwe
een Christmas
s and New Year.
I’d ha
ave loved to go inside and have
h
lunch the
ere, but instead
d I
just snapped a few pictures
p
of the outside.
Just aboutt everything in London seem
med to change its
sched
dule during th
he holidays. Some (like the markets in
Camd
den) were open
n when they sh
hould have bee
en closed, but for
most things it was
s the other wa
ay around. Se
everal things we
w
Mayfflower Pub – R
Rotherhithe
would
d have liked to see were close
ed for Festive Season,
S
and others
o
had redu
uced hours. Th
his is the bigge
est school vaca
ation of the yea
ar
in Britain, a time lots of families go
g “on holiday”. That’s prob
bably what wass up with the o
owners of the Mayflower, bu
ut it was sort of
o
annoyying to expect it to be open and find it locked up.
It was quitte chilly out today, and with her open coa
at Margaret ha d gotten more
e than a little ccold as we wa
andered around
d
Rothe
erhithe. That made
m
it easy for us to decide
e to pay a visit to the districtt’s one other to
ourist attraction
n, the Brunel M
Museum. Marc
Brune
el was the engineer who builtt the tunnel we had gone thro
ough on our wa
ay here. The m
museum is loca
ated in the bricck engine house
e
where
e he pumped out
o water that would
w
accumullate in the tunn
nel. Admission
n was £2 each. I gave a £5 note to the pro
oprietor’s young
g
daugh
hter, who searrched through an old fashioned cash box to
o find a £1 co in as change. Margaret and
d I then slowlyy made our way
throug
gh the place, which
w
presents
s a rather ency
yclopedic histo
ory of the tunn
nel and its con
nstruction. It w
was far from exxciting (I saw a
docum
mentary on the
e same topic on
n the Discoverry Channel onc
ce that was mu
uch more intere
esting), and I’d
d be willing to b
bet we were the
e
only vvisitors they ha
ad today. I’ve certainly gone to duller attrac
ctions, though,, and it did at least give us a chance to gett out of the cold
[thou
ugh I distinctly
y remember it being surpris
singly chilly in
nside the muse
eum].
We walked
d back to the Rotherhithe
R
tub
be station, which really was jjust a short disstance from th
he Mayflower—
—once we knew
w
how tthe two related
d to each other. We took the East London line back throu
ugh the Brunel tunnel and on north to the en
nd of the line at
a
White
echapel. There
e we transferre
ed to the above-ground Ham
mmersmith & Ciity Line, which
h we took to Moorgate station
n. We then go
ot
back on the Northerrn Line and rod
de it for about half
h an hour sou
uth.

It was inte
eresting to look
k at people as we traveled on
o the tube. I had read seve
eral accounts ahead of time
e that described
d
on as “the mos
st diverse city on
o earth”. While Margaret ap
ppeared to see more diversityy than I did, from what I saw o
on the tube and
d
Londo
wandering around neighborhoods
n
s, I find that de
escription hard to believe. W
While there are
e people of ma
any ethnic bacckgrounds here
e,
pared to most American
A
cities
s London came
e across to me as overwhelmiingly white. (T
That’s neither a good nor a ba
ad thing, just an
comp
obserrvation.) Easily
y better than half (and probably more like th
hree-fourths) o
of our fellow pa
assengers on tthe tube were C
Caucasian, and
d
whites seemed to be
b in the majority in almost ev
very neighborh
hood I visited. I would rank N
New York (whe
ere Queens made exactly the
e
same
e claim as Lond
don) and Toron
nto (which was where I had a sense of “We A
Are the World”) well ahead off London in divversity.
I’m not trying to say that London
L
doesn’’t have lots of ethnic
e
groups; it does. On this trip we’d see
e people who ccould trace their
origin
ns to nearly eve
ery country on earth—includin
ng some rather unexpected p
places. From tthe point of vie
ew of a visitor, tthough, the mix
of peo
ople here was a lot closer to Minneapolis
M
than Los Angeles.
Part of the city’s claim is probably due to
t the fact that they seem to ssubdivide ethn
nic groups that in America we
e lump togetherr.
Marga
aret and I saw
w a number of government fo
orms that aske
ed people to id
dentify their ra
ace. They havve main catego
ories like white
e,
black, and Asian, but
b each of tho
ose is subdivid
ded into separa
ate groups. W
Whites, for insttance, can be classified as B
British, Irish, or
o
urther broken down
d
by exact country of orig
gin. Blacks co
ould be African
n, Caribbean, o
or “other”, and Asians can be
e
“otherr”—which is fu
Indian
n, Pakistani, Bangladeshi,
B
or
o “other”. Strrangely Chines
se is its own category, sepa
arate from Asian. In addition to all these
e
categ
gories, they hav
ve even more categories of “mixed”
“
ethnicity, combining every possible
e pair of the afforementioned groups. If you
countt all of those in
ndividually, London certainly would be dive
erse—though a
an awful lot off people would
d still list their background as
“Britissh”.
e checking afte
er we got back
k to America. It turns out tha
at 74% of Lond
doners are white, about 60% of them British
(I did some
whites. Ten percent are south Asiian, 5% Caribb
bean, and 5% African.
A
Londo n does have a higher percentage of non-wh
hite people than
other city in Eurrope, and it boa
asts immigrants representing 270 nationalitiies. The “ethniic” percentage is far smaller tthan almost any
any o
majorr American city
y, though.)
We went back
b
to Bank sttation and conttinued southwa
ard to London B
Bridge and Borrough (pronoun
nced closer to “BAH-tuh” than
to myy last name [T
The first time I heard it I lo
ooked at a ma
ap, attempting
g to find a sta
ation called ““Butter”.]). Next up was the
amussingly named Elephant
E
and Ca
astle Station, and
a then Kennington, where tthe two downto
own branches rre-joined. Soutth of there were
e
Oval and Stockwell, then three close-together stations
s
in the neighborhood called Clapha
am (CLAP’m). After that wass Balham, then
Tootin
ng Bec (suppo
osedly named after
a
Thomas a Becket) and Tooting Broad way. Two of tthese stations had extra-shorrt platforms. At
A
these
e the recorded voice
v
advised departing pass
sengers to mov
ve toward the ccenter of the tra
ain. This was always amusin
ng, because the
voice said “toward” with two full sy
yllables “TOE-w
warr’d”—an unu
usual case of a British pronun
nciation actually taking longer to say than its
nt.
Amerrican equivalen
Finally we reached our destination,
d
Co
olliers Wood (th
he first word p
pronounced quickly but distinctly as “COLE
E-ee-yuhs”), two
o
stopss from the south
hern end of the
e line. We asce
ended the esca
alator and eme
erged in the hea
art of Colliers W
Wood High Stre
eet. After all

Colliers Wood High Street (tub
be station at c
center) – Lond
don, England
the trrouble we’d had locating othe
er things, I was
s delighted to see that the h
hotel we’d be sstaying in was visible from th
he station, kitty
ycorne
er across the sttreet. The neig
ghborhood thatt would be our home for the n
next four days w
was fascinating
g. Settled in prrehistoric times
s,
Collie
ers Wood is ce
entered on wha
at was originallly called Stane
e Street, the Ro
oman Road fro
om London so
outh to the coast. In the days
when pilgrims made
e pilgrimages to
t Canterbury, this was often
n the overnight stop on the first night out off London. The
e place was the
e
e of Metron Prio
ory, the last place other than
n Westminster Abbey where an English mo
onarch was cro
owned. The priory was closed
d
home
and d
destroyed by Henry VIII, and later charcoal burners from which
w
the districct gets its nam
me were erected
d. (The burnerrs are also long
g
gone;; today the site
e of Merton Priiory is home to
o several “retail parks” or sho
opping centerss.) Colliers Wo
ood’s most fam
mous resident in

historry was Admirall Nelson of Tra
afalgar fame. Supposedly its
s wealthiest re sident today iss John Deacon
n from the rockk group Queen
n.
While
e Deacon has owned
o
a rowho
ouse here for almost
a
thirty years, calling him
m a “resident” iss stretching it. The retired ba
ass player (who
o
is sup
pposedly worth
h over $50 milliion) spends mo
ost of his time on a farm in th
he English Mid
dlands. [Appare
ently the inforrmation in this
s
parag
graph is wrong. Deacon’s actual
a
home is
s in Putney, a bit to the nortthwest of Collliers Wood.]
olliers Wood mostly
m
dates to the mid 20th Century,
C
when the ancient village became a “purpose-buillt” suburb. The
Modern Co
majorrity of the area is made up of short strings of
o brick rowhou
uses built on qu
uaintly named ccul de sacs. O
Old Stane Stree
et became High
Stree
et, which today
y is lined with quaint brick buildings
b
that house chains found in virtually every neig
ghborhood of London. Mos
st
amussing among the
ese was the esttablishment right next door to
o the station. C
Called “Ladbrokke”, it is probab
bly named afte
er the founder of
o
the ch
hain. The nam
me becomes a pun though, when
w
you realize that this is a chain of bettin
ng parlors; the lads who go th
here most likely
do co
ome home brok
ke. [I just looked up Ladbroke’s on Wikiipedia. The fo
ounders were named Schw
wind, Pendelto
on, and Bendirr.
The n
name apparen
ntly comes fro
om a racetrack
k somewhere north of Lond
don. Surprisin
ngly, the chain was at the ttime owned by
y
Hilton
n. It has since been divested from the hotel
h
business
s. They have 2
2,400 betting parlors in the
e U.K., Ireland, Belgium, and
d
Spain
n, and they are
e also the larg
gest online gambling servic
ce in the world
d.]
There is on
ne other feature
e of Colliers W
Wood that seem
ms as if it should
d
ese things doesn’t belong?” Set among
g
be the winner in ““Which of the
ouses, the “high
h street” shopss, and the strip
p malls is a pla
ace known only
rowho
as “Th
he Tower”. B
Built around 19
970, the brown
n monolith tod
day is a mostly
empty
y office building
g. It’s about ten
n times as high
h as anything e
else in the area
a,
and it definitely stand
ds out like a so
ore thumb. On
ne description I found calls the
e
ox it “the uglie
est building in England”. I wouldn’t go th
hat far, but it’s
big bo
certain
nly not the bes t feature of the
e neighborhood
d.
Colliers Wo
ood station itse
elf is housed in
n a grand ceme
ent building tha
at
looks like an Americcan WPA proj ect (though it actually is slig
ghtly older than
structure is listed as a natiional landmarrk.]). There’s a
that era [The 1926 s
pedes
strian crossing right in front w
where we crosssed to the we
est side of High
Streett. Just to the n
north was a “m
mini-cab” (privately owned taxxi service) stand
d
and a Tesco conve
enience store tthat sold Esso
o gas at 88p p
per litre (almos
st
exactly $6/gallon—m
makes the $3 we paid last summer seem
m cheap). We
d south and wa
alked past the
e Colliers Tup, a pleasant-loo
oking pub that I
turned
found out after we got back is p
part of a chain
n. (“Tup” appe
ears to have a
h in pretty mu
uch every neighborhood in B
Britain.) We w
walked just pas
st
branch
there and reached our ultimate d
destination, th
he Express byy Holiday Inn—
—
Wimbledon.
Holiday Inn
n is British own ed and is by fa
ar the biggest llodging chain in
Londo
on. This was tthe third Expre
ess by Holidayy Inn I had boo
oked (changing
g
twice due to problem
ms with transp
portation to the
e other location
ns), and I could
d
c
from do
ozens of otherrs—not to mention all the “rea
al” Holiday Inns
have chosen
or the
e Crown Plaza hotels. The cchain has overr 100 locations just in Greate
er
The To
ower, Colliers Wood
Londo
on, with manyy more in nea
arby parts of Surrey, Esse
ex, Kent, and
d
Buckiinghamshire. This particularr hotel, which took
t
its name from the famo
ous tennis venu
ue that is vagu
uely nearby [I’v
ve stayed at a
numb
ber of hotels that really are
en’t that nearr to their namesakes.], servved our needs perfectly. At £53.25 (a little
e over $90) pe
er
night,, it was just abo
out the cheape
est place in Lon
ndon that I coulld book online. (The only che
eaper places w
with in-room batths were part of
o
the Ib
bis chain, and Margaret had unpleasant exp
periences at an Ibis hotel sh
he stayed at in France a few years back.) It was also jus
st
stepss from the tube station and in a pleasant neig
ghborhood justt half an hour frrom downtown
n. The hotel provided an exce
ellent breakfastt,
and fo
or the most parrt the room was
s adequate for our needs.
The Express by Holiday Inn—Wimbled
don was not, as
a the Brits wo
ould say, a “pu
urpose-built” ho
otel. The build
ding appears to
o
date ffrom the ‘60s or
o ‘70s, and I have
h
no clue what
w
it was originally built to b
be. That it wassn’t built to be a modern hote
el is given away
from the oddly sized and shaped rooms and th
he fact that hug
ge support pilla
ars obstruct alll the hallwayss, making nego
otiating luggage
e
down the halls an interesting experience. On the outside the
e place doesn’tt look much likke an American-style hotel. The three-floo
or
building features yellow-painted ce
ement blocks on
o its front side
e with red brick in back. A tinyy “car park” sitts beneath an e
extension of the
upperr floors at the south
s
end of the building. There are about a hundred room
ms in the place
e, but parking sspace for not m
much more than
a dozzen cars. (By th
he way, they charge £5 or $8
8.75 a night for that parking.)
We made our
o way up the
e brick steps in
n front of the ho
otel, past their tiny meeting ro
oom (a table a
and about ten cchairs that were
e
set fo
or a meeting, bu
ut never seeme
ed to actually be
b used), and through the fron
nt door. The h
huge main lobb
by was divided into a breakfas
st
area, a bar, a vend
ding area (selling mostly ciga
arettes and boo
oze through ve
ending machin
nes), a small ssitting area, and the reception
ace was furnished with blond wood and was
s decorated in a shade of dee
ep blue you’d n
never find in na
ature. It was an
desk. The whole pla
unusu
ual color schem
me, but really quite
q
attractive.. The pleasantt surroundings were almost e
enough to keep
p me from noticcing there were
e
at lea
ast five differentt security came
eras in the lobb
by.

I had book
ked this hotel at
a a prepaid ra
ate, meaning my
m credit card h
had (at least in
n theory) been
n debited betwe
een the time of
o
booking and my arrrival here. I wa
as a little worrie
ed about that, because I’ve h
had problems w
with similar boo
okings in the p
past. This time
e,
thoug
gh, there was no
n problem at all.
a I went up to
o reception and
d said they sho
ould have a roo
om booked in m
my name. The
e clerk punched
a few
w keys and said
d yes. He didn’t ask for identtification, a cred
dit card, or anyything—just ho
ow many keys I wanted. I saiid “two”, and he
e
gave me the programmed cards and pointed to the “lift” (the ele
evator). I don’tt think I’ve ever had such a quick and easy check-in at any
hotel..
he lift up to
We took th
the floor numbered “2” (what
Amerricans would call the
third floor, two levels above
The
the entry level.
electrronic lock responded
r
very slowly to my
y key, but
eventtually it unlo
ocked.
I
opene
ed the door to
o reveal a
tiny, but reasonably
y pleasant
corated in
room. Again dec
deep blue, the room
m featured
two ssingle beds (something
no Am
merican hotel would
w
ever
have,, but a fairly standard
set-up
p in Europe), each with
a tinyy ledge beside it. At the
far en
nd of the room
m a small
triang
gular table was
s built into
the w
wall, with a sing
gle chair in
front of it. The tab
ble turned
into a ledge that housed a
“team
maker”, an oversized
plastic hot pot (1.7 litre
capaccity) that boiled water
that ccould be used for tea or
instan
nt coffee. Fa
acing the
Our room at the Expres
ss by Holiday IInn—Wimbled
don South
beds was a small stand
s
that held
d a fairly large television. Be
eside that wass a ledge with shelves built iinto its bottom. [The picture
e
above gives some idea as to jus
st how compa
act this room was—very
w
clo
ose to the sma
allest room I’v
ve ever stayed
d in. The beds
s
are tw
win-sized rath
her than doubles, and the sp
pace at the foo
ot is barely wiide enough fo
or a person to pass.]
Near the door was the ba
athroom—smalll, but larger than many I’ve sseen at hotels [[definitely outt of proportion
n to the rest of
o
oom]. This wa
as definitely no
ot the highlightt of the room. The sink was built into a sm
mall counter tha
at also hid the toilet tank. An
the ro
enorm
mous handle on
o the front of that counter flushed the larg
ge, boxy toilet. The sink itse
elf was small a
and oval, with a drain that we
e
thoug
ght was perman
nently almost closed
c
until som
meone fixed it into the right p
position the lasst day of our sttay. There wass also a “powe
er
shower®”, a registerred trademark that was a de
efinitely a lie. The oversized
d showerhead barely seemed
d to drip, and its complicated
d
ol made it anyb
body’s guess at
a just what tem
mperature the water would co
ome out. The shower was ccovered by a th
hin cloth curtain
contro
that b
barely touched the bottom, ensuring
e
that ea
ach time we showered we’d flood the bath
hroom floor in the process. It reminded me
e
quite a lot of some of
o the “luxury” hotel
h
rooms wh
here Paul and I had stayed in Russia.
The bathro
oom’s quirks we
ere more amus
sing than problematic. What was a problem
m was that the room was cold
d, not just chilly
but do
ownright frigid. A sign in fron
nt of the hotel bragged
b
that th
heir rooms were
e “comfort coo
oled”, and they seemed to be keeping true to
o
their word—in winte
er. What mad
de things so co
old was that th
he only heat in
n the room wa
as a small electric radiator o
on the wall tha
at
separrated the bedro
oom from the bath.
b
Being ele
ectric, it only ran
n when the pow
wer in the room
m was on (and a variety of sw
witches were se
et
in spe
ecific positions). To turn the electricity on, a room key ha
ad to be inserte
ed in a recepta
acle by the doo
or. Since no o
one had been in
the ro
oom for at least a day (and I’d
d bet more like
e a week), there
e had been no
o heat in there d
during some off the coldest da
ays of the yearr.
We quickly turned th
he radiator, dum
mped our thing
gs, and headed
d out to explore
e warmer parts of the neighbo
orhood.
We walked
d south from th
he hotel past an
nother pub, a Carphone
C
Ware
ehouse (anoth er chain you’ll find in every n
neighborhood of
o
on) [apparentlly Europe’s largest cellphon
ne dealer, they own a 50% interest in the
e Best Buy chain], and a Bu
urger King. Jus
st
Londo
south
h of there was a place that appears
a
as “su
uperstore” on maps
m
and that road signs re
efer to as a “hyypermarket”. F
Formerly called
d
Savaccentre (a name
e that still appe
ears on some of
o the store’s signage),
s
this ccolossal edifice
e is now part Sainsbury’s, one
e of the bigges
st
groce
ery and department store cha
ains in Britain.. When it was
s built in the la
ate ‘70s, this w
was the largesst store of its kkind in Europe
e.
They’’re presently en
nlarging it even
n more, and right now the plac
ce looks like on
ne big construcction project.
A big sign on the side of
o the construc
ction directed us
u we could h ead to “SUPE
ERSTORE BY LIFT” or “SUP
PERSTORE BY
Y
VELATOR”. We
W chose “trave
elator”, the British word for mo
oving walkway.. Actually wha
at lead up from the car park to
o the store itself
TRAV
was a
an actual esca
alator. The down trip did hav
ve a gradually sloped movin
ng walkway tha
at could accom
mmodate shopp
ping carts. We
e
made
e our way past the security bu
uzzers and ente
ered a store that was much liike the Super-T
Target you’d fin
nd in any Amerrican suburb. It

combined a huge supermarket with aisle after aisle of fairly upscale clothing, furniture, electronics, and other dry goods. We spent quite
a while browsing through the store, mostly being shocked at the ridiculous prices this “discount” chain charged. [The former
Savacentre building has apparently since been subdivided. Sainsbury’s is still a hypermarket, but has downsized so it now
occupies only the lower floor. The upper floor now houses M&S, the hypermarket division of Marks and Spencer, one of
Sainsbury’s main competitors. It certainly seems strange to have competing chains literally adjacent to each other, but I
suppose it’s not all that different from what happens in any mall.]
I bought some snack foods (most with fairly reasonable prices), some envelopes of “Maltease” cocoa mix, and a two litre bottle
of Pepsi (£1.19, or $2.08) to add to my collection. I also bought a box of Christmas crackers, those wrapped up tubes of festive fun that
have been a British holiday tradition since Victorian times. We had snapped some crackers at Steve’s with the family, but these were
cheap and seemed fun. The box I bought contained eight crackers, and each night we were here Margaret and I would pull the
gunpowder-coated tabs and snap open one each. It definitely added to our Christmas cheer.
We made our way to one of the long array of checkstands at the front of the store (I think there were more than thirty), where a
young black woman asked if we had a “Nectar card” we might have used for some savings. We didn’t, so of course we paid full price
for all our purchases.
While this was by far the largest location we saw, Sainsbury’s is another chain that seemed to have a location pretty much
everywhere in London. I’m sure we saw at least twenty on this trip. Supposedly Sainsbury’s is the #3 “hypermarket” chain in Britain.
The other two are Tesco, which sells dry goods in stores called “Extra” and a chain called ASDA that is Wal-Mart’s biggest overseas
division [actually its Mexican operations are larger]. (It’s interesting that they don’t choose to use the Wal-Mart name in Britain.)
Extra and ASDA may do more business, but I’m positive Sainsbury’s has to have more locations than either of the others. I saw a few
Extra and ASDA stores, but Sainsbury’s was literally everywhere.
We took the travelator down, crossed the car park (which is basically the bottom floor of the store), and made our way back
past Burger King and Carphone Warehouse to the hotel. I started munching on a bag of snacks (rather disgusting Malaysian chutney
flavored potato chips) and flipped on the “tele”. The choices included BBC1, BBC2, and ITV (Britain’s three main TV networks), Sky TV
(a satellite news channel owned by the same company that owns Fox), and two sports channels. There were also three channels that
broadcast radio while (or perhaps I should say “whilst”, a word that sounds hopelessly archaic to Americans but is part of everyday
speech in England) showing a text crawl advertising various hotel services. Then there were channels 16 and 17 (obviously several
channels were missing), which were reserved for adult movies. I was afraid when we first happened on these that I would be billed for
just flipping through them (a problem I once had at a hotel in Chicago that took quite a while to resolve), but figured that wouldn’t
happen when I realized that each time I did accidentally flip the channels too high I’d see the exact same “teasers”. One featured a
couple in bed, the other a couple in the shower. Both showed a lot of skin and—how to say this—“motion”. Neither actually showed
anything you could call “hard core”, though, and those exact same teasers just seemed to repeat on the two channels in endless loops.
I didn’t get billed for viewing the teasers, and I have no idea how I would have ordered the actual movies.
After flipping through the channels I watched the offerings on the two sports channels, both of which were things you’d never
see in America. One was showing darts. That’s right, fat middle-aged men were throwing darts in a pub, and it was being covered on
the equivalent of ESPN with commentators that sounded like they were announcing a golf match. The other sports channel was
showing women’s lawn bowling, a “sport” I’m not sure I even knew existed. An Australian national team beat South Africa in that one,
by the way. Later on the same channel showed an American football game, so I guess anything goes on British TV.
I really hadn’t eaten anything substantial at all today, and the chutney chips were less than satisfying. I had figured we might
go out to a fairly nice restaurant tonight, but Margaret was tired and not feeling well and obviously wasn’t up to going out. I decided I’d
head over to Burger King and asked Margaret if she’d like me to pick anything up. She groggily said a milkshake would be nice, and I
headed out.
I first went back to Sainsbury’s, where I did a bit of shopping on my own. I used the better part of John and Janet’s Christmas
gift to get a pin-striped dress shirt and a coordinating long-sleeved T-shirt. Both were being clearanced after Christmas; they were
affordable now, but I wouldn’t have even looked at them at full price. I found it interesting that neither had any country of origin label,
something I guess isn’t necessary in the E.U. I’m sure they weren’t made in England, but they made nice souvenirs of the place
nonetheless. [The striped shirt remains a favorite of mine, though I rarely wear it. I sort of keep it as “special”.]
I also picked up an orange Sainsbury’s “bag for life”. These are thick plastic shopping bags with handles that hold a lot of
weight. Aldi sells similar bags in America for 25¢. They cost 75p ($1.30) at Sainsbury’s, but you can re-use them as much as you like,
and if the bag ever breaks they’ll replace it free. I didn’t come back to Sainsbury’s, but I did use their bag to tote stuff all over London.
I’d seen lots of people doing just that in our travels today, and it seemed like a perfect way to blend in with the locals. [I almost always
carry my stuff in some sort of shopping bag when I travel, and I often try to pick up something that is typical of the place. The
Sainsbury’s bag served the purpose in London that bags from Walgreen’s have in many American cities.]
The Colliers Wood Burger King was certainly interesting. In fact, it’s just about the strangest fast food place I’ve ever been to.
The place is designed primarily to be a drive-thru; indeed the drive-thru completely encircles the building. There’s no parking lot at all
(though people could park at Sainsbury’s or Carphone Warehouse), and it’s rather difficult for pedestrians to get inside the place.
Inside the little orange brick box there’s almost nothing that isn’t plastic. It’s so tacky it would make most American Burger Kings look
beautiful. It would also make any American Burger King seem cheap. Everything here was expensive, with nothing on the menu under

a pound, sandwiches costing as much as £3 ($5.25), and value meals up to £5.75 ($10). [American fast food prices have
skyrocketed in recent years. A $5.25 burger wouldn’t be unheard of now, though I’ve yet to see a $10 value meal in this
country.] There is a discount for take-away orders (which apparently aren’t subject to as high a rate of VAT), but even subtracting
10%, it’s still expensive.
After scanning the menu I ordered a small vanilla milkshake (£1.25, or $2.20) for Margaret and a chicken salad (£3.25, or
$5.70) for me. The clerk (who was white, but from some other country) didn’t really speak English, so ordering was a bit of a challenge.
“Small” didn’t seem to be a word she understood (apparently I actually got a “regular” shake), so she had me point to the glass I
wanted. Then it came time to choose a dressing (or “salad cream” as the Brits would say). She just brought out one of every flavor
they had (seven choices, I think). I assumed I was supposed to pick one, so I chose honey mustard and put the others aside.
The salad was amusing. I got a small pre-packaged bowl of mixed greens with some deep-fried chicken nuggets thrown on
top of it. I’m not sure if it was Britain or Burger King that turned what I thought might be a healthy dinner into little more than salty fat.
[That would be Britain. I’ve had the equivalent salad in the States, and it comes with grilled chicken strips.]
Margaret was sleeping when I got back to the hotel, and I thought it wise not to disturb her. I set the shake beside her, and
she sipped on it occasionally as she tossed and turned through the evening. I wrote notes for this travelogue and read some more in
the garbage book. Even so, I called an early end to the night.

Thursday, December 29, 2005
I was wide awake at 2:00 this morning, literally shivering in bed. While the radiator was operating, without any fan to move the
heat across the room, it mostly concentrated near Margaret’s bed. (She complained that she was too hot while sleeping. [Margaret
almost always finds hotel rooms too hot. We’d have been wise on this trip to have changed beds, with her closer to the
window.]) I realized later that I had made one crucial mistake in setting the various switches that would turn the radiator on. It was on,
but so was the air conditioner. The room was trying to heat and cool itself at the same time. On my side of the room it was cooling that
won out, and I was very cold indeed. It wasn’t as easy to compensate for a cold room here as it would be at most hotels, either. Even
the cheapest American hotels have beds covered with a top sheet, a blanket, and a bedspread. You can use the bedspread as an
additional blanket, and its length allows you to tuck it in around you if you have to. Here, though, we didn’t have that option. Instead of
a bedspread there were two little strips of blue velour that served no purpose other than decoration. (I rolled them up to supplement my
flimsy pillow, but they certainly provided no warmth.) There wasn’t really a blanket either. Instead each bed had a “duvet”, a strange
combination of a thin comforter hidden inside a sheet. The whole thing was neither wider nor longer than the single bed, making it all
but impossible to cover my whole body with it.
[This was the first real experience I’ve had with duvets, which have since spread like a cancer throughout the hotel
world. Indeed these days it’s hard to find a hotel that doesn’t use the things. In American hotels, though, even if the duvet
just barely fits the bed, its queen or king size will still be much larger than my body, so I can double it over or bundle inside it
like a sleeping bag if necessary. On a twin bed, though, that wasn’t an option.]
While 2am was about six hours after I had retired (the amount of sleep I get many nights), it was not exactly a practical time to
get up. Margaret was clearly asleep, and I didn’t want to wake her by turning on the light and reading. I tossed and turned and didn’t
really sleep well at all after that.
That said, it was all of 9am when Margaret and I actually got up this morning. It was easy to stay in bed that late, given that
sunrise isn’t until 9:00 in this very northerly city. We had a quick drip in the “power shower” and then made our way down to the lobby
for breakfast. The abundance of Express by Holiday Inn’s breakfast almost made up for their lack of heat. In America Holiday Inn
Express has an outstanding breakfast, but their British cousins may do even better. While there was no hot food, you could have
anything cold you could possibly want for breakfast. They had assorted breads, rolls, and pastries with which you could assemble the
classic “continental breakfast”, but that was just the beginning. There was also yogurt (spelled “yoghurt” in Britain) in various flavors,
assorted fruits (apples, oranges, individual grapefruit sections, sliced pears, and fruit cocktail), and single-serving packages of a wide
variety of cereals. They also had a machine that dispensed microscopic glasses of watered-down apple or orange juice and a hot
beverage machine that would make dozens of variations on instant coffee, tea, cappuccino, and cocoa. [I’ve since encountered
similar machines at hotels in the American East, most recently at a Clarion hotel in Queens, New York.]
A word is in order here on British coffee. For no reason I can figure out, British people seem to really like instant coffee. What
to me is an inferior item that I can occasionally tolerate for its convenience is what most Brits mean when they say the word “coffee”.
Many restaurants had the same hot beverage machine as the breakfast bar at Express by Holiday Inn, and they actually seemed to
think that was a good thing. Espresso is also available, but to me that’s a different beverage from just plain coffee. I found regular
coffee was available at two places. There are a few Starbucks and similar coffee bars scattered around London, though I didn’t really
feel like parting with the £2.50 ($4.40) they wanted for a cup of joe. The only place that seemed to have real coffee at a vaguely
reasonable price was McDonalds, where a cup cost £1.10 ($1.90). Unfortunately I wouldn’t find a McD’s until later, so for now I’d have
to put up with weak instant.

The breakffast area was very
v
crowded, with about two
o dozen tables crammed into
o a rather small room. Also ttaking up space
e
was a large, but scrraggly Christma
as tree with ho
omely decoratio
ons. We wantted to snap a p
picture of this e
extremely British tree, but the
e
room was never em
mpty enough to allow us to do so.
ook the tube no
orthward to Wa
aterloo (WATT
TAfter b reakfast we to
h-loo), an enorrmous rail term inal a little wayys south of dow
wntown London
n.
uh
We
W walked acro
air skywalk in the middle o
of the Shell Oil
oss an open-a
he
eadquarters an
nd then down some awkward
d metal stairs to emerge in a
litttle park on th e south bank of the Thame
es. Our destination was the
e
Lo
ondon Eye, th
he enormous wheel erecte
ed beside the
e river for the
e
millennium
m
celeb
bration a few yyears back. V
Very similar to ““big wheel” tha
at
Fe
erris erected in
n Chicago mo
ore than a cen
ntury ago, the enormous Eye
e
tra
ansports visito rs in glass-walled capsules tthe size of a small rail car. It
re
eally dominatess the skyline o
of central London, soaring h
higher than the
e
Ho
ouses of Parlia
ament and Wesstminster Abbe
ey across the riiver.
I had booked ticketts for the Eye
e months ago
o online. The
directions for cla
aiming those ticckets said to go to the machiines in Borough
of the eye. Th
were well hidd
den, but a clerk
Hall, just west o
he machines w
howed me whe
ere they were. To get my tickket I inserted m
my credit card in
sh
a reader, confirm
med that I was me (pressing “yes” on a toucch screen), and
d
wa
aited for five sllips of paper to
o be printed. Fiirst to come ou
ut was a receiptt.
Next came two tickets for the eye, and finallly I received tw
wo tickets for a
Th
hames river cru
uise I had boo ked for a comb
bination fare. E
Each ticket was
mostly
m
a barco de, which wo
ould be scanned to grant u
us entry to the
e
atttractions.
The tic kets were time
ed, allowing en
ntry within a ha
alf-hour window
w.
Th
here was still a
about fifteen m
minutes before the start of our admission, so
o
we
e made a qui ck visit to the
e gift shop, wh
here each of u
us picked up a
pa
aperback guid
de (£3 or $5.25) showing everything we
e’d be seeing.
ye
London Ey
aret was still without
w
a camerra, and she notticed a Kodak stand
s
selling d isposable cam
meras for £9 ($1
15.75) in the plaza by the eye
e.
Marga
She b
bought two of them
t
and then on a whim as
sked the attend
dant if he happ
pened to have a battery that would fit her ccamera. He did
d
indee
ed, so now she had both the disposable
d
cam
meras and a rea
al camera that would work.
The queue
e for the Eye was
w about a ten
n-minute wait. While busine
ess was steadyy, this line wass obviously much shorter than
what they sometime
es have. Therre were tape mazes
m
that could hold a queu
ue four or five times as long as what we encountered this
morniing. Two youn
ng black men directed
d
people
e to the part of
o the maze tha
at was actuallyy in use. We m
made our way through it, and
d
three young white men
m inspected bags and patte
ed people dow
wn before we co
ould enter the support structu
ure for the eye itself. We filed
d
aroun
nd another swittchback and th
hen reached the
e actual boarding area. The eye mostly do
oesn’t stop; it ju
ust rotates veryy slowly. When
one o
of the capsules comes down to
t ground level, the attendantts usher twentyy to thirty peop le aboard it. Y
You have to boa
ard quickly, and
d
it’s a little awkward, since you’re going
g
from a sttable platform onto a moving
g vehicle. We made it, thoug
gh, and before long our “flightt”
begun.
had b
w built by British Airways (th
hough it’s curre
ently in the proccess of being a
acquired by the
e company thatt owns Madame
e
The Eye was
Tussa
aud’s Wax Museum). They call rides on the Eye “flights
s”, and they m ake announce
ements on “takke-off” and “lan
nding” similar to
o
what you’d hear on an airplane. Each
E
flight lasts
s about half an hour, and in th
he process you
u get a pretty g
good view of ce
entral London. I
snapp
ped pictures in every direction, though I thin
nk the curved glass
g
in the ca
apsule will prob
bably distort the
em badly. I must say the ride
e
was ffun. It probably
y wasn’t worth its cost (I forge
et the exact pou
und price, but a
around $20), but I’m glad I did
d it.
After the Eye
E flight we made our way down Waterloo Pier to the boa
arding area forr our cruise. It wasn’t entirelyy clear which of
o
the m
many docks we
e were suppose
ed to leave from, but before long a boat (th
he Silver Bonit o) arrived bedecked with advvertising for the
e
Londo
on Eye. That cleared
c
things up a bit. We waited
w
for them
m to get things arranged on b
board and then
n made our wayy onto the ship
p,
togeth
her with maybe fifty of sixty other passeng
gers. The boa
at could easilyy seat four time
es that numbe
er, an indicatio
on that this was
definitely low season for river cruis
ses.
w decked ou
ut for Christma
as, and as a holiday bonus o
our admission (again somew
where around $
$20) included a
The boat was
comp
plimentary glass
s (supposedly a £2 value) off either mulled wine or apple juice (non-alco
oholic, unlike “ccider” which iss always hard in
Britain
n). A young woman narratted the cruise,, explaining ev
verything we ssaw and filling
g dull momentss with reasona
ably interesting
g
remarrks. I can’t say
y she said anytthing terribly memorable, but I’ve had far wo
orse guides. I’m
m glad we did tthis cruise, beccause it was an
n
easy way to see alll those “must see”
s
landmarks
s in London. In one quick trrip we saw Big Ben, the Tow
wer of London, Parliament, Stt.
Paul’ss Cathedral, Westminster
of Shakespearre’s Globe The
W
Ab
bbey, and the reconstruction
r
eatre. We also
o saw just abo
out every bridge
and rrailway station in London, as well as numerrous lesser points of interest along the Thames. While th
hese aren’t all tthat far apart, it
d still take quite
e a bit of time to
o see them all on foot. Moreo
over, in many ccases the bestt view of them ccomes from the
e river. London
would
is mo
ost definitely no
ot a beautiful city, but it does have a lot of buildings
b
and sttructures that a
are individuallyy quite nice. On the cruise we
e
got a good overview
w of most of the
em.

The only real
r
problem with
w
the crruise is that it was more tha
an a
bit nippy out on the water. The
T
weath
her continued to be very co
old,
and ffor the return trip
t
we joined the
majorrity of the passengers in
enclo
osed deck do
ownstairs.
We
couldn’t see nearly as well, but it was
w
h warmer.
much
c
we tried
d to
After the cruise
find our way ba
ack to Waterrloo
on. As seemed
d to be a theme
e on
statio
this trrip, we someho
ow made a wro
ong
turn a
and ended up taking
t
the long
gest
possible route, ge
etting a thorou
ugh
of London’s South Bank in the
tour o
proce
ess.
The other touristy thing for
h I had booke
ed admission was
w
which
Mada
ame Tussaud’s
s. While the tim
med
tickets were for late
e this afternoon, I
figure
ed it would be
e wise to avoid
d a
line a
and collect them
m ahead of time
e. I
Da
avid Burrow on
o the Thames
s, with Parliam
ment and Big B
Ben in the bac
ckground
had le
eft my TfL direction sheet on how to get to the
t place back
k at the hotel, b
but I thought I rremembered how to get there
e. The address
of Mm
me. T’s is on Marleybone Street (a name that makes me
m think of the
e beginning off A Christmas Carol, though
h apparently it’s
prono
ounced closer to
t MALL-bun), so I suggeste
ed we take the Bakerloo Line
e to Marleybone
e. We did, and we surfaced in another mid
d
20th C
Century brick neighborhood
n
with its own lo
ocations of Ca
arphone Wareh
house, Tesco,, Sainsbury’s, and Express b
by Holiday Inn
n.
While
e nothing looke
ed particularly hopeful
h
from a tourist’s pointt of view, this ttime my instinccts on where th
hings should b
be were actually
right. We walked fro
om the station to the nearest major street, which
w
was Maryyelbone. Way off in the dista
ance we saw a strange looking
g
dome
ed building, which seemed pro
omising to be the
t museum. We
W walked ab out half a mile down a busy sstreet to get th
here. The place
e
was in fact Madame
e Tussaud’s. Annoyingly,
A
tho
ough, the museum is virtuallyy next door to a different station (Baker Strreet) that would
d
have saved us the walk.
w
There were severa
al
ticket lines for Mme. T’s
s,
each for a d
different kind of
o
ticket. Even
ntually I found
d
the
one
for
timed
d
admissions and made my
way to the front. I had
d
carefully
brought
the
confirmation number and
d
my credit ca
ard, but all the
e
man there ca
ared about was
my name. H
He printed out a
couple of ticckets, I snuck
back
unde
er
the
rope
e
cordoning offf the line, and
d
we were on o
our way again.
We had a couple
of hours be
efore our wax
L
with “The
“
Gerkin” building
b
behin
nd it
Tower of London
museum tickkets would be
e
valid, so we decided
d to see one off London’s less
ser-known sights. We took th
he Circle Line ( many parts of which are in op
pen cuts, rathe
er
than ttruly undergrou
und) east to To
ower Hill statio
on. We snappe
ed a few pictu res of the Tow
wer of London as we walked past. (It would
have been interestin
ng to see inside
e, but it was an
nother thing tha
at was closed d
during the festiive period.) W
We then went up
p the escalators
to the
e Tower Gatew
way DLR station
n. We took the
e automated lig
ght rail train easst a couple sto
ops to Limehouse and then ca
aught a second
d
DLR train eastward. We passed Canary Wharf and were soon
n into the real docklands, the
e area that is sstill awaiting m
most of its urban
renew
wal.
Before long
g we passed Canning
C
Town, which was nea
ar one of the ho
otels I had boo
oked and then ccancelled. TfL had planned to
o
close Canning Town
n station over the holidays (p
part of the Jubiilee Line renovvation project), so it would ha
ave been difficu
ult to get to this

hotel.. As it turned out
o they decide
ed not to close the station afte
er all, but I’m g
glad we switche
ed reservationss. Colliers Wo
ood was a much
nicer neighborhood than Canning Town.
Canning To
own was built in
i Victorian tim
mes to house do
ock workers an
nd support high
hly polluting he
eavy industry th
hat was banned
d
in Lon
ndon proper. Charles
C
Dicken
ns wrote a scathing essay on it. The pleasa
ant scene he de
escribed featurred shacks ove
erlooking canals
that ffestered with human
h
waste with
w chimneys that belched acrid smoke. Those canalss are still there
e, but today I’d
d guess they’re
e
pollutted with runoff from refineries
s rather than “n
night soil”. The
e smokestackss no longer polllute, since the factories they are attached to
o
long a
ago fell idle. Still,
S
the place is far from pleasant. Cannin
ng Town (and iindeed almost all of the Boro
ough of Newha
am) was almos
st
entire
ely destroyed in the Blitz of World War II, and it was re
ebuilt mostly in
n the form of ccheap apartme
ent towers. T
The place looks
remarrkably like the outskirts of Mo
oscow, with its neighborhoods
s of “Stalin tow
wers”. The gra
ay concrete block Express by Holiday Inn we
e
mightt have stayed at
a fits well with this grim neigh
hborhood.
Newham (““NEW’m”, a pla
ace formed by the amalgama
ation of East H
Ham and West Ham) will be tthe primary home to the 2012
2
Olympics. [It’s stra
ange to think that this even
nt, which was in the distantt future when
n we visited, w
will be next su
ummer.] There
e
are sttill signs all ove
er the area urg
ging people to “Back the Bid”” and highlightiing all the won
nderful changes the games a
are supposed to
o
bring to the area. Itt would be inte
eresting to com
me back here se
even years from
m now to how much of it cam
me to pass. [I gather a lot of
o
plans
s were scaled back due to the
t global eco
onomic crisis.. Several plan
nned venues w
were cancelle
ed, and the ev
vents are being
g
diverrted to already
y existing facillities.]
We continu
ued past Canning Town on a new section of
o the Dockland
ds Light Railwa
ay that just ope
ened up two we
eeks before ou
ur
al. This section
n is intended mostly
m
to serve London City Airport,
A
a small field with easyy connections a
all over Europe
e. We didn’t go
o
arriva
as farr as the airportt, and mostly saw the crumbling industrial waterfront
w
of Siilvertown and tthe hideously u
ugly Millennium
m Dome (closed
d
in 200
01 and not sch
heduled to reop
pen until the 2012 Olympics [it actually ha
as since beco
ome a concertt venue called
d the O2 arena
a,
name
ed after a cell phone compa
any) looming ac
cross the river..

Thame
es Flood Barriier
es Barrier Park
k.
Beyond Sillvertown were a couple of brrand new luxurry highrises se parated by ourr ultimate destination, Thame
This llovely little gree
enspace occup
pies the north side
s
of one of England’s
E
grea
atest engineerin
ng projects, the
e Thames Floo
od Barrier. This
enorm
mous stainless steel expanse is designed to
o block the surg
ge from the No rth Sea to keep
p London from flooding during
g major storms
s.
he sea and ships to come up
Most of the time (including today) its gates are open,
o
allowing river water to fflow freely to th
p to London. In
ough, they can shut the gates
s to keep low-ly
ying London sa
afe from the wa
aves. This is p
precisely what tthe U.S. should
d
severre weather, tho
have built years ago
o at the mouth of Lake Ponch
hartrain by New
w Orleans. It su
uch a barrier exxisted the storm
m surge from K
Katrina wouldn’t
he lake from th
he Gulf of Mex
xico. Then the
e lake wouldn’tt have put succh severe strain on the levee
es, and disaste
er
have made it into th
would
d likely have be
een averted. Pioneered
P
by Holland,
H
barrierrs like this appa
arently exist all over Europe. Our governm
ment felt building
g
one w
would be too expensive,
e
a de
ecision that obv
viously turned out to be “pen
nny wise and p
pound foolish”. [In fairness I should poin
nt
out th
hat a barrier fo
or Lake Pontc
chartrain woulld need to be both
b
higher an
nd MUCH wid
der. I-10 cross
ses the mouth
h of the lake on
n
a sev
ven-mile bridg
ge, while the Thames is less
s than half a mile
m wide in ea
ast London.]
There’s rea
ally not much to
t see at the Thames
T
Barrierr. On the south
osedly have a visitor’s centerr.
h side of the riiver they suppo
Unforrtunately that’s not presently very accessible by public transit. (In five m
more years thiss branch of the DLR will be extended across

the rivver, making it much more ac
ccessible. [Su
urprisingly, the extension to
o Woolrich A
Arsenal on the
e south bank o
of the Thames
s
opened in 2009, a year ahead of
o schedule.]) Margaret and I got a few picctures of the e
engineering ma
arvel and had a pleasant walk
gh the park. Then we made our
o way back to
t Pontoon Doc
ck station.
throug
The station
n by the Thame
es Barrier is ele
evated high ab
bove an expresssway. You ca
an access the p
platforms eithe
er by elevator or
o
by ratther endless flights of stairs. [Unlike the main
m
tube line
es, most DLR s
stations don’tt have escalattors.] When w
we got there a
man was standing by the “lift” waiting
w
for it to
o arrive, but so
omething wass obviously mallfunctioning. T
The man apparrently had some
d up the stairs ahead of him. He was sure his
h sons had sccrewed with the elevator and was irate. I acctually think the
e
sons who had raced
boys were innocent, and the eleva
ator was just no
ot working. The
ey certainly hea
ard a blue streak from their dad, though.
ms to be more tolerated
t
in Britain than in Am
merica. This m
man threw out the “F” word repeatedly, which
Swearing in public seem
g I expected to
o hear in a public transit statio
on. I heard it in
n other public p
places (like storres and on the street) too, and
d
is justt not something
the bllue language was
w certainly not confined to a single word. Even women
n seemed to th
hink nothing of using vulgar sspeech in public
place
es. [Public pro
ofanity is beco
oming more co
ommon in Am
merica, but it’s still nowhere
e near as bad a
as in Britain.]

To
ower Bridge
[T
This, like seve
eral pictures in
n this travelog
gue was taken
n on the river c
cruise describ
bed earlier.
It, like
e several pictu
ures, was inse
erted at a rand
dom place in tthe travelogue
e,
rather than
t
at the app
propriate chro
onological pla
ace.]
We huffed and puffed our way up the sttairs and mana
aged to just ma
ake a train head
ded west. DLR
R trains are lesss frequent than
those
e on the tube [though
[
the te
en-minute inte
ervals are as good as mos
st transit systtems in Amerrica], so this rreally was good
fortun
ne. We took th
he train west to
o Bank, where the line termin
nates deep und
derground. We
e went up and up and up some more to the
e
still underground Circle Line platfo
orm. We had a short wait on the platform, a
and we happen
ned to be waitin
ng next to a ca
andy machine—
—
one o
of hundreds of such machine
es that line the platforms in th
he tube. The m
machine had a very strange coin mechanissm. I placed a
pound
d coin on its side in a holder and then shov
ved the holder into
i
the machin
ne. After that I was supposed to make my selection on an
electrronic keypad. However, when I tried to ente
er the selection
n, nothing happ
pened. I presssed the coin re
eturn button, bu
ut again nothing
g
happe
ened. Later on
n at a different station Margarret also tried to
o use a candy m
machine and h
had the exact ssame experiencce. I guess TfL
must supplement their budget with
h one pound co
oins from unwary tourists.
We comple
eted the rest of
o the Circle Lin
ne’s ring, makiing our way ba
ack to Baker S
Street. We walked past a strring of souvenir
stand
ds and up to th
he entry of Madame Tussaud
d (which, by th
he way, is pron
nounced in bad
d French with the final “D” sounded: TOO
Osewed). There was
s a longer line than
t
there had been when I got
g the tickets, but when I flasshed the ticketss, the guard usshered us to the
front. Another atten
ndant told us to
o cut past seve
eral people who were waiting
g at the entry a
and go directly upstairs to the
e entrance. We
o, and before lo
ong we were in
n the attraction itself.
did so
While it is severely
s
overpriced (around $30
$ for a late afternoon
a
admisssion, and ove
er $50 earlier in
n the day), it wa
as interesting to
o
Madame Tussa
aud’s. I’d neverr been to a wax
x museum of any
a sort before,, and I figured I might as well see the origina
al. The artwork
see M
on the
e wax replicas of celebrities and
a historical fiigures was rea
ally quite good. There were, h
problems with tthe place. Firs
st
however, two p
was tthe crowd. Rarrely have I bee
en anywhere with
w such a mob
b of people. Evvery room of th
he place was a
absolutely packked, to the poin
nt
o see many off the sculptures
s. The other problem was lab
beling. Some of the wax figu
ures were iden
ntified, but there
that itt was difficult to
were many others where
w
they see
emed to think we
w should just know who the people were. That wasn’t h
hard to do with people like the
e
m not really up on all the currrent celebrities
s—particularly tthose who are
e little known o
outside of Brita
ain. They could
d
royal family, but I’m
have improved thing
gs greatly by ha
aving consisten
nt labeling on all
a the exhibits.

The most interesting parrt of Madame Tussaud’s
T
was
s an exhibit ca
alled the Spirit of
on that amoun
nted to an amu
usement park ride.
r
After que
euing for aboutt ten minutes w
we
Londo
got in
nto mock-ups of
o those famous
s black cabs, which
w
whisked us around a trrack as narratio
on
and a
animated wax figures gave a brief history
y of the city. If there were a Disneyland in
Engla
and, I’m sure th
hey’d have this ride. It went a bit too fast forr my taste, but I really did find
d it
fun. In fact, it wou
uldn’t surprise me if they opened a clone of it in the “G
Global Village” at
Disne
eyworld.
M
T’s attracttions. The bas
sement of the museum is the
eir
We did nott see two of Mme.
mber of horrors
s”. Originally this is where they
t
stored the
e wax castingss of people wh
ho
“cham
were executed in re
evolutionary Frrance, which is
s how Madame
e Tussaud learrned her art. I’’m
ure if those are
e still there or not.
n
What they
y mostly feature
e now is a live horror show th
hat
not su
you h
have to pay an
n additional adm
mission to ente
er. We peeked in the entran
nce, but I wasn
n’t
prepa
ared to pay an additional £10
0 over and abo
ove the already steep admisssion. The oth
her
thing we didn’t see was their planetarium show
w (the reason for
f the dome o
on the building
g).
That actually was in
ncluded in our admission, butt it would have involved a hallf hour wait. I’vve
seen planetarium shows in Illinois
s and Mississippi, and I really didn’t see a lot of reason
n I
neede
ed to see one in
i London.
Wax
x figure of the
e museum
Like pretty much every museum
m
on the planet, Madam
me Tussaud’s e
ended with a g
gift
proprietress, Madam
me Tussaud
ht expect from the price of ev
verything else here,
h
the shop
p was incrediblly
shop.. As you migh
en with British toffees in it tha
at
expensive. I did buy one item, a tin shaped like Big Be
I gave to my
m friend Maryy. That was £6.50 ($11.40
0), and it was just about the
e
cheapest th
hing in the place
e.
We
e made our w
way past the stting of tourist shops outside
e Mme. T’s and
d
back to Bak
ker Street statio
on. It was aro
ound 4:30 now, and totally da
ark outside. We
got on the Bakerloo
B
Line a
and took it soutthward to the e
end of the line a
at Elephant and
d
Castle (ALE
E-lu-font ‘n’ C
CAH-sul) statio n. The amussing name (wh
hich apparently
comes from
m a pub that o
once stood on a road in the area) was ha
ard to resist, so
o
Margaret an
nd I decided to explore the arrea.
ephant and Ca
astle station is one of the de
eepest in the network, and it’s
Ele
also awkwa
ardly designed. To get to the
e exit from the Bakerloo Line,, we had to firs
st
walk to the Northern Line area and then walk the full le
ength of that platform. Finally
we went up
p an elevator, as there are no escalators in this station
n. We made it
through the turnstiles and emerged in the
e heart of the E & C neighborrhood.

with a “guard” at Mme. T’s
experriences in Lon
ndon.]

E & C, which is in
n the Borough of Lambeth, iss definitely one
e of the low ren
nt
areas of Greater London
n. The station
n exit leads to
o a shopping ccenter that one
e
guidebook described as a perfect example of “bruta
alist” architectu
ure. The huge
e
cement box
x has a small sstatue out fron
nt in the shape
e of an elephan
nt and a castle
e.
There are no
n major storess here. The m
most important thing is a big fflea market tha
at
fills the basement area. T
The “anchor” sstores are a sm
mall Tesco supermarket and a
Dress for Less
L
outlet wh
here everything
g cost £5, £10, or £20 ($9
9, $18, or $35)).
There were also a numbe
er of “pound sh
hops” (the equivvalent of dollarr stores, though
he mall is taken
here everything would cosst $1.75), and the single largest space in th
up by JobC
Centre Plus, the
e government employment office. The sho
ops that line the
e
hallways sh
how that this is definitely one of the m
most multicultural of all the
e
neighborhoo
ods in London
n, quite obviou
usly home to rrecent immigra
ants and “gues
st
workers”. There were rrestaurants an
nd food shopss representing cuisines from
m
ous different la
anguages. [A
As is often the
e
around the globe, and si gns in numero
path was one of my favorite
e
case when I travel, this excursion offf the beaten p

The most common
c
language here was, of all things, Spanish.
S
I exp
pect to see Spa
anish signs in C
Chicago or Loss Angeles, but I
definitely not ex
xpecting to use
e my foreign language skills in London. I ga
ather E & C is home to lots o
of South Americans. The mall
was d
had sseveral money order places that advertised rates for send
ding “giros” to p
places like Boliivia and placess selling phone
e cards valid fo
or
calls tto Peru and Ec
cuador (at abo
out 20p or 35¢ a minute). E & C Shopping Centre was m
mostly empty when we walked
d through it, bu
ut
manyy of the people who were here
e were Hispanic. A lot of the rest were of Affrican descent.
In addition to Spanish, there was also a lot of signage
e in the Cyrillic alphabet. I ha
ad heard that lo
ots of East Eurropeans worked
in England, and this
s was probably
y confirmation of
o that. I didn’’t really notice people in the mall that were identifiably Ru
ussian, but they
p here without any
a problem.
could certainly shop

uite some time
e going through a plastic
I spent qu
u that a grung
gy café in the
e mall had po
osted in its
menu
windo
ow. The place (a greasy spoon diner if ever there was
one) certainly had a broad menu. There were dishes
d
from
Africa
an, South Ame
erican, and Asia
an traditions, plus
p
a lot of
traditiional British fa
are. One of the best dealls was the
“classsic English breakfast”. For £3.25 ($5.70) th
his featured
eggs,, sausage, bac
con, boiled pota
atoes, mushroo
oms, baked
beanss, and grilled tomato,
t
plus co
offee and oran
nge juice. I
doubtt anywhere els
se in Britain offfered that muc
ch food for
that little money.
[The Elephant and Cas
stle Shopping
g Centre is
i 2012. The
e borough
apparently being demolished in
eveloping the
e area as a “retail
council is re-de
ch I’m sure means
m
the cheap little
destination”, whic
aurant and the
e other interes
sting features of the old
resta
mall w
will be long fo
orgotten.]
We passed
d on eating and left E & C Centre.
C
We
took a different exit out of the mall
m than the one through
which
h we had entere
ed and proceed
ded to again get
g lost tryEle
ephant and Ca
astle
ing to
o find the station. We did eventually find it, though,
t
and we
e made our wayy to the elevato
or. The lift we were in made strange noises
s,
like some sort of ala
arm was going
g off. No one seemed
s
to reac
ct in any way, though, and w
we got down to the platform ssafely. We took
the Northern Line ba
ack to the hote
el, dumped our stuff, and then went out for d
dinner.
We took th
he train two thre
ee stops north to Balham station. Once ag ain we were diisoriented leavving the station. We ended up
going
g the wrong way
w
down Balh
ham High Stre
eet, which gav
ve us an inten
nded grand to
our of this rath
her nondescrip
pt middle class
neigh
hborhood. The
e most promin
nent feature in Balham is th
he station, whi ch is a major interchange w
with the nation
nal rail service
e.
National rail runs above ground, and
a the viaduc
ct basically spllits the neighbo
o
orhood in half . On either side of the station are more of
those
e same shops that appear on
n every “high street”
s
in Britain. Beyond th
he business are
e fairly nice ap
partment buildings, each built
aroun
nd a pleasant courtyard.
c
The
ey reminded me
e of the apartm
ments in Oak P
Park (a near we
est suburb nea
ar Chicago) and
d the area nea
ar
the art museum in Minneapolis.
M
Several
S
of the “flats” had Christmas decora
ations in their w
windows, so evven though we
e covered more
e
nce than we miight have chosen, it was a ple
easant walk.
distan
Our destination tonight was
w another cha
ain that appears on high stre
eets throughout England, Nan
ndo’s. Based in South Africa
a,
these
e restaurants ap
pparently also operate in Can
nada, Australia, India, Egypt, and Malaysia. [They’ve rece
ently expanded into much of
o
Europe and also to the Washington, D.C. area.]
a
Their specialty
s
(spayy-see-AL-uh-te
ee) is Portugue
ese peri-peri cchicken, poultry
marin
nated in a sauc
ce flavored with
h a hot pepperr native to Moz
zambique. The
ey offer severa
al levels of hea
at (we chose “m
medium”), and I
must say the stuff is
s really quite go
ood.
We were greeted
g
by a portly
p
black wo
oman who had asked if we h
had been to Nando’s before.. (We must have looked like
e
“newb
bies”.) She led
d us to a table and
a placed a wooden
w
chicken
n there to indiccate that the tab
ble was occupiied. We were to look over the
e
menu
u and then go to
t the bar to order.
o
The food
d would then be
b delivered to
o the table with
hin ten minutess. Both Marga
aret and I had a
quarte
er chicken with
h spicy rice an
nd coleslaw. (Other
(
side dis
shes were ava
ailable, but thosse were most appealing to u
us.) I also had
d
toaste
ed and buttered pita bread an
nd a Fanta orange soda, whille Margaret cho
ose to have a bottle of hard ccider. Our tota
al bill was abou
ut
£15 ($
$26), and it wo
ould have been about $9 each
h without the drrinks—quite aff
ffordable by Briitish standards and a very tassty meal.
After dinne
er we went acro
oss the street to
t a Woolworth
h’s store. “Woo
olies” is still alivve and well in Britain, after having shuttered
d
their last door in Am
merica two dec
cades ago. [A
Apparently the
e British chain
n went under in the wake o
of the 2008 fin
nancial crisis..]
They have the exac
ct same stuff yo
ou’d have foun
nd at a dime sttore in your ch ildhood: sewin
ng supplies, ch
hildren’s clothe
es, “pick ‘n’ mix
x”
a
a few item
ms that didn’t e
exist back then
n, mostly in the
e form of cheap
candyy, cheap toys, kitchen ware, etc. There arre, of course, also
electrronics. You ce
ertainly wouldn’t call it a dime
e store, though
h. There’s notthing here thatt costs remotelly close to the equivalent of a
dime (6p). The cheapest stuff is about 50p (87¢)), and most thin
ngs are severa
al pounds.
I bought a few snacks, including a Cadb
bury product th
hat featured pre
essed chocolatte items shape
ed like potato chips (or “crisps
s”
as the
e Brits would say),
s
plus a new
wspaper and th
he tiniest can of
o Pepsi I’ve evver seen (150 m
mL, or about ½ cup at a cost of 39p or 68¢)).
[I thin
nk that can ge
enerates more
e questions frrom my studen
nts than anyth
hing else in m
my Pepsi colle
ection.] Marga
aret also picked
d
up so
ome candy, as well as some clearanced Ch
hristmas stuff. It was fascina
ating to be in a type of store
e I haven’t even
n thought of fo
or
yearss.
We made our way back to the tube sta
ation and head
ded back to Co
olliers Wood. W
We spent mosst of the evenin
ng just reading
g,
ng up, and watc
ching a bit of TV.
T
The news on every statiion revolved arround the weatther. Apparen
ntly today was the coldest day
restin
Britain
n had seen in more than a de
ecade, and the
e meteorologistts went on and
d on about how
w London had g
gotten down to
o 10 below zero
o
(Celsius, that is … it would be 14
4 above Fahre
enheit). Much of the countryy appeared to be crippled b
by about four in
nches of snow
w.

They’’re obviously not
n used to re
eal winter weather here. [W
We heard simiilar reports la
ast Christmas
s when a cold
d front hit the
e
Amerrican South.]
m the weather most
m
of the new
ws was crime-rrelated. British
h TV has every bit as much se
ensationalism as its American
Aside from
g a relatively safe country se
eem as if danger was lurking everywhere. The biggest n
non-weather-related story was
countterpart, making
aboutt a young girl who
w was kidnap
pped while takiing a bath at he
er home in norrthern England. The girl was released quickkly and suffered
no gre
eat harm. I don’t wish the experience on an
nyone, but it’s not
n exactly the crime of the ce
entury.
We went to
o bed fairly early tonight. The
e room had fina
ally warmed to a reasonable ttemperature, so I at least slep
pt pretty well.

Frriday, Decembe
D
er 30, 2005
I was awak
ke quite early this morning an
nd got out of be
ed right at 7:00
0. Margaret wa
as still groggy w
when I finished
d my shower, so
o
I deciided to set out and do a bit off exploring. It was
w clear when
n I went outsid
de that the wea
ather had chang
ged. It was a b
bit warmer than
it had
d been the pastt two days, butt with the chang
ge in temperature had come rain. It was a gloomy day, w
with a steady drrip that was jus
st
enoug
gh to be annoy
ying. I gather th
his is pretty typ
pical weather fo
or London.
I crossed the
t street to Co
olliers Wood sttation and took
k the train one stop north to T
Tooting Broadw
way. Of all the
e neighborhood
d
n London, Tooting was definite
ely my favorite. It’s a pretty n
neighborhood, with a bit more
e architectural ccharacter to the
e
high sstreets I saw in
buildings than mostt of the others
s. The houses
s, a mix of row
whouses (“terrraces”) and ap
partments, seem well kept. The place also
o
med to be bustling with activity
y at all hours. There
T
was morre of a selectio n of stores herre, too. In addiition to Carpho
one Warehouse
e,
seem
Ladbrrokes, Boots Pharmacy,
P
Sain
nsbury’s and th
he like, there was
w a nice Ma
arks and Spen
ncer departmen
nt store and a wide variety of
o
ethnicc (mostly India
an) restaurants
s. If I were British, I think To
ooting would b
be an interestin
ng place to live
e or work. [In
nterestingly, in
n
doing
g a few web searches
s
on Tooting,
T
I find it has a repu
utation for beiing a dangero
ous, crime-ridden place. In
n investigating
g
furthe
er, though, it appears a lo
ot of that reputation is rac
cism against a large south
h Asian popu
ulation in the area. In factt,
statis
stics show To
ooting has one
o
of the low
west crime rates in Lond
don, but that doesn’t stop
p numerous b
bloggers from
m
procllaiming that going there is inviting
i
onese
elf to be mugg
ged.]
andered around
d the neighborrhood a bit and
d walked into tthe Tooting MccDonalds. This
I wa
seems to be the gathering place for the lo
ocal senior citiizens (“pension
ners” or “conce
essions” in Britte same way that older peop
ple used to co
ongregate at H
Hardees everyy morning back
speak) in the
home. (Now that we don’t have a Hardee
es anymore, I d
don’t know wha
at the elderly d
do for breakfastt.
[It’s split about half and half
h
between M
McDonalds an
nd the Hy-Vee
e deli.]) Most of the old folks
appeared to have a hot beverage
b
and either a dough
hnut or an En
nglish muffin w
with jelly. Tha
at
unt for concessions” applied. Coffee and a
combination would cost about £1.75 ($3)) with a “discou
pastry at the
e neighborhood coffee bars would be mo
ore like £5, so
o “Mickey’s” iss a bargain by
comparison.
I ord
dered black co
offee (the beve
erage appears to come in “b
black” and “whiite” in England
d)
and an Egg McMuffin. No
ot knowing loca
al custom, I ha
adn’t realized tthat in Britain “Egg McMuffin
n”
Mc
cdonalds.co.uk
k photo of
meant precis
sely the item I had gotten on
n the airplane a couple dayss ago—an Eng
glish muffin with
wha
at I should hav
ve ordered
egg and chee
ese, but no meat. What Ame
ericans would ccall an Egg McM
Muffin is called a Bacon McMuffin
n in England, though on the east
e
side of the
e Atlantic it’s made
m
with stripss of bacon rath
her than the rou
und Canadian bacon we have
e
at hom
me. Having orrdered already,, I took the meatless dish tha
at was offered. My bill was £2
2.20 ($3.85), m
more than it wo
ould be at home
e
(if a vvegetarian McM
Muffin were eve
en available) bu
ut cheap for the
e United Kingd
dom.
I ate the McMuffin
M
quicklly and made my
m way back to
o the tube stattion. Many pe
eople eat on th
he tube, but I rreally didn’t fee
el
comfo
ortable doing th
hat. I had no problem
p
nursing
g coffee, though, and I did so as I made my way south.
I decided that I might as well get all fou
ur zones worth of value out off my travelcard
d, so I decided to take the nexxt train down to
o
the en
nd of the line at
a Morden, two stops south off Colliers Wood
d. The tunnel e
ends just shy o
of Morden, with the platforms there located in
an op
pen cut that let in the rain this morning. The
ere seemed to be
b a lot of consstruction going
g on in the station, though I ca
an’t say for sure
e
just w
what they were doing. They certainly
c
had lotts of yellow tap
pe, though.
Morden wa
as also a lively
y neighborhood
d, though I can
n’t say I liked itt nearly so we
ell as Tooting. This was the most suburban
place
e I had been, an
nd that really wasn’t
w
a positiv
ve feature. The
ere was more ccar traffic here than anywhere
e else in Londo
on. The station
faced
d onto a rounda
about where se
everal major streets intersecte
ed, and a moto
orway passed jjust to the eastt. A lot of the b
businesses had
d
parkin
ng lots, most of
o which seeme
ed to be full at 8am.
8
Nothing in the neighbo
orhood was mo
ore than about 40 years old, a
and it all looked
ratherr cheaply cons
structed. Of th
he places I’ve been in Ameriica, Morden’s business distriict reminded m
me most of Jam
maica, Queens
s,
thoug
gh Harlem Aven
nue in Chicago
o also shares some
s
similaritie
es. I had read a rather nastyy review of Morrden before com
ming here. In it
a wom
man from India
a said the place
e stank worse than the streets
s in her homela
and. Having no
ot been to India
a, I can’t judge one way or the
other on that. I really didn’t find Morden all that unappealing,
u
bu
ut it isn’t a placce I’d go rushin
ng back to were
e I to come to L
London again.

The mix off business in Morden
M
was deffinitely more do
ownscale than in Tooting. T
The most promiinent store wass called Iceland
d
and a
appeared to be
e a supermarke
et that specialized in frozen food. There w
were also a lott of pound sho
ops [the equiv
valent of dolla
ar
store
es] and severall places that offfered discount auto parts. Th
he most interessting store in th
he neighborhoo
od was a place
e run by Oxfam
m,
the ch
harity that fights hunger. It wasn’t
w
open ye
et, so I couldn’t say for sure what was insid
de. The restaurant choices were also fairly
limited. Basically th
here was a kebo
ob place, a fish
h and chips sho
op, and a Wimp
py’s hamburge
er joint.
I didn’t rea
ally do anything
g in Morden. I just circled th
he neighborhoo
od to see wha
at was there an
nd made my w
way back to the
e
on. There were
e trains on opposite sides of the
t island platfform when I arrrived, with no iindication as to
o which one wo
ould leave nextt.
statio
The o
one on the righ
ht was full of people
p
while th
he one on the left was emptyy, so I headed right. After about half a min
nute I heard an
uninte
elligible crackly
y announcemen
nt on the statio
on P.A. Everyo
one in the train got up and ma
arched across the platform to
o the other train
n.
I follo
owed suit, and almost
a
immedia
ately it was the
e train on the le
eft that headed out.
I got off ab
bout three minu
utes later at Co
olliers Wood and made my wa
ay back to the hotel. Margare
et was up and dressed by this
time, and I joined her
h down in th
he lobby for my
m second bre
eakfast of the morning. (Ma
argaret tells me she doesn’t care much fo
or
breakkfast food—parrticularly in the morning; I on the other hand
d could live on it.) After breakfast we went over to the sta
ation and set offf
for the
e day.
We got off
o the train
back at Old Street,, the stop by
ey’s City Ro
oad Chapel.
Wesle
This time we took the exit
marke
ed “NORTH SIDE OLD
STRE
EET, EASTBOUND”, at the
oppossite side of the
e station from
where
e we had bee
en two days
ago. It was still a nasty drizzle
when we left the sta
ation, and the
relativvely long wa
alk we had
ahead
d of us would ensure we’d
get tthoroughly so
oaked.
We
walke
ed eastward on
o Old Street
past a pub called Nelson’s
Retre
eat, a Tex-Mex restaurant, a
sushi place, and yet another
Expre
ess by Holiday
y Inn. After
that w
we entered the East London
borou
ugh of Hack
kney.
We
contin
nued a little ov
ver half a mile
until we reached
d Shoreditch
OT-itch) Town Hall (now
(SHO
mostly home to JobCentre Plus)
Kingsla
and Road – Sh
horeditch
and a lovely old Co
ongregational church
c
(quite possibly
p
part off the London M
Missionary Socciety that sprea
ad the Pilgrim faith to the farrflung islands of the
e South Pacific
c.) [Congreg
gational churc
ches in Britain
n, by the way
y, are now part of the UR
RC, the United
d
nned worship services at my
m church du
uring our interrim between p
pastors, I’ve b
borrowed their
Reforrmed Church.. Having plan
materials on severral occasions.] We turned no
orth there and walked anothe
er quarter mile or so down Kin
ngsland Road.
Shoreditch
h looked older than
t
most parts
s of London we
e saw. It’s prob
bably dates to Victorian timess, though a few
w buildings here
e
and th
here could be older [and som
me others may
y have been built
b
to look o
old]. There’s p
pretty much notthing in the neiighborhood tha
at
looks to be post-WW
WII. That surprrised me, since
e East London was one of the
e areas hit worrst in the Blitz. This was also
o one of the few
w
ave all the “hig
gh street” chaiin stores. The locals must h
head over to D
Docklands to vvisit Carphone Warehouse. I
areass that didn’t ha
would
dn’t go so far as
a to say Shore
editch is really all that traditio
onal in its lifesttyle. If anythin
ng, I’d bet the yyuppie inhabita
ants of its “lofts
s”
just don’t do much in
n their local neighborhood. Itt did make a nic
ce change of sscenery for us ttourists, though
h.
As we con
ntinued northw
ward it started sleeting. Forttunately we so
oon reached o
our destination, the Geffrye Museum. This
endow
wed museum is located in a former almsho
ouse, an institu
ution that houssed some of London’s destitute elderly beffore the welfare
e
state turned them in
nto pensioners. The stately brick
b
building is
s built in a U-sshape surround
ding one of the
e finest front lawns in London
n.
We m
made our way across
a
the lawn and up to the
e main door. It
I was about 9::55, and an em
mployee rather gruffly told us they would no
ot
open until 10:00.
Also waitin
ng to enter was
s a young man with a baby ca
arriage (Brits w
would call it a ““pushcar”) who
o was huddling under a tree to
o
avoid the sleet. I wa
andered around the yard as we
w waited, but Margaret hudd
dled with him, a
and she had quite a story to ttell. Apparently
the ch
hild in the carriage was name
ed Samuel. His
s father was ap
pparently quite perturbed thatt the museum w
wouldn’t let him
m in, particularly
given the weather. He said it mad
de him want to toke up (that is, smoke a ma
arijuana cigarettte). The word
ds had barely g
gotten out of his
mouth
h when he pro
oceeded to do
o just that—in front of both Margaret and Samuel, not to mention wh
hatever securitty cameras the
e
muse
eum, the Hackn
ney Council, or the Shoreditch
h police might have
h
installed n
nearby.

We
werre
soon
allowe
ed to enter, and
a
I was
surpriised to find the
ere was no
admisssion—a mostt pleasant
chang
ge after the ex
xcessively
priced
d attractions we saw
yeste
erday. Even iff they had
charg
ged, I would probably
still say that the Ge
effrye was
avorite of all the places
my fa
we vvisited in Lond
don. It’s
reallyy a fascinating museum.
The place claims to
t portray
history
off
British
“the
estic life,” and they do a
dome
prettyy good job off it. The
muse
eum’s symbo
ol is a
keyho
ole, and you really do
get tthe feeling of
o looking
throug
gh the keyh
hole and
homes.
inside
e
people’s
Room
m after room
m in the
almsh
house is furnished and
decorrated in the style of
everyy era of Englis
sh history,
from the Middle Ag
ges to the
new m
millennium. They
T
show
Geffry
ye Museum (fo
ormer Ironmo ngers Almsho
ouse)
how a wide variety of
o people
(from wealthy aristo
ocrats to simplle laborers) liv
ved through the
e ages, and exxplain how tho
ose lifestyles w
were affected by the political,
c events of eac
ch era. On the surface it’s a collection
c
of furrniture, but it re
eally is a truly fa
ascinating histo
orical museum.
social, and scientific

Website ph
hotos of rooms
s from the Vic
ctorian and De
epression eras
s
decorated fo
or the Christm
mas Past Exhib
bit
Geffrrye Museum—
—London
It w
was especiallyy fascinating to visit the Geffrye during
g
“festive seasson”. They whole museum had been tran
nsformed into a
special exhi bit called “Chrristmas Past, C
Christmas Pressent”, with each
ated as it migh
ht have been in
n the period it was portraying
g.
room decora
The introducction of holly, m
mistletoe, yule logs, twelfth p
parties, wassail,
Christmas t rees, cards, ccrackers, Fathe
er Christmas, and traditiona
al
holiday food
ds were all exp
plained. They also covered th
he banning of
an times, they showed how the holiday wa
as celebrated in wartime, an
nd they explaiined the gradu
ual transition of
o
Christtmas in Purita
Christtmas from a re
eligions celebra
ation to a secula
ar and commercial holiday. B
Being from a fa
amily of largely English ancesstry and with my
mothe
er’s many British penpals, many of the Brittish customs are part of my h
holiday traditions (and a lot o
of the German customs in the
town where I live no
ow still seem alien to me). It was
w fascinating
g to learn more
e about them he
ere.

One of the
e main points th
hey make in th
he exhibit is tha
at Christmas “ttraditions” are a
almost entirelyy invented and ever-changing
g.
They sold a book ab
bout the exhibiit in their gift sh
hop that made a profound sta
atement in its cconclusion: “O
One thing is forr certain. Every
essive generatiion will continu
ue to say that ‘C
Christmas isn’tt what it used tto be!’ They w
will be right, of ccourse.” [I bou
ught that book
succe
as a souvenir, and
d I’ve gone through it every
y Christmas since.
s
Readin
ng about the ttraditions is in itself a won
nderful holiday
y
tradittion.]
o big public spa
aces in the mu
useum. One iss the chapel that was used by
In addition to the domesttic life exhibits,, there are two
ents at the alm
mshouse; the otther was their library
l
and con
ntinues to be ussed as a readiing room. I wa
as amused to ssee here copies
reside
of the
e local council paper. Before
e leaving on this trip I had vis
sited websites of many of the
e boroughs we
e would be visiiting in London
n.
Amon
ng the most intteresting featurres were the frree papers the borough coun
ncils distribute as propaganda
a to their residents, which are
e
invariably available for download online. My Me
erton, Newham
m Mag, Lambe
eth Life, and C
Croydon Reportt provided fasccinating insights
what life in Lon
ndon must be like. I hadn’t actually
a
come across
a
Hackne
ey Today prior to the trip, butt it was obviously in the same
e
into w
genre
e.
effrye Museum
m is called the “W
West Indian Frront Room”, an
nd it tells the story of immigrant life in Britain
n.
The final exhibit at the Ge
They note somethin
ng that is proba
ably also true among many American
A
immiigrants. It hass long been important to Brita
ain’s Caribbean
popullation to have a front room worthy of enttertaining gues
sts, even if th e bedrooms a
and kitchen arre virtually unffurnished. The
e
furnisshings are not necessarily lux
xurious, but the
ey must be ple
easant and we
ell cared for—ssomething that was very clea
ar in the sample
room. It intrigued me
m that the fes
stive decoration
ns they’d put up
u here include
ed paper chain
ns similar to those I put up in
n my classroom
m
h been told years
y
ago that was a Mexican
n tradition. I su
uppose it proba
ably goes with low income in general, a way
each Christmas. I had
aking a big show
w very cheaply
y.
of ma
I dropped a fair amount of
o money in the
e Geffrye gift sh
hop. Steve and
d Terry had givven me some ccash as a Chrisstmas gift, and I
used their money to
o buy the acco
ompanying book for the Chrristmas exhibit,, as well a cou
uple of other b
books and a ssmall Christmas
o paper Chris
stmas trees similar
s
to thos
se that hang from the ceiling in the De
epression roo
om photo—it’s
s
decorration [a set of
become a tradition
n to put that up
u in my class
sroom at scho
ool]. I’ve alrea
ady looked thro
ough the bookss several timess, and I know I’ll
contin
nue to look at them frequentlly in the future
e. They bring back
b
nice mem
mories of a rea
ally fascinating museum. [I d
do STRONGLY
Y
recom
mmend that anyone
a
who visits
v
London go to the Ge
effrye. It reallly does provid
de a fascinatiing insight into the lives of
o
ordin
nary British pe
eople through the years.]
We consid
dered having lu
unch at the Geffrye’s
G
café, which serves a combination
n of traditional British food a
and east Asian
cuisin
ne. We also ch
hecked the men
nu at Nelson’s Retreat on the
e way back to th
he tube station
n. The Geffrye café was a bitt pricey, and the
e
pub w
wasn’t yet serviing lunch when
n we walked pa
ast [lunch tend
ds to be serve
ed late in England, which is
s odd since dinner is served
d
comp
paratively earlly], so we just made
m
our way underground.
ent south two
o
We we
sto
ops to Bank and then east two
o
sto
ops to Bethnall Green, where
e
we
e surfaced to have a quick
loo
ok around. Th
he tube station
in this rapidly ge
entrifying Eas
st
orhood has an
London neighbo
important, if tra
agic, place in
as the site of the
hisstory. This wa
larrgest loss of civvilian life on the
e
Allied side in Wo
orld War II. The
sta
ation, like much
h of the London
Un
nderground, w
was used as a
shelter during tthe Blitz. On
arch 3, 1943, the air raid
d
Ma
sirens sounded
d and people
e
e station.
A
poured into the
wo
oman carrying a baby tripped
d
on the stairs, ca
ausing a chain
rea
action with others falling on
top
p of her. In
n the end 173
people were crusshed to death in
e disaster. A
Apparently the
e
the
ma
ad rush was mo
ostly caused by
people reacting tto the sound of
o
anti-aircraft guns that had
d
reccently been pla
aced in nearby
News of the
Vicctoria Park.
e
Memorial pla
aque at Bethna
al Green unde
erground stati on
Be
ethnal Green disaster was
s
censo
ored during the
e war, but toda
ay there is a sm
mall plaque ab
bove the stairw
well where it ha
appened. It wa
as one of three
e tube disasters
during
g the war, the others
o
occurrin
ng when bombs
s exploded at Balham
B
and Ba
ank.

Besides the plaque there
e’s nothing muc
ch to see at Bethnal Green. Unlike much of the tube, it doesn’t even h
have an above
egroun
nd station hous
se. I did snap a photo of a street
s
sign for “ROMAN
“
ROA
AD”, both becau
use of the uniq
que name and because it was
one o
of the few clea
arly identified streets
s
we saw
w in London. Otherwise
O
it’s a brick neighb
borhood—gree
ener than mostt, but not much
differe
ent than most other
o
neighborhoods in Londo
on.
W
We next wen t six stops w
west on the central line to
o
Tottenham
m Court Road
d (the first wo
ord is pronoun
nced much like
e
TAUGHT--numb). We w
were pleased to
o come right ou
ut of the station
and see the theatre w
where we’d b
be attending a play tonightt.
ext destination, once again we
e
However when we tried to find our ne
off in the wron
ng direction. That really w
wasn’t too bad
d,
headed o
though, s ince it gave uss a fascinating
g glimpse of Lo
ondoners going
g
about theiir business. TC
CR Station is a
at the junction o
of its namesake
e
and Oxforrd Street, in th
he heart of Lon
ndon’s shoppin
ng district. This
isn’t reallyy a tourist disstrict, but wherre real people go when they
want to sh
hop downtown
n. “Festive sea
ason” is a scho
ool holiday and
d
also a tim
me off work for many Britons ((who average 4
40 days of paid
d
vacation a year—the lo
owest number in Europe, butt way ahead of
o
Americanss [who can on
nly claim to h
have more vac
cation than the
e
third wo
orld]). It see
emed as if evveryone in Lo
ondon was ou
ut
g the after-Chrristmas sales.
shopping today, enjoying
A
After several w
wrong turns we finally made it to the Stockpo
ot
Restauran
nt, a place I’d found while do
oing a web sea
arch for “cheap
p
restauran
nt london”, the
e same way I’d
d discovered Na
ando’s chicken
n.
The Stockkpot is apparen
ntly an institutio
on in the Soho
o neighborhood
d,
operating their hole-in--the-wall establishment on Old Compton
ars. It looks qu
uaint both insid
de and out, and
d
Street for about 150 yea
it made a fun place to ha
ave lunch.
O
Our waitress w
was a bleache
ed blonde bom
mbshell who did
d
not spea k English parrticularly well. I’d guess she was from
m
somewhe re beyond w
what we used
d to call the
e Iron Curtain
n.
“Natasha”” directed us to
o a rather crow
wded back room
m where we sa
at
Dominion Theatre – Totttenham Courrt Road
down—me
e at a bench a long the wall and Margaret att a chair facing
The walls were
e lined with dra
awings of aristo
ocratic gentlemen, similar to th
orker magazine
e.
me. T
he cartoons th ey used to run in the New Yo
Otherrwise the main feature of the place was an old
o fashioned manually
m
opera
ated till (cash re
egister).
We spent much
m
of our me
eal people wattching. Our fellow diners incl uded an elderlly man and his middle aged ccompanion. I’m
m
not su
ure what the sttory was there, but they certa
ainly seemed in
ntimate enough
h to be a gay ccouple—though
h older than any I’d ever seen
n.
There
e were also two
o Asian girls wh
ho talked in dis
stinguished Brittish accents.
With a sing
gle exception the menu was entirely
e
a la ca
arte. A lot of B
British restauran
nts seem to wo
ork that way. T
That makes the
e
main courses thems
selves seem not too expensiv
ve, but a full meal
m
can add u
up to a lot. Ma
argaret had the
eir set lunch, th
he equivalent of
o
menu del dia” they’d
t
have in a Spanish-spe
eaking country.. It included ca
annelloni with a spinach and
d ricotta filling, “chips” (French
the “m
fries),, and a small salad. I had min
nestrone and an
a omelet. The
e puffy omelet w
was folded ove
er and served b
by itself, makin
ng a rather large
plate look quite em
mpty. [When I worked back
k at the Iris, one
o
of the big
g things I learrned was thatt restaurant fo
ood should be
serve
ed on plates appropriate
a
to the portions; if anything, itt’s better to se
erve on too sm
mall a plate th
han on one that’s too large..]
Marga
aret had tea, and
a I had coffee
e, which was of
o course instan
nt. We also ha
ad dessert (“pudding” or “afters” in Brit-spea
ak). I had apple
e
crumb
ble topped with
h warm custard
d [which togetther are just about
a
the defi nitive British dessert], and Margaret had a sponge cake
e
d cheap. The total bill for the
with tthe same custa
ard. The food was
w all very go
ood, and by Lo
ondon standard
ds it was indeed
e two of us was
way, most resstaurants advertised “bargain
aboutt £15 ($26.25), and we could have gotten by for as little
e as £10. (…
… And, by the w
n”
lunches for about £1
15 per person.)
The check
k at the Stockp
pot clearly indic
cated that no gratuity
g
was in
ncluded. Tips are apparentlyy a fairly conte
entious issue in
Britain
n. Unlike mainland Europe (where servic
ce is almost always
a
included
d) or the Unite
ed States (wh
here it pretty m
much never is)),
includ
ding service or not appears to
op be at the wh
him of the resta
aurant here. Brrits themselvess have a globall reputation as notoriously bad
d
tipperrs, generally ha
aving the opinio
on I do that service should be
e included, whe
ether it actuallyy is or not. Acccording to guid
des, if you have
e
to pla
ace your order at a bar or co
ounter, no tip is
s ever expecte
ed. Indeed, it’ss apparently “b
bad form” to tip
p a bartender ffor drinks. At a
restau
urant when service isn’t inclu
uded, a gratuity
y is expected, though the ratte tends to run
n less than it d
does in Americca—more in the
10% range. What no guide both
hered to indicatte was whethe
er Britain, like A
America, has a reduced wag
ge rate for waitters, or whethe
er
their m
minimum wage
e is the same £5.05
£
an hour that
t
other serv
vice workers m ake. If it is the
e same, I’d be inclined to tip little or nothing
g.
(Therre’s no reason they should ge
et a tip when th
he cook and busboy don’t.) If they make le
ess, though, I’d
d be inclined to
o tip more. We
e
did le
eave an Americ
can-sized tip, so
o presumably Miss
M
Eastern Europe
E
was hap
ppy with us.

After lunch we did a bit more wandering through the shopping area. The only store we actually went inside of was a Borders
bookstore on Oxford Street that was pretty much identical to its cousins on State Street in Chicago or Hennepin Avenue in Minneapolis
[the latter has unfortunately since closed]. We used their “W.C.” (bookstores are a great place to find a toilet in any large city) and
then spent some time browsing through the store. Books are one of the few things that aren’t expensive in England. Prices in many
currencies are printed on the cover of most books, and the price in pounds was pretty much a direct conversion of the dollar price. I
don’t know if they’re taxed at a different rate or if we’re just used to paying absurdly high prices for books already.
I spent most of my time in the CD section. I was hoping to find albums by a British group I had come across while searching
around online before this trip. Project Adorno is (or in British usage I should say “are” [collective subjects ALWAYS require plural
verbs in British usage]) two young men who perform electronic versions of a wide variety of musical styles. [A review I found of
them says, “Project Adorno are a South West London poetry/music duo whose material draws upon elements of ‘80s electropop, Cockney music hall, and French chanson.”] They’re probably best classified in the “alternative” section, and mostly they play
at bars and festivals. [I just re-checked the group’s website, and it appears they continue at about the same level of success
today. They have tickets available for a performance this month (July 2011) at an auditorium in Lancashire. Interestingly
they’re from Morden, the end of the Northern Line where I’d gone this morning.] The duo has recorded a number of albums, but
the one that caught my interest used the London Underground as its theme. They spent two days traveling from station to station,
randomly choosing their destinations and composing a song about each neighborhood where they got off. Their goal was to visit a
station for each letter of the alphabet, from A to Z (zed). The music is fascinating, and it continues to run through my head today.
Among the songs I liked best was a salute to Amersham (AM-ush’m), which is at the end of the longest line in the system,
actually outside of Greater London. The idea of the song is that the place is so far away it might as well be a foreign country:
Would you like to go to Amersham,
In the leafy shires of the Buckingham countryside?
Feeling like a holiday without a doubt,
Twenty-seven miles from the middle of London town;
A short hop on the tube, the Metropolitan Line;
Be sure to set your watches to Amersham time.
Need a summer holiday in Amersham?
On a big double-decker bus we’re clipping the shadows on board;
We could go to Amersham,
Sure to have a ball in Buckingham County.
Do they speak the same language in old Amersham?
Wonder if we need to find a bureau de change?
Wonder if there’s any electricity?
Wonder if there’s anything at all?
Do we need a passport?
Should I bring my sunglasses?
Do we need any jabs or inoculations
In Amersham?
It’s Amersham for me!
Would you like to go to Amersham with me?
If we’d had time, I’d love to have gone to Amersham, though it would have cost £3.50 ($6.10) each way on top of the travelcard for each
of us to go the extra zones out there [Amersham is in zone #9]. I’m sure there’s nothing of interest there, but it would have been fun
to see anyway.
Another song saluted the Bow Church station, which is on the DLR in Newham a little ways north of Canning Town. I had read
elsewhere about this station which is named after a church that stands in the middle of a roundabout surrounded by apartment towers.
Many tourists apparently come to the rather obscure neighborhood called Bow thinking that the church located here is the famous St.
Mary Le Bow Church. It’s said that one can only be a true cockney if born within the sound of the bells of St. Mary Le Bow. The
famous church is in central London, just east of St. Paul’s Cathedral. The Bow Church for which the DLR station was named serves a
lot of Cockneys (a name that applies to all East Londoners), but there’s nothing particularly noteworthy about it. Project Adorno wrote a
jazzy song called “Bogus Bow” in reference to the church.
Among the other interesting songs were a direct rip-of of “Scarborough Fair” saluting a market fair near Fairlop station, a
salute to Queensway station (located near many embassies) which notes that Chad and Romania have identical flags, a song made up
of nothing but random numbers that saluted a bingo parlor across from the Tooting Broadway station, a Caribbean-inspired ditty about
Dollis Hill station, and a Slavic-sounding number where the whole point of the song is that Vauxall (a station near Elephant and Castle)
is pronounced exactly the same way as the Russian word for railway station (Вокзал).
It should be noted that there are no tube stations beginning with J, X, Y, or Z. For “J” the group went to High Barnet, the
terminal for most of the Northern Line trains, which is apparently “twinned” (in America we’d say it has a “sister city” agreement) with a
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I rode two stops north to Tooting Broadway, which I mentioned before is a much nicer neighborhood. I browsed through the
Marks and Spencer store and some more clothing (always my favorite souvenir) which I bought with money my niece Rachel had given
me for Christmas. It intrigued me that Marks and Spencer would also qualify as a “hypermarket”—it had a large grocery section in
addition to all the regular departments. The only M & S I’d ever been to before was in Victoria, Canada, and that one was almost
exclusively clothing. [Apparently in Britain Marks and Spencer sells primarily groceries, though many of their stores do also
stock dry goods.]
I left Marks and Spencer and walked up Tooting High Street (the same Roman road that bisects South Wimbledon and
Colliers Wood). Just north of Tooting Broadway station is a big market. They have handicrafts and second hand goods, but mostly it’s
a food market much like the “mercados” I’d seen in Spain and Mexico. As in Spain, they had some of the most disgusting kinds of meat
imaginable just hanging out in the open. No one seemed to be buying meat, though. The people rushing around seemed most
interested in purchasing bread, lettuce, and—of all things—bulk rice. (Supposedly curry is the most popular food among white Britons
today—quite a change from the boiled innards of traditional British cuisine.)
I continued up the busy high street all the way to Tooting Bec station. Tooting is a very mixed neighborhood. It’s mostly white,
but there are people representing all of London’s ethnic groups. [As I mentioned earlier, there is a very significant south Asian
minority.] There is a large Moslem population here, and several people in traditional headgear were coming out of a mosque as I
walked by. The Moslems include both south Asian people and natives of the Middle East. Several banks and wire services were
advertising rates for sending funds to places like Abu Dhabi. (I didn’t know anyone in the Persian Gulf was poor enough to need money
sent to them, but I guess I was wrong.)
I made my way to the platform at Tooting Bec, where I had an interesting experience. I boarded the train, but we waited for
quite a while in the station. Eventually the driver announced in an voice like that of Apu on The Simpsons, “This train will be taken out
of service immediately if the gentleman does not remove his foot from the door.” There was another pause, and he repeated the threat
with more urgency. Eventually the doors closed, and we started moving. Earlier today we had seen a sign saying that one of the lines
was experiencing delays “due to passenger incident”. Perhaps this is the sort of thing they meant by that.
I took the train back to Tooting Broadway and surfaced once again. I decided to walk back down the high street to Colliers
Wood. This probably wasn’t the wisest decision, because at about the halfway point between the two stations the rain turned from
drizzle to a downpour. The streets soon flooded, and cars splashed huge amounts of water as they passed. I got absolutely soaked,
and I can’t say I saw anything all that exciting for my efforts. The area between the business districts of Tooting and Colliers Wood is
mostly residential. It’s pretty much all three-story brick rowhouses built in strings of about five and set on small courts away from the
main street. It looked like the sort of neighborhood where many of my mother’s penpals lived [though they were all in the north of
England]. The area appeared quite pleasant, though a sign warning “THIEVES OPPERATE IN THIS AREA” suggested it may not be
entirely what it seemed. High Street itself is seems to be the main place in London to get plumbing supplies. Store after store sold
toilets, sinks, tubs, faucet fixtures, and water heaters. If I were in the market for such things, I certainly could have done my comparison
shopping with ease. As it was, I just sloshed by both the homes and the plumbing stores and back to the hotel.
It was fully dark when I got back to the hotel, though barely 5:00. I spent a while reading papers, and then Margaret and I got
ready to go to the show. After cleaning up and changing into the new shirt I’d gotten at Sainsbury’s, we headed back to Tottenham
Court Road. We emerged from the train and joined one of the largest crowds I’ve ever seen all making their way up the escalators.
TCR is right in the heart of “party central” in London. This was Friday night, and every Londoner between 18 and 30 seemed to be out
on a date and passing through this station. I imagined the crush at Bethnal Green and was very pleased to make it safely out to the
street.
The sidewalk was also extremely crowded, and it took almost ten minutes just to get across the street. In front of the
Dominion Theatre scalpers were hawking tickets. I’m not sure if that’s strictly legal or not in London, but it’s certainly tolerated. We’d
already purchased quite expensive tickets (about half again what they would have been in Chicago or Minneapolis, though similar to
the prices I decided not to pay for shows in New York), so we just made our way inside. A jovial young man greeted us and offered to
sell programs, souvenir books, and glow sticks. I’d never been to a play where I had to purchase the program before, but I forked over
£3 ($5.25) for the same Playbill that would be free anywhere in America, and I couldn’t resist an additional £2 ($3.50) for a glow stick.
Margaret also succumbed to glow stick mania, and she paid even more for the glossy book.
The Dominion will certainly win no awards as a jewel of the theatre world. That’s mostly because, unlike the showcase
theatres in many American cities which died and were then restored, this one has been continuously active ever since it was built eighty
years ago. It definitely shows its years, with well-worn seats, faded wallpaper, and mismatched ceiling lights. We hadn’t really come
here for the theatre, though, and nothing about it detracted from the show.
One of the theatre’s most interesting features was the safety curtain. When we entered a decorative curtain appropriate to the
show hid the stage, and they also used that same curtain at the end. At intermission, though, they lowered the asbestos safety curtain
that keeps the audience safe should the lighting malfunction. According to an announcement buried in the program I had purchased,
the theatre is required to “demonstrate proper functioning of the safety curtain” at each performance. We couldn’t help but notice it was
there, as it was emblazoned with the words “SAFETY CURTAIN” in letters three feet high.
was.

I should have known from things I’d read ahead of time, but I was taken aback by just how casual the crowd at the theatre
We tend to have a rather pretentious sense of theatre in America, while in London it seems to be much more for pure

entertainment. I got the feeling I was at a ballgame when I saw vendors going through the crowd before the show and at intermission
hawking pop and snacks. They also gave everyone in attendance numerous opportunities to buy those glow sticks. Adding to the
casual feeling is the fact that they allow liquor in the house. While in America patrons will sip $8 glasses of wine at intermission, in
England they’re chugging beer and whiskey during the performance itself. This was a sold out show, and the well-lubricated house was
more than a bit boisterous.
At least one woman had imbibed a bit too much before the show even started. As we made our way to the seat, she came
from the lower section (the area we’d call “orchestra” in America; it’s “the stalls” in England), gave the usher a glassy-eyed stare, and
asked him if she could go out to have a smoke. He said she’d need her ticket to return, noticed it in her hand, and mentioned, “and—by
the way—you’re seat is upstairs.”
We were seated toward the back of the stalls, in row W W. A fascinating group of people was seated in front of us in Row V V.
Among them were two people I think (and hope) were a mother and her son. Both were large and had dark, curly hair, but she was
much older than he was. They stood out because on several occasions the boy would kiss the woman. Had that happened once, it
wouldn’t have stood out at all, but they kissed repeatedly, and often with a passion that made me wonder just what the relationship was
(it certainly struck me as more affection than most sons would show their mothers—especially in public—and definitely wasn’t that
British reserve you hear about). The woman also called attention to herself by changing her body position frequently and blocking
pretty much everyone’s view of the stage.
The show we had come to see was We Will Rock You, a play based on the music of the rock group Queen. I had read
reviews that ranged from glowing to scathing before we left, so I wasn’t really sure what to expect. [The glowing reviews, by the
way, came mostly from theatre-goers, while the scathing ones came from professional critics.] While no one will pretend it was
great theatre, I actually liked the show a lot. The play is set in a Big Brother-like (though actually female-lead) future world run by and
for a global corporation. Teenagers in this bleak place are only allowed to listen to innocuous, computer-generated music approved by
the corporation. An underground gang develops that searches for their “holy grail”, musical instruments that were buried long ago. To
make a long story short, they use Queen member Brian May’s guitar to save the world, and they all live happily ever after. Yes, it’s a
silly plot [described by one critic as “every bit as ‘sixth form’ as it sounds”] (though not so outlandish as it might have once
seemed, given the way governments everywhere seem to pander to the corporate world), but they manage to pull it off well. Neither the
writers nor the cast took themselves too seriously, and they did a surprisingly good job of weaving a common thread through preexisting and completely unrelated songs. [I’ve heard that the Abba musical, Mama Mia, is also surprisingly good, though I’ve not
actually seen that show.]
It did amuse me that the show seems to preach that commercial music is bad, when in fact Queen was (or as the Brits would
say “were”) one of the most commercially successful bands of all time. John Deacon didn’t become the richest man in Colliers Wood
[or rather Putney] by doing alternative fringe music [which, by the way, is how Project Adorno classifies themselves]. It was also
interesting that pretty much every character in the show was heterosexual. While they didn’t really publicize it the ’70s, in retrospect it
doesn’t take a lot of guessing to figure out why Freddie Mercury (one of the most high profile people to die of AIDS) chose “Queen” as
the name of his group—and it wasn’t to honor Her Majesty. [We really were naïve about such things in the ’70s. Freddy Mercury
was almost stereotypically flamboyant on stage, but there were always pictures of adoring female groupies chasing after him.
Only toward the end of his career, when homosexuality became more accepted, did Mercury officially claim to be bisexual.
He, by the way, was apparently the only “queen” in Queen. The other band members have all been in long-term marriages to
women.]
Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the show is that the cast was dominated by women. That’s because much of Freddie
Mercury’s music is all but impossible for most men to sing. Queen’s lead singer is said to have had a four-octave range, but he was
best known for powerful falsettos. The men in the cast tonight were mostly given ballads and pop standards like “Crazy Little Thing
Called Love”, while the women got to belt out Queen’s signature songs. Making those changes gave the show a bit of a feminist
theme, which was another fascinating twist.
The back-up band was exceptional. They managed with just a few instruments to create in a live setting nearly the same
sound that countless layers of overdubbing gave on Queen’s albums. [That really was a feat, given that Queen prided itself on
extremely complex instrumental backgrounds.] The cast members also did a nice job with their vocals, treating the songs well but
not trying to replicate the original versions. It was also good that the music was not too loud, something Margaret especially found a
pleasant surprise. I thought the company did an outstanding job musically, and the acting was as good as could be expected given the
rather contrived plot.
A small treat that I almost missed, but Margaret noticed quickly, was a cameo by Brian May himself, who took the stage before
the finale and played a few chords on his famous red guitar. I don’t know if he does this for every show, or if it was something special
for a sell-out at the holidays. Either way, I felt honored. According to the program both May and drummer Roger Taylor (but not John
Deacon) were closely involved in producing the show. There are full biographies of both of them in the program, including the fact that
May studied for a doctorate in astronomy at Oxford and Taylor has a bachelor’s degree in biology, part of a pre-dentistry program—not
quite the credentials people usually associate with rock stars. May has also written the scores for other shows, something I wasn’t
aware of until tonight.
[Brian May is easily one of the most educated rock stars around. In 2008 he completed his Ph.D. in astrophysics at
Imperial College, London—thirty-seven years after starting in the program. His dissertation, A Survey of Radial Velocities in
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tube. When we reached Colliers Wood, we were the only people to get off, the first time that had happened at what was usually a fairly
busy station. Only a handful of people were left on the train as it made its way down to Morden.
That fact reminds me of something else that caught me a bit by surprise. Unlike many American cities, London seems to close
up early. The play started half an hour earlier than it would have in America (7:30 instead of 8:00), and even with the new law most
pubs close before 12:00 (11:30 seems a very popular closing time). Part of the reason for that is that the tube stops running just after
midnight. They do have night buses, but they run only about once an hour and form a very skeletal network, as opposed to the
underground’s frequent and comprehensive service. Having been to New York (which really is “the city that never sleeps”) and
Chicago and L.A. (where the trains run until at least 2am), closing things up at midnight seems odd.
We made our way from the tube back to the hotel. I turned on the TV and saw a reality show set in, of all places, the tube. It
was remarkably similar to the Airline show we had watched on American cable the day we left, but this one profiled various tube
workers as they went about their day. Most interesting was a man who had applied to be a tube driver and was taking his driving test.
It was interesting to see all the different things they require the drivers to do, given that most of the time the job involves pushing a few
buttons. [What’s vital, of course, is that they be able to handle any emergency that might come up.]
I read through the rest of the papers I had acquired and settled into bed. I was asleep about the time the tube shut down for
the night.

Saturday, December 31, 2005
We weren’t quite sure what today would bring. That’s because we knew since before we had left that the RMT, the union that
represents the ticket clerks in the tube stations [RMT stands for Rail, Maritime, and Transport Workers], was planning a twenty-four
hour strike starting at noon today. [Technically it wasn’t a strike; in the U.K. such things are called “industrial actions”.] They
had chosen New Year’s Eve because it’s the one time the tube actually does run all night. In fact, a bank was planning to sponsor free
travel for revelers between 11:30 tonight and 4:30 tomorrow morning. Those in charge of the tube said they would attempt to run a full
service, but pretty much everyone in the media assumed the trains would not be running and it would be chaos for those trying to get
back from Trafalgar Square and the Embankment, where London’s big New Year’s Eve celebrations would take place.
Knowing the strike was scheduled, I spent a lot of time online researching all the possible ways we could get back from
downtown tonight and, more importantly, get from the hotel back to Victoria Station and on to the airport tomorrow morning. Cabs were
pretty much out of the question, as their cost was prohibitive. (The minimum fare for just stepping in a cab is £5 or $8.25. Fees go up
by both time and distance, and there was a fare supplement on New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day. Combining this, a trip between
downtown and Colliers Wood would have cost £50 to £70 or between $85 and $120—plus tip.) The good news was that our travelcard
would work not just on the tube, but also on any bus or national rail train that operated within zones 1 – 4. Both Wimbledon and
Balham rail stations had bus service that went to Colliers Wood, but neither of them connected directly with Victoria. [The TfL website
describes the buses as “spidering” from various points. The intent is that passengers should take the underground to a
station and connect there to a local bus.] I had looked into exactly how the schedules worked. I knew we could make it work, but
without the tube running we’d have to allow at least twice as long for every trip as we normally would.
Because of the strike, it was with a bit of uncertainty that we set off this morning. After breakfast we made our way over to the
station and were pleased to still see signs announcing that trains would be running all night tonight. We made our way down to the
platform and hoped for the best. A train soon arrived that looked emptier than the one we had gotten off last night. That may have
simply been because it was a weekend morning, but it was kind of eerie to board an empty train under the circumstances.
We went up to Tooting Broadway and stopped into McDonalds for some real coffee. We then boarded another empty train
and headed toward downtown. We got off at Waterloo, where we transferred to the Jubilee Line. This line had just re-opened after a
renovation that added length to every platform and an extra car to each train. (I cancelled the first of the three hotels I had booked
because the only easy way to get to its North Greenwich location was on the Jubilee Line [and the renovation was originally
scheduled to end after Christmas].)
The Jubilee Line is the newest link in the world’s oldest subway network. The original line from Westminster to the northwest
suburbs opened for Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee in the ‘70s, while the extension (which crosses the Thames four times and mostly
serves the south bank) opened just in time for London to celebrate the new millennium. It’s impossible not to notice one of the most
modern features in the line’s stations, platform edge doors. These glass doors, which I’d seen before on the JFK Airtrain, completely
close off the platform from the track and tunnel area. When a train arrives it automatically lines up exactly with the platform doors. The
train and platform doors then open together, just like the doors on an elevator. Apparently these are required for all new tube
construction in London. Not only do they prevent suicides and unauthorized access to the tunnels, but they also prevent the spread of
fire. One of the worst disasters on any of the world’s subways happened in London back in 1987, when a cigarette dropped in a greasy
wooden escalator at Kings Cross station started an underground inferno that killed thirty-one people and injured hundreds. Part of the
reason it was such a massive conflagration was that each time a train entered the station, it pushed a wave of air through the tunnel,
fanning the flames. In addition to blocking people’s access to the tunnel, the platform edge doors also keep air from the tunnel out of
the station. [The downside of that would be that the stations would get very hot in summer.] They have also gotten rid of the old
wood escalators and installed sprinklers in every station, so hopefully a tragedy like Kings Cross won’t happen in the future.

The Jubilee
e Line train had
d advertising fo
or TfL’s plans to
t serve the 20
012 Olympics. In addition to beefing up serv
rvice on existing
g
lines, they’re constrructing an entirely new line with
w express service between
Newham where
e
n Kings Crosss and Stratford, the area of N
most events will occ
cur. Combining
g everything, th
hat means a train will arrive i n Stratford abo
out every 10 se
econds all day long during the
game
es. It’s hard to
o imagine such frequent serviice, but then we
w never waited
d more than a couple minute
es for a train during what was
theore
etically a limite
ed service over the holidays.

DLR train att Canary Wharrf – London

We went a couple stops e
east and got offf
at Canary Wharf sstation, probab
bly the larges
st
subwa y station I’ve e
ever been insid
de of in my life
e.
There’ss not really anyy need for it to be so huge; it’s
just a cavernous sp
pace undernea
ath one of the
e
ands skyscrape
ers. It also h
has one of the
e
Dockla
strange
est and more
e awkward transfers in the
system
m. To get from
m the Jubilee liine to the DLR
R,
we we
ent up a very long escalato
or and down a
concou
urse. We scan
nned our travelccards indicating
g
that we
e had left the p
paid area of the
e station. Then
just a ffew feet later w
we scanned them again to re
eWe continu
enter the station.
ued down the
e
urse and wentt up another e
escalator where
e
concou
we sca
anned the card
ds a third time
e and left to the
e
open a
air. We then w
walked down th
he closest thing
g
Canad
dy Wharf has to a street fo
or a couple of
o
nother escalato
or
blocks, turned left, and went up an
n’s Quay DLR platform. They
to the e
elevated Heron
show tthis as a simp
ple transfer on the tube map
p,
but it’ss really quite a cchallenge.

Canary Wharf is unlike anywhere els
se I’ve ever be
een. One Brritish source d
described it ass “a purpose-b
built skyscrape
er
comm
munity”, and that’s precisely what it is. Un
nlike midtown Manhattan
M
or C
Chicago’s Loop, where glasss towers mix w
with century-old
brick and stone at a variety of different
d
levels
s, Canary Wha
arf is a self-co
ontained neigh
hborhood of re
ecently-built skkyscrapers fully
separrated from wha
at used to be “d
downtown” Lon
ndon. (There are
a modern tow
wers in central London, too, b
but Canary Wharf is well away
from them—or from
m much of anyth
hing else, for that
t
matter.) Margaret
M
found the place deccidedly ugly. I like modern arrchitecture a lo
ot
more than she does
s, but I must admit
a
it did hav
ve a rather sterrile feeling—esspecially on a Saturday when
n almost none of the 100,000
peoplle who work he
ere was anywhe
ere around.
There are some similarities between Canary
C
Wharf and
a the office park complexe
es in Blooming
gton, Minnesota
a or Naperville
e,
Illinoiss. The big diffe
erence is that the
t Midwestern
n suburbs are very
v
car depen dent, while Ca
anary Wharf is d
designed to be
e almost entirely
car-frree. What’s mo
ore, the towers
s here are tall enough
e
to look like they belon
ng downtown, rrather than in tthe suburbs. Itt’s amusing tha
at
ary Wharf is pa
art of the Borou
ugh of Tower Hamlets,
H
a plac
ce originally na
amed because
e it was a resid
dential area nea
ar the Tower of
o
Cana
Londo
on. The new skyscrapers
s
do put a new twis
st on the name, though.
Canary Wh
harf is the first of several “tow
wer cities” that are
a planned to be built in a ring around central London. N
None of these is
reallyy a suburban area
a
(indeed before
b
its rede
evelopment Ca
anary Wharf w
would have bee
en called “inne
er city”, with a
all the negative
e
conno
otations that te
erm suggests), but they are in
ntended to sprread out develo
opment and ta
ake pressure aw
way from “the square mile” at
a
the tra
aditional city ce
enter.
All we did at
a Canary Wha
arf was to walk
k from the tube station to the DLR station. U
Unless you wo
ork here, the m
main attraction is
ping. There are several majo
or malls housed
d on the lower floors
f
of the offfice towers, tho
ough none of th
hem seemed to
o have anything
g
shopp
we co
ouldn’t have fou
und on every neighborhood
n
high
h
street. We
e just walked on
n past and con
ntinued on our w
way to somewhere else.
The DLR trrain we boarde
ed had the desttination Lewish
ham (pronounce
ed more like “lo
oosh”, with barrely an “m” at a
all), the termina
al
uple years ago. We didn’t go
o quite that far. We tunneled under the Tha
ames and got o
off underground
d
of an extension thatt opened a cou
e Cutty Sark sta
ation on the wa
aterfront in Gre
eenwich. On th
he wall by the e
escalators here
e they have mo
ounted the cutting blade of the
e
at the
tunne
el-boring machine that drilled
d the tunnel, a much more modern
m
descen
ndent of the te
echnique pione
eered by Brune
el we had seen
three days ago. Th
here were also signs here warning us “THIE
EVES ARE KNO
OWN TO OPE
ERATE IN THIS
S AREA—WAT
TCH POCKETS
S
AND PURSES”. I always
a
do watch my pocket in large cities, an
nd fortunately tthere was no special reason I had to here.
We emerge
ed right next to
o the ship calle
ed Cutty Sark, a tea clipper th
hat was in its da
ay one of the ffastest ships in
n the world. We
e
etty reasonable
e), but honestlyy there didn’t ap
ppear to be mu
uch to see. We
could have toured itt (and the £4.50 admission was actually pre
snapp
ped photos and
d made our way eastward to the
t other points
s of interest in Greenwich.
Greenwich
h (GRENN-itch)) was easily the
e nicest part off London we w
went to. The place just drippe
ed of money an
nd came across
eighborhood, b ut I must say itt looks almost ffake because e
everything is so
o
with a “yuppie centrral” sort of feeling. It really is a lovely old ne
perfecctly cared for. It’s almost like
e an “Olde Worrlde” theme parrk, with nary a crack nor a sta
ain on any of the bricks. [Wh
hile the feeling
g
is a b
bit artificial, it really is quite
e pretty.]

The stores
s here definitely have a different feel than places like Co
olliers Wood or Tooting. It’ss the one place
e we didn’t see
e
Sainssbury’s or Tesc
co, though they
y did have Carp
phone Warehou
use and severa
al other chainss competing witth it. There we
ere also endless
tourisst-oriented shops, lots of antique stores, bo
ookshops, bouttiques, and artt galleries; and
d more coffee bars and pastry shops than I
could count.

Greenw
wich High Stre
eet
s
don’t get me wrong . I really liked Greenwich. It’’s a lovely placce. I just got the
e
If the previous paragraphs sound a bit sarcastic,
y live. [A lot off people do liv
ve in Greenwiich, but they’rre the same pe
eople who live
e
feeling it’s not a place where real people actually
anhattan—extremely wealth
hy people.] It actually remin
nded me a lot o
of the French Q
Quarter in New
w Orleans (though it’s cleane
er
in Ma
than tthe Big Easy ev
ver was—even
n before the hurricane). It’s definitely touristt central, but th
here’s a reason for it.

View from the trail to the
e Royal Obserrvatory – Gree
enwich
(Canary Wharff is at center and
a
the Millenn
nium Dome att the right)
We made our way east of downtown and
a
past the University
U
of G
Greenwich and on to Greenw
wich Park, hom
me of the Roya
al
servatory. The
e observatory iss at the top of one of the few
w major hills in what is really a
Naval and Maritime Museum and the Royal Obs
on really is am
mazingly flat],, and we had a major hike ge
e. The trail offfers some pano
oramic views of
o
etting up there
very fflat city [Londo
Cana
ary Wharf, the Millennium
M
Dom
me, and central Greenwich, plus lots and lotts of decaying iindustrial areass.

e to the observ
vatory an old man
m told us we would need to
o go to the tickket window to g
get tickets. The tickets turned
At the gate
out to
o be free, and I still don’t know
w why they ma
ake you [go elsewhere to] g
get them. I would think the guy at the gate could just keep
track of how many people
p
entered with a counterr. We showed him our ticketss and made our way through into the courtya
ard.
The one th
hing every tourrist who visits the
t observatory
y has to see iss the Prime Me
eridian, the 0o longitude line that divides the
e
ern and Western Hemisphere
es. Like every tourist we sna
apped picturess of ourselves sstraddling the line, with one foot in the eas
st
Easte
and o
one in the westt. It’s about as
s exciting as th
he Four Cornerrs, though in a more pleasan
nt setting. They also have a machine where
for a pound you can
n purchase a certificate
c
verify
ying that you were
w
here. I pu
ut money into tthe machine, b
but it jammed. Fortunately the
e
man a
at the gate cam
me over and rescued us, so it wasn’t like the
t tube candyy machines. H
He even gave us sort of a tw
wo for one deal,
gettin
ng out certificates for both Margaret and me..
There are two other
e courtyard
thingss to see in the
of the
e observatory. One is the
maste
er clock for Greenwich
Mean
n Time (technically called
Coord
dinated Unive
ersal Time,
or UT
TC). This 19
9th Century
clock is really quite strange
becau
use it has twenty-four
numb
bers on it insttead of the
usual twelve. The other thing
we saw was a “camera
ura” or darke
ened room
obscu
where
e they illusttrated the
techn
niques that the early
astron
nomers used to observe
the
Basically
B
a
heavens.
mirrorr projects an image into
the da
arkened room.. They had
it sett up so we could see
peoplle passing by on the trail
up to the observatory. At first I
ght it was an im
mage from a
thoug
securrity camera, but it really
was ju
ust an image frrom a mirror.

Royal Ob
bservatory – G
Greenwich

We also we
ent inside the observatory
o
itse
elf and up to its
s dome. They have displays of antique astrronomical instruments, though
hem was particularly memorable. The exit to
t the observattory was throug
gh one of the m
most expensive
e gift shops I’ve
I can’’t say any of th
ever sseen. I chose to pass on the
e £8.50 ($14.90
0) coffee mugs
s (though Marg aret got one), and I didn’t eve
en consider the
e reproductions
of obsservatory instru
uments for truly
y “astronomical” prices.
We made our
o way back downhill
d
to the maritime muse
eum, where ag
gain we had to go to one persson to get a fre
ee ticket that we
e
then presented to another
a
person
n. (This must be Job Centre
e Plus’ new sccheme for figh
hting unemployyment.) This is an enormous
eum where we could easily have
h
spent hou
urs. We didn’tt really want to
o devote that kkind of time, so
o we picked a few things and
d
muse
called
d that good. Margaret
M
was really far more
e interested in the place tha
an I was (she has an amazing knowledge of what to me
e
seem
med obscure maritime history), so we mostlly saw what sh
he wanted to ssee. We saw an exhibit called “Exploring the Coast” tha
at
detailed the voyage
es of explorers who first map
pped the world’’s coasts. We
e also saw two
o clocks (H1 an
nd H4) that we
ere first used to
o
blish longitude on
o board ships
s, a major adva
ancement in navigation. The ffinal exhibit we
e saw was calle
ed “Making Wa
aves”. Intended
estab
mostly for children, it was an intera
active exhibit th
hat told how all types of ocea
an waves form and travel. W
We wanted to se
ee an exhibit on
ntly just closed at Christmas. [I have to say
ng of the mariitime museum
m.
Admirral Nelson, butt it had apparen
y I remember almost nothin
It’s probably good the place was
s free.]
e we left the museum
m
the tub
be strike was scheduled
s
to b
begin. We could have taken the DLR back downtown (no
ot
By the time
techn
nically being pa
art of the tube—
—and not having station perso
onnel for that m
matter—the strike would not a
affect it), but we
e weren’t sure if
we co
ould get from Bank or Tower Gateway on to anywhere else.
e
So we m
made our way toward the Greenwich natio
onal rail station
n,
which
h would connec
ct with other tra
ain stations aro
ound the city.
The Green
nwich train stattion is at the south
s
end of downtown Gree
enwich, and we
e walked throu
ugh more genttrification to ge
et
there. We passed Greenwich
G
marrket, which see
ems to feature mostly
m
antique
es, and a tapass bar that Marga
aret scoffed at because it was
s than the Spa
anish establishm
ments it attemp
pted to copy [tthough it wou
uld fit right in with the tapas
s bars that are
e
far more pretentious
prolifferating aroun
nd America]. (Tapas,
(
by the way, started at
a about £8 or $
$14, and pricess went up to £2
26 or $45.50 a plate—for wha
at
are esssentially single servings of appetizers.
a
The
e accompanyin
ng drinks were a minimum of £6 or $10.50 m
more.)

We got a le
esson in just ho
ow frequent Brritish trains are when we got tto the station. We just missed a train when we arrived, bu
ut
our w
wait for the next one would be only ten minutes.
m
That’s
s about the m
most frequent in
ave on most p
public transit in
nterval they ha
Amerrica, and this was
w a “long disttance” (by British standards) train that came
e all the way frrom Canterburyy. (Even on itss most frequen
nt
routess, Amtrak has at best hourly service—and this
t
was a wee
ekend to boot.) It wasn’t as frrequent as the tube service, b
but we certainly
couldn’t complain. We
W just had tim
me to buy a bag
g of “crisps” fro
om the platform
m kiosk before tthe next train a
arrived.
The car we
e boarded was
s virtually emptty. While they
y go a fair dista
ance, South Ea
astern Trains b
basically opera
ate a commute
er
i definitely not their peak op
perating time. We sat down,, and the train pulled out of tthe station. No
o
servicce, and Saturday at midday is
condu
uctor ever cam
me by to look fo
or our travelcarrd. We could have
h
easily ma
ade the trip for free. [Given how empty th
he trains are, it
i
really
y does seem silly
s
to have su
uch frequent weekend
w
service.]
The train fo
ollowed the south bank of the
e Thames westward from Gre
eenwich. Whille it was intere
esting to be abo
ove ground and
d
be ab
ble to see what was around us,
u I can’t say the view was exactly inspira
ational. We mo
ostly saw ware
ehouses and “ccouncil estates
s”
(houssing projects). I think there’s
s as many pub
blic housing tow
wers in London
n as there are iin New York o
or Chicago. Th
hey’re in slightly
bette
er shape than their American counterparts, but
b only slightly
y. I got the fee
eling that the pe
eople who stafff all the chic sh
hops and trendy
restau
urants in Green
nwich probably
y live here.
Our train trrip lasted less than ten minuttes, with two in
ntermediate sto
ops. Our desttination was Lo
ondon Bridge S
Station, a majo
or
rail te
erminal on the south
s
bank of the
t Thames in the borough of Southwark (S
SUTH-ik, with a hard “TH” like
e in “that”). Th
he exit here was
strang
ge. They had turnstiles, butt there was no
o actual barrier. I’m not surre if we were supposed to ssomehow scan
n our travelcard
d
(which you always do when exitin
ng the tube) or not. We just went right on
n through, prob
bably being ca
aught on came
era jumping the
b
to stop our anti-socia
al behavior, tho
ough, and we ju
ust made our w
way out of the sstation.
turnsttiles. No one bothered
There’s an
n underground station at Lond
don Bridge as well as a rail tterminal, and w
we were pleasa
antly surprised to see that the
e
tube’ss electronic infformation sign said that all lin
nes were operating “NORMA
AL SERVICE” iin spite of the strike. We ho
oped that would
d
contin
nue. TfL advis
sed travelers to
o check the inte
ernet for regula
ar updates on the status of e
each line. That was impossib
ble for us to do
o,
but w
we did know tha
at at least for no
ow things were
e operating.
Getting out of London Bridge station was
w confusing, and this turne
ed out to be yyet another tim
me we made a wrong turn on
exiting a station and
d ended up so
omewhere com
mpletely differen
nt than we had
d intended. T he streets actu
ually are signe
ed pretty well in
South
hwark, but they
y seem to chan
nge their name
e for no good re
eason about evvery block, so it’s hard to kno
ow exactly whe
ere the one you
want is. We were lo
ooking for a sp
pecific address on Tooley Stre
eet, and it wass no help that vvirtually none o
of the buildings had addresses
on the
em. I would ha
ate to be a firem
man or an amb
bulance driver here;
h
I don’t kn
now how they’d
d ever find the p
places that called them.
We ended up going west when we sho
ould have gone
e east, but ourr detour did sh
how us some ssights we otherwise might no
ot
have seen. We saw
w Southwark Cathedral
C
(whic
ch actually serrves a larger d iocese than Stt. Paul’s) and tthe fascinating remains of the
origin
nal London Brid
dge. The Lond
don Bridge, of course,
c
is now in Arizona. It was purchase
ed, hauled halfw
way around the
e world, and re
eassem
mbled as the ce
enterpiece of a British-themed tourist attraction in the dese
ert. There’s a bridge called L
London Bridge today, but it’s a
mode
ern bridge with pretty much no
othing noteworrthy about it. (T
The ornate brid
dge many tourists think is London Bridge iss actually Towe
er
Bridge.) The ancho
orage of the old
o bridge still stands in Soutthwark, though
h, and it’s an e
enormous stru
ucture. In fact it’s so big tha
at
eally was a fas
scinating thing to
t see.
there’’s a pub located inside it. It re
After realizing we’d hea
aded the wron
ng way, we re
etrace
ed our steps to
o the station and then walke
ed east. Before
e
long we reached our next desstination, Winsston Churchill’s
Brita
ain at War E
Experience. T
The museum is supposedly
locatted in an actu
ual underground air raid sh
helter, which is
prob
bably part of the London Bridge station com
mplex. We paid
d
our admission (£
£7 or $12.25
5 each, and that was the
e
disco
ounted price w
with a £1.50 ccoupon I’d prin
nted out online
e)
and “called a lift” to
o take us to the
e main part of th
he museum.

Enttrance to Brita
ain at War Mus
seum
nd “liberal” Ton
ny Blair too, for that matter.
it—an

While nott really worth itts admission p
price (except fo
or
the ffreebies, nothing was), this was a fascin
nating museum
m.
Theyy start with a m
mock-up of a tu
ube platform lin
ned with bunks
s.
Man y London famiilies spent virtu
ually every night of the war in
man bombs. It
the ttube stations, seeking sheltter from Germ
fasciinated me tha
at the emergency shelters o
operated like a
busin
ness.
Peop
ple actually leased specific bunks fo
or
them
mselves and th
heir families. [Space on tthe floors was
s
avai lable free of c
charge.] Maggiie Thatcher wo
ould have loved
d

The bunk area
a
is where they
t
show their orientation film, a lengthy p
presentation tha
at explains Wo
orld War II from
m a British poin
nt
ew. That was also fascinatin
ng. We always hear the war presented fro
om an America
an perspective
e. I hadn’t rea
ally realized, fo
or
of vie

instan
nce, that British
h troops fough
ht in the Pacific
c. Much of the
e film used acto
om journals of people who livved through the
ors reading fro
war. It was funny to
t me that they
y used voices appropriate to the materials they were rea
ading. Most off the diaries we
ere from British
peoplle, but when they read the wo
ords of America
ans or Australia
ans, they used people with th
he appropriate a
accents to read
d them.
The rest off the museum displays artifacts that show what life was like for
variou
us types of people in England during the war. Some
e of the thing
gs (like
ration
ning and the evacuation
e
of children from the city) I wa
as aware of, b
but the
muse
eum made them
m more real fo
or me. There were
w
other thin
ngs I hadn’t re
ealized,
like th
he fact that eve
eryone in Lond
don was issued
d a gas mask and
a expected to
o carry
it with
h them at all tim
mes. Perhaps most
m
interesting, though, werre the many sto
ories of
how p
people in the city
c tried to carrry on as close to normal as possible
p
during
g those
incred
dibly abnormal times.
For no rea
ason I can figure out, the Wo
orld War II Museum had justt about
hop in London
n. While the Prime
P
Meridian
n coffee mugs cost a
the cheapest gift sh
$3.48). Other things
small fortune, here they had souvenir mugs for just £1.99 ($
were similarly afforrdable. The other gift sho
ops and the city
c
in general could
certaiinly take lesso
ons from this place.
p
[I’ve wo
ondered at many
m
gift shop
ps just
how they set theirr prices. Mos
st souvenirs cost
c
essentially nothing, an
nd I’ve
n thought they
y’d sell more iff they made th
he stuff more affordable.]
a
often
We walked
d back past the station and on down Boro
ough High Stre
eet, the
main drag of Southa
ark. In addition
n to the same shops
s
we’d se
een everywherre from
den to Morden
n, they had ye
et another market. It would have been fun to
Camd
browsse through all the markets (w
which seem to be everywhere
e in London), but we
reallyy didn’t have a lot of free time for that. We ju
ust gave a quic
ck glance and w
walked
on byy.
Our final destination
d
in Southwark
S
was
s the Brahmah
h Museum of Coffee
and T
Tea. The Brahmahs are a fam
mily of tea traders, and the cu
urrent patriarch
h of the
familyy has opened a fascinating museum abou
ut the cultivatio
on and distribu
ution of
hot be
everages and the implementts with which th
hey are preparred. The muse
eum is
house
ed in a rather ugly
u
green buillding from the ‘50s just off the quaint lookin
ng high
streett. We paid ou
ur admission (£4
(
or $7 each
h) and made our
o way throu gh the
place
e. While it’s not
n especially well
w displayed (cramped and
d cluttered wo
ould be
good descriptions), the museum gives
g
a most en
ncyclopedic tre
eatment of its ssubject
er.
matte

ABOV
VE: Gas mask
k at
Britain a
at War Experie
ence
BELOW: Bre
ewing equipm
ment from
Brahmah C
Coffee & Tea M
Museum
(We
ebsite photos))

They begin
n with tea, diffe
erentiating all the different kinds, and traciing the
historry of the drink through
t
Asia an
nd into Europe. They talk abo
out the importa
ance of
tea in
n British culturre and describ
be the place of the drink in the formation of the
British
h Empire. The
e various political conflicts th
hat have develo
oped because of the
drink are explored in depth. They also show
w the process
ses by which tea is
ated, shipped, and processe
ed. Then they display an en
normous collecction of
cultiva
teapo
ots, samovars, china service
e, tea cosies, and anything else that mig
ght be
assocciated with mak
king or serving tea.
The coffee
e exhibit is equ
ually comprehe
ensive. They begin in pre-ccolonial
Africa
a, where the ra
aw beans werre made into a pulp and eatten as a prote
ein-rich
food. It was later a fermented drink and almost accidentally came
c
to be the
e drink
we kn
now today. As
s with tea, they
y describe the cultivating
c
and processing of coffee
(which is actually more
m
complicatted, because of
o the roasting)). Then they d
display
hundrreds of inventtions that hav
ve been used
d to brew coff
ffee over the years.
Surprrisingly, the one
e thing neither Margaret nor I found in theirr enormous colllection
was a traditional percolator. I’’m not sure, given their affinity
a
for insttant, if
olators were ev
ver common in Britain. On th
he other hand, they had som
me very
perco
strang
ge Italian and French brewing machines (th
hat looked morre like impleme
ents of
torturre than kitchen
n appliances), so I’d think an American sttand-by would be an
opriate addition
n to the collectio
on.
appro
I had mad
de a reservatio
on ahead of time
t
to have afternoon
a
tea at the
eum’s café. While
W
this was a much more in
nstitutional exp
perience than tthe tea
muse
Marga
aret and I had in San Francis
sco a few yearrs back, it was
s pleasant. We
e had
assam
m tea, cucumb
ber sandwiches
s, sultana scon
nes with clotted
d cream and sstrawberry jam,, and lemon ca
ake. The café
é was open and
d
noisy, but a pianistt played carols
s in the backgrround, providin
ng a soothing touch. It wass interesting th
hat while we had our tea, the
e

proprietor of the museum was also having tea a couple tables down from
m us. The mea
al was definite
ely not worth iits £9 price tag
g
75—each), butt when in London one must uphold those Brritish traditions..
($15.7
The man who
w
greeted us when we en
ntered the mus
seum (the own
ner’s son, I thiink) told us we
e needn’t have
e worried abou
ut
ng reservations
s for tea. He expected
e
that on
o New Year’s Eve, especiallly with the tube
e strike, there llikely would be
e almost no one
e
makin
there. As it turned out, the place wasn’t full, bu
ut there was a fair number off people. The B
Brahmah Muse
eum had a verry extensive gifft
shop.. I picked up some
s
coffee fro
om Ethiopia an
nd some from Kenya, as welll as a book on
n coffee makerrs that was being clearanced
d.
Marga
aret bought a teapot
t
for a frie
end of hers, as well as a few other
o
souvenirss.
Since the tube
t
had been operating earliier, we figured it was worth o ur while to see
e if we could take it back to th
he hotel. (If nott,
s with me.) We
W walked underground and carefully checcked out all the
e signs. The e
electronic craw
wl
I had my train and bus schedules
ely said that so
ome stations and parts of stations were clos
sed, without sp
pecifying which
h those might b
be. A handwrittten sign by the
vague
turnsttiles said “good
d service” was operating on all
a but one line, the Northern Line. For the line we wante
ed they said the
ere were “mino
or
delayys due to staff shortages”.
s
We
e noticed there
e was no one working
w
in the tticket booth and no one monitoring the secu
urity cameras at
a
Londo
on Bridge statio
on, but we figured we might as
a well take our chances and see if we could
d get back.
We made our way throu
ugh the turnstiles and down to the Northerrn Line platform
m. Almost immediately a tra
ain entered the
e
on. It was fairly
y crowded, butt we got on bo
oard and mana
aged to get sea
ats. Before we
e left the statio
on the driver an
nnounced in an
statio
apolo
ogetic tone that “due to staff shortages, we
e regret to ann
nounce that th e next station,, Borough, is cclosed. This ttrain will not be
e
stopp
ping at Borough
h.” While I don’t know exacttly how they re
elate to the strreets in the are
ea, undergroun
nd it seems tha
at Borough and
d
Londo
on Bridge are very
v
close toge
ether. If they were
w
attempting to re-distribu
ute staff to allow
w the line to ru
un efficiently, cclosing Borough
seem
med a good cho
oice to me.
Borough was
w one of three closed statio
ons we encountered on our trrip. The driverr made apologe
etic announcem
ments that “due
e
to the
e industrial acttion” (the euph
hemism for strike) Clapham North
N
and Clap
pham South w
were also close
ed. As with Bo
orough, both of
o
these
e were fairly clo
ose to anotherr station—in this case Clapha
am Common—
—so they still m
managed to gett service to the
e neighborhood
d
even if not all the sta
ations were op
pen. I hoped th
his would contin
nue as we wen
nt south, so that if Colliers Wo
ood happened tto be closed we
e
o Tooting or So
outh Wimbledo
on and walk fro
om there. (I d on’t know, butt if I were to gu
uess, I’d imagine they’d close
e
could at least get to
South
h Wimbledon first among the stations in our area; it seeme
ed the least imp
portant to me.)
It was fasc
cinating to go
throug
gh the closed stations.
s
We
would
d slow down, but then keep
on go
oing. The ligh
hts were still
on in the stations, and
a they had
n on the revers
se side of the
a sign
tube map that no
ormally was
displa
ayed on the wall
w
of each
statio
on. The sign po
opped out so
it wass perpendicular to the wall.
It had
d obviously be
een prepared
and
was
in
advance
anently moun
nted there,
perma
said “STATION CL
LOSED – 5
MPH””.
There was no question
that C
Colliers Wood station was
open.. Lots of peo
ople left the
train here, and whe
en we made
way up the escalator
e
we
our w
could see that the ticket
ow, the security
y booth, and
windo
even the passenge
er assistance
ow were all sta
affed. There
windo
site photo of a pop-out “Sta
ation Closed”” sign in the Lo
ondon underg
ground
Webs
were in fact, four different
d
emees working herre who were all supposed to be
b on strike.
ploye
I read a lot about the strrike after I got back home, and Margaret a nd I can proba
ably thank the union leader ffor much of ou
ur
good fortune. Appa
arently right after announcing that his memb
bers would be striking New Y
Year’s Eve, the
e union boss w
went off to Egyp
pt
oliday. Much off the rank and file was irate at
a being asked to
t strike (and lo
ose the overtim
me pay they’d h
have gotten forr working on the
on ho
holida
ay) while their leader was sun
nning himself on
o an African beach.
b
More th
han half of the union members showed up ffor work (as did
the on
ne-third of emp
ployees who arren’t union mem
mbers), which is why most se
ervice continue
ed to operate fa
airly normally o
over the holiday
y.
I’m w
writing this Janu
uary 7, and they
y’re supposed to have anothe
er strike next w
week. It will be
e interesting to see whether th
hat one actually
happe
ens. (Update: I finished and revised this riight after the second
s
strike w
was scheduled.. It also was p
pretty much a non-event, with
only o
one line affecte
ed in any seriou
us way. It would seem that th
he union boss sshould be reco
onsidering his ta
actics.)

By the way, the matter the union was striking over seems silly and petty to almost everyone except them. Basically they were
trying to get out of a contract they’d already agreed to—and one that was a pretty good deal, too. The new contract provides them with
a 35-hour work week and an increase in pay. The thing they don’t like, though, is that some of the workers will be moved out of ticket
booths and re-deployed on the platforms. As they go to mostly electronic fare collection, the job of ticket-seller is becoming pretty much
irrelevant. They’re not actually laying anyone off [though they do, of course, hope to reduce staff through retirements and
attrition], but they’re changing their jobs to something that would be more productive in modern times. Chicago did that years ago, and
New York’s in the process of making the switch now. [New York in particular still seems to have far more transit employees than
they really need.] The union in London (which, remember, already agreed to this change) has now decided that they don’t want their
members to have to change jobs. What it sounds like to me is that they’ve figured out that they’ve got it pretty cushy sitting on their lazy
“arses” in the ticket cages, and down on the platforms they might have to actually do something. I can’t say that I’m exactly weeping for
them.
It was about 4:00 when we got back to the hotel. There was still a bit of light, so we decided to explore the little park in back of
the hotel. We went in to Wandle Park and admired an enormous object near the entrance that was basically a drinking fountain. No
sooner had we done that than a guard from the Merton Council came up to tell us the park was closed. He had already locked the gate
through which we entered, so we had to leave another way. Can you imagine a park in America closing at 4pm? Even if it gets dark
early, I’d expect people to be jogging or just enjoying the area into the evening. That was definitely not the case here, though. In fact,
there weren’t even any streetlights in the park, which would tend to make it a pretty creepy place once it was truly dark.
Failing in our attempt to explore Wandle Park, we next tried to find the ruins of Merton Priory, which we had read could be
seen in a pedestrian underpass (a “subway”) between Savacentre (now Sainsbury’s) and a Pizza Hut at the Metron Abbey Mills
shopping centre. We hadn’t seen a Pizza Hut yet, but we figured if we circled Sainsbury’s gigantic perimeter, we’d sooner or later come
to it. We made our way past the Colliers Wood parish church (which still had a banner advertising their Christmas Day services) and
the far side of the tower and soon came to one of Colliers Wood’s many shopping centers (or “retail parks” as the highway signs say).
There was a path that looked like it might lead to an underpass, so we followed it.
The path turned out to be part of the Wandle Trail, a twelve-mile-long path that winds its way through much of southern
th
London. The nature trail follows the Wandle River, which in the early 20 Century was the most polluted waterway on earth. The
Wandle has several gentle waterfalls that in Victorian times were perfect for powering industry. Hundreds of factories lined the Wandle
banks all the way from Croydon to Southwark, and they all spewed their effluent into the river. Pretty much all of those factories are
now closed now (part of Merton Abbey Mills is housed in a former factory building), and the river has been cleaned up to the point
where it’s now safe to fish. We hiked just a tiny part of the trail, which basically ran along the back side of a shopping center. We had
just a tiny glimpse of the river, which looked like an overgrown creek. [Except for tidal estuaries like the Thames, “rivers” in Britain
are rather small.]
We made our way back the way we’d come and crossed through the parking lot of the Tandem Retail Centre, which looks like
one of those shopping centers that springs up across the street from a Wal-Mart in America. Just past here is a roundabout where the
motorway to Brighton begins. We crossed the street and walked along the south side of Sainsbury’s, which has a separate open-air
parking lot here, in addition to the ramp they have at the bottom of their building. There’s a “petrol” station at one end of the parking lot,
and they were doing a brisk business on New Year’s Eve.
Before long we found a pedestrian underpass that had to be the one we’d read about. Painted bright red, it is brightly lit by
graffiti-covered fluorescent lamps. There’s a plaque that explains the history of the priory and says that the excavated ruins “can be
seen in the windows” on the other side of the underpass. Unfortunately the lights in the tunnel were so bright that we could see nothing
but their reflection in those windows. At least we found the place, though. [If they’d just move the lights behind the windows they
could both light the underpass and show off the ruins. In that location, the lights would be unlikely to be vandalized, too.]
There was indeed a Pizza Hut on the other side of the tunnel. There was also a KFC [which often is located near Pizza
Hut, since they’re owned by the same company] and a Travel Inn hotel with a health club in it. There was nothing much to capture
our interest, so we made our way back to our hotel.
We began packing our bags while watching Sky TV news. The big story was that Russia was threatening to cut off natural gas
pipelines to Europe because of disputes they were having with Ukraine. Almost all of Europe’s gas comes from Russia, and prices
(which had already spiked due to the cold) were expected to skyrocket. The reporters noted that until quite recently Britain was selfsufficient in gas and in fact exported it. Apparently the North Sea supplies are running dry, though, so they’re dependent on Russia like
the rest of Europe.
There was also a lot of coverage of the tube strike. At this point no one really seemed to know just how big the strike was or
whether it was having a significant effect or not. The union and TfL (who had a spokesperson with a very American accent) told
completely opposite stories, and the reporters didn’t seem to know what to make of it. They predicted that the combination of the strike
and increased ASBO (i.e. public intox) enforcement would lead to far fewer revelers downtown tonight.
Much of the other news was related to the New Year. Again and again we saw the same clip from Australia, where Sydney
had welcomed in 2006 with heart-shaped fireworks. They also went to Greenwich to explain that a “leap second” would be added to
the year at 11:59:59 as a way of keeping our clocks in line with what the earth was actually doing.

Featuring prominently
p
in the news werre Her Majesty
y’s New Year’ss honors, the q
queen’s annual list of people
e that the prime
e
h
inducted into
i
the Order of the British Empire,
E
the up
pper levels of w
which constitute
e knighthood. We heard ove
er
ministter wishes to have
and o
over again that the entire Britiish national cricket team (which had defeate
ed Australia to
o win the world championship
p) was receiving
g
O.B.E
E. honors, whic
ch pretty much
h everyone thou
ught was ridicu
ulous. Much m
more appropria
ate were the ho
onors going to the emergency
perso
onnel who responded to the te
errorist bombings on the tube
e last July.
[Having mentioned
m
Bria
an May earlierr, I should poin
nt out that he was named a Commanderr of the British
h Empire in the
e
t ones anno
ounced tonigh
ht, but the pre
evious year’s llist). Like ma
any entertainers, the reason
n for his hono
or
2005 honors (not the
t
music ind
dustry”. Commander is the
e third highes
st level of O.B
B.E. honors. It’s one step shy of knigh
ht
was “services to the
d, so unlike Eltton John and Paul McCartney, Dr. May ca
an not addres
ssed as “Sir”.]]
hood
When the news got repetitive we swittched through channels and
d came upon tthe British verrsion of Who Wants to Be a
Million
naire? They were
w
doing a sp
pecial edition fo
or the holidays,, with pairs of ccelebrities workking together to
o earn money ffor charity. The
e
first tw
wosome exhau
usted their lifelines and then bowed
b
out on a £32,000 quesstion that I thou
ught was easy:
Which
W
of these is not a letter of the Greek alp
phabet?
A.
gamma
meta
C.
B.
epsilon
chi
D.
answer, by the way, is “meta
a”. As a math teacher I deal with the Gree k alphabet a lo
ot. Americanss also see Gree
ek letters in the
The a
name
es of fraternities
s and sororities
s all the time. Margaret tells me such organ
nizations don’t exist in Britain [though othe
er sources lead
d
me to
o believe they do], so perhap
ps that makes this a harder question there.
o included Se
ebastian Coe, someone
s
I kno
ow for setting re
ecords at the O
Olympics back in the ‘80s. He
The next group to come on
went on to become the lone Tory member of Pa
arliament from East London (like being a R
Republican from
m the Bronx) a
and is now Lord
S
orr other. He’s in the news no
ow as the persson who chaire
ed London’s bid to host the 2
2012 Olympics
s.
Coe, the Baron of Somewhere
“Seb”” (as the host called him) was accompanie
ed by a blonde bimbo whosse claim to fam
me appeared tto be that she
e was a trained
d
tightro
ope walker. Th
he two did quite
e well togetherr. She knew things a blonde b
bimbo might kn
now (like the fa
act that “george
ette” is a kind of
o
fabricc), and he knew
w everything ellse. I, on the other
o
hand, wo
ould have miss ed their £100 q
question, which was about so
ome apparently
well-kknown British celebrity.
c
The only question they struggled on as they m ade their way to a £125,000 (more than $2
200,000) payofff
was w
what creatures are killed by “v
vermicide”. Ma
argaret knew im
mmediately tha
at it was wormss, apparently fro
om a related w
word in German
n.
I wou
uld have guessed that, simply
y by thinking off “vermin”. The celebs, thou gh, went throu
ugh all three liffelines on that question alone
e.
Eventtually Coe just made a guess
s and said he’d pay the charity
y the difference
e from his own pocket if it wass wrong.
For dinner tonight we
decided to go to a placce located in an
en the Colliers
ugly bricck box betwee
Wood B
Burger King and Carphone
e
Warehou
use. Named K
Kiss Me Hardy
y,
this wass a fascinating
g place. It was
part of a chain of pubs, a concept tha
at
just doesn’t exist in Am
merica [though
h
more
or
less
wha
at
that’s
Applebe
ee’s is]. The cchain is actually
called 2-for-1, a play o
on two aspects
of their format. First they offer two
o
businesss establishmen
nts. In addition
to the p
pub, they also
o have “Wacky
Warehou
use”, an upsstairs playland
d
where “m
mum” can leavve her offspring
g
while sh
he and “pop” are downstairs
getting ssnockered. A
Also their meals
are pricced on a two
o-for-one basis
s.
For each
h main course you order, you
get a se
econd main cou
urse free. This
was actu
ually the prefe
ect place for us
s.
Not onlyy was it cheap,, but as a chain
it provid
ded a very usser-friendly way
for us to experien
nce the pub
atmosph
here.
Kiss
s Me Hardy in
n Colliers Woo
od
uctions at the
e
Written instru
(from
m the website beerfinder.co
om)
entran
nce directed us to seat ourse
elves and orde
er at the bar. We
W found a ple
easant table an
nd looked overr their laminate
ed menu. They
had a very broad range of cuisine.. In addition to
o traditional Brittish foods, theyy had main cou
urses from othe
er European an
al
nd from severa
Asian
n countries. I chose
c
to have lasagna, while
e Margaret had
d tikka chicken.. She had wan
nted to have a lamb dish, bu
ut the “publican
n”

told her they no longer served that. The lasagna came with mixed greens and garlic bread, while the curry was accompanied by a
choice of noodles or rice and na’an bread. I didn’t have anything to drink (which earned an odd look from the bartender), but Margaret
had a glass of the house red wine. She got an enormous wine glass that was actually marked with etching on the glass for precisely
where her 250ml serving should top off. The two main courses together were £7.95 ($13.90) [incredibly cheap by British
standards], and I think the wine was another £3.25 ($5.65).
My lasagna was interesting. I expect Italian food to have a bite and be full of spices like basil, oregano, and garlic. This had a
brown-colored sauce and was one of the blandest foods I’ve ever tasted. I doctored it up with pepper and malt vinegar, which made it
good, but it was hospital cuisine as originally presented. (I gather Margaret’s curry, on the other hand, was quite spicy.) By the way, it
didn’t occur to me until after the fact that I had ordered a beef dish in the land of mad cow disease. My bet is they’ve got more stringent
standards than we do these days, though. [Indeed they are.]
As we waited for our food we had fun looking over Kiss Me Hardy’s kiddy menu. Printed in bright colors and laminated, they
served a fascinating combination of foods, all served on bright blue triangular plates. It’s hard to think of the traditional “bangers and
mash” (sausages atop mashed up root vegetables) as appealing to the tots, but you could get it for £2.95 ($5.15). They also had
classic British items like shepherd’s pie, plus immigrant-inspired items like curried rice. For “pudding” the kids could get ice cream, a
classic British trifle (layered “jelly”, cake, and custard) or a pre-packaged bag of fruit—something I doubt any kid would willingly select.
It was fun to people-watch at Kiss Me Hardy. Most of the folks here were small groups of middle-aged people who were
enjoying a quieter New Year’s Eve than most of the pubs were offering. (The Colliers Tup next to our hotel, for instance, was
celebrating the New Year with a Caribbean theme.) They were combining dinner with several rounds of drinks and seemed to be
enjoying themselves without getting to a stage that might put them in the “ASBO” category. There was also a black family with several
well-dressed children who seemed to be having a special family dinner. Among the most interesting was an elderly couple who were in
the restaurant part of the pub together with their grandson. When they’d finished dinner, they announced to the boy that it was time to
go home and to bed and congratulated him on “your first time gone pubbing”.
After dinner we went over to the Tesco convenience store across from the station. Calling it a convenience store is really an
understatement, though. While the main purpose of the place is to sell Esso-brand petrol, they manage to contain a full supermarket in
an amazingly small space. Prices were higher than they would be at home, but more reasonable than a lot of other things we had
bought. I bought some strangely flavored juice and some snack foods to eat on the plane.
Both Margaret and I also bought some Oxo-brand bullion (35p or 60¢ for six cubes). Oxo is a British company that was once
headquartered in a building called the Oxo tower, which is one of the landmarks we’d seen on the cruise two days ago. When the
building was constructed advertising was forbidden on the sides of buildings. (It’s omnipresent today.) To get around the law, Oxo built
ornate windows on its tower shaped like the letters “OXO”. A long legal fight followed, with Oxo arguing that since churches were
allowed to have windows in those shapes, they should be allowed to have them too. That these simple geometric shapes could be
interpreted as letters of the alphabet was irrelevant. They won their case, and while they’re no longer headquartered in central London,
the tower still stands today. The bullion was probably my cheapest and definitely one of my most interesting souvenirs.
There were a lot of other fascinating items for sale at Tesco, including an almost wider selection of convenience foods than
you’d find in an American grocery. There were convenience versions of all the British stand-bys: frozen steak and kidney pie,
microwave fish and chips, boil-in-bag jellied eels, Cornish pasties for the toaster oven, and pre-packaged trifle in a “handy disposable
serving dish”. They also sold frozen or irradiated versions of ethnic foods from around the world. I actually considered buying the trifle
(a parfait of sponge cake, gelatin, fruit, and custard), but it was enough to feed an army—far more than Margaret and I wanted. I
suppose we must have similar foods in America. I just don’t buy them, because they cost too much. [I happened to look around the
frozen department at Hy-Vee a couple weeks ago. I was amazed at some of the frozen items I never knew existed, and even
more amazed to see prices I’d never even consider (in some cases as much as $20).] I’m not sure if Londoners think they’re
expensive or not. They seemed pricey to me, but less so than the city’s restaurant food.
We had originally thought about trying to go to Watch Night services at City Road Chapel. Still not knowing whether the tube
was working right or whether it would continue to run after midnight, we decided we’d be wise to just stay in Colliers Wood. [We
almost certainly could have made it there and back without a problem, but I’m honestly glad we didn’t go.] We spent most of
the rest of New Year’s Eve watching the “tele”. Most interesting was a feature on ITV about the “best” (a word they used loosely) British
commercials of the past fifty years. Many of them featured that British humor I never quite seem to get, but others were quite
interesting. It’s fascinating that, unlike the products themselves, almost none of the commercials we see are shown globally. There
were only two I recognized from American TV. One, which was identical to what we saw in America, was the famous Coke commercial
from the ‘70s with people from around the world singing “I’d like to teach the world to sing in perfect harmony…” The other was a
commercial that was similar to one that aired in America, but featured a different cast. It was a Levi’s commercial set in a laundromat
(or “launderette” as the Brits say) where a young man takes off his jeans and puts them in the washer as prudish-looking girls watch
him strip. I think the script for the American and British versions of this ad was probably identical, but the actors were completely
different.
By staying in Colliers Wood, we got an unexpected New Year’s treat. As the TV showed us people ringing in the New Year in
Moscow and Berlin, we started seeing fireworks outside our hotel window. Around 10:15 they started setting off fireworks across
Wandle Park in Wimbledon. Then, shortly before midnight, every neighborhood in London seemed to get into the act. From our
window we could see fireworks in Wimbledon, Morden, and some neighborhood west of Tooting. There were also fireworks in Colliers

Wood, and I think they were setting them off right on the roof of our hotel. We could barely make them out looking straight up. [I’ve
never really thought of fireworks as a New Year’s tradition, since in the American Midwest the weather doesn’t really lend
itself to celebrating outdoors. Fireworks seem to be a big deal in many places, though.]
We watched the New Year come in on TV, something I’ve done many times at home, though never when it was dinner time in
Iowa. It was interesting that we could actually see the leap second before Big Ben rang in 2006. The big digital countdown they had in
Trafalgar Square counted off 11:59:57, 11:59:58, 11:59:59, and then flashed 11:59:59 again before finally showing 12:00:00. The
Westminster Chimes, by the way, start playing about fifteen seconds before the hour, so the first stroke of midnight is right on the hour.
The BBC dutifully played those chimes as we welcomed in the New Year. [It was weird to think that it was still early evening back
in Iowa when we celebrated the year’s start. I’m used to be nearly the last person on earth to ring in the year, well after those
in Europe have done so.]
They then showed the massive fireworks show at the London Eye (and an even bigger display up in Edinburgh). The
reporters all declared that the tube strike had failed, since there appeared to be more people downtown celebrating than there were last
year. They were hoping people could also get downtown tomorrow for the big New Year’s parade.
We were also hoping we could travel without problems tomorrow, and I think we both said a little prayer to that effect as we
headed off to bed.

Sunday, January 1, 2006
We had set the alarm to go off shortly before 7:00. While our flight wasn’t leaving until afternoon, if there were problems with
the tube, we’d need that extra time to get to the airport—particularly on a holiday.
While neither of us was particularly cheery this morning, we certainly woke up quickly. That’s because our shower had no hot
water. This hadn’t been a problem any other morning but today we had an icy “power shower”.
We had the hotel breakfast and gathered up our stuff. Check-out was extremely quick, and I found out from the receipt that I’d
been charged slightly less than the rate I’d actually booked. As we made our way to the station, Margaret paused for a moment to
photograph the sign in front of the Colliers Tup. It said “OVES OPTIMAE SUNT”, which she tells me means in Latin “Ewes the best”.
I’m not sure if that’s supposed to be a pun or if they serve good lamb, but it is an interesting sign. (I found out later that the same motto
appears on “Tup” signs all over Britain.) [In doing this revision, I found that “tup” is a synonym for a ram. The term is also
apparently archaic British slang for “to have intercourse”, which I suppose rams and ewes might do. Both the name and the
Latin motto still seem rather strange, though.]
Colliers Wood station was open, with at least two employees working this morning. However the sign by the turnstiles made it
clear things weren’t running quite so smoothly as they had been yesterday. There was a long list of closed stations (forty in all, I found
out later). Most worrisome was that among these was Stockwell, the place we were intending to transfer to the Victoria Line that runs
straight to Victoria Station. We made our way down to the platform anyway. I figured if worse came to worse, we could surely find at
least one open station somewhere in the downtown area. From there, if not from Colliers Wood, we might be able to afford a cab to the
station.
They announced at Tooting Broadway that Tooting Bec station was closed. When we got to Tooting Bec the “5 MPH” sign
was popped out of the wall, but we proceeded to actually stop in the station. The driver opened the doors and announced, “We have
just received word that Tooting Bec is now open.” That was a fascinating turn of events.
Many stations were closed, though, far more than had been yesterday. (Apparently forty of the 200+ stations in the system
were shut down at the peak of the strike.) When we got to Kennington, a major station where the two downtown branches of the
Northern Line split, we heard an announcement from the platform speakers saying that station would be closing immediately and no
further trains would be stopping. Many people had just left our train and were now, presumably, trying frantically to figure out how to
reach their destinations.
The car we were traveling in this morning was very dirty. It made me wonder if people who might ordinarily be cleaning the
cars had been reassigned to work in stations. I found out later that wasn’t the case, which makes me wonder why an early morning
train would be so filthy. [Most likely it was just from the tube’s being open all night and transported holiday revelers home from
their celebrations. They probably do most of their cleaning in the wee hours, but they were unable to do so this particularly
day.]
We took the Northern Line to Bank station, which—thank the Lord—was open. It’s such a major transfer station that it almost
has to be open if the tube is operating, but when Stockwell and Kennington were closed, I wondered. With all the closed stations, we
made the trip downtown in record time. We made our way up to the District Line, where we boarded an ancient car with a wooden
floor, something I don’t think fire codes would permit in America these days. [Such vehicles aren’t allowed to travel underground in
America, but many are used in heritage trolley systems at street level.] I was worried again when we passed Cannon Street,
which sits beneath a national rail terminal. That station was closed, but the next station (something irrelevant that didn’t even have an

interchange) was open—with not a single person on the platform. I had assumed that, being a national rail terminal, Victoria would
probably be open, but now I started to wonder.
More thanksgiving, Victoria was indeed open. In fact, it seemed as busy as if it were a business day. We exited the tube train
quickly and made our way upstairs to the rail terminal. We found Platform 14, from which the Gatwick Express departs, quickly and
boarded the train. This time it was much more crowded than when we had come. Lots of people were aboard, and they all seemed to
be carrying huge amounts of luggage. Several of the bags struck me as things that would be over the standard airline limits for
checked baggage, but everyone was taking them to the airport. Margaret and I had both traveled quite light on this trip. I don’t always
take as little as I had now, but I don’t think I’ve ever taken as much stuff as some of these people did. It made me wonder just what
people find to put in a bag the size of a steamer trunk.
The ride back to Gatwick was uneventful. The three main things I noticed were Nestle’s British headquarters in Croydon, a
mobile home park just outside the greenbelt (I didn’t know anyone other than the U.S. had “trailer trash”, but I guess Britain does too),
and the absolutely empty M-25 motorway that forms the outer belt of London. We had a long wait just outside Gatwick station, but
managed to arrive precisely at the scheduled time (which is five minutes later on Sundays than any other day of the week).
Unlike American airports, where each airline has its own desk with its name above it, at Gatwick you’re supposed to find your
flight on a TV and then check-in at the designated area. The TV told us that NW31 was to check in at Area H. While there was no
Northwest sign at the desk, it was clear from the fact that there was an electronic Northwest check-in kiosk there, that this is always the
area they use. I swiped my credit card (which they require as identification) and pressed a few buttons to indicate we wanted to check
in. They asked me to swipe my passport, but gave no indication as to what exactly I was supposed to do. Eventually a guard showed
me. I figured the machine would read either a barcode or a magnetic strip, but it doesn’t. Actually there’s print at the bottom that
apparently an optical character reader can read. When I swiped the passport, it quickly showed me on the screen all the information it
contained. I verified that it was correct, and it printed my boarding pass. Unfortunately, when it came time for Margaret to swipe her
passport, the machine wouldn’t read it. Her passport was a bit bent, and I suppose it goofed up the optics a bit. The clerk at the desk
had a different machine, and that one read the passport with no problem. She gave Margaret a traditional cardboard ticket (while I had
a laser-printed ticket from the machine), told us our gate number, and informed us it would be a twenty-minute walk to get there.
Not far beyond the check-in area was security, where there was a long, long line. We walked back and back looking for the
end. At one point the line was broken by an electric cart that was hauling garbage around the terminal. I got greedy and attempted to
butt in line (knowing full well this wasn’t really the end). A proper British gentleman politely said, “No mate, the queue starts back there,
eh?” For as long as it was, the line moved amazingly fast. That’s because the single queue to check our boarding passes (where, by
the way, I confused the attendant by having my receipt rather than my boarding pass on top) split into about twenty different security
checkpoints. In America we’d split that up into several different lines, each of which seemed shorter than this one, but the actual
process would probably take about the same amount of time.
It intrigued me that the sex of people working at security was exactly the opposite of what it normally is in America. At home
we usually have men watching the X-ray machines and women keeping the line moving. Here it was the other way around. A man
thanked me as I put my keys and belt into the tub saying, “that’s the way, mate”, and a woman stared at the monitor. Security in
general struck me as slightly less intensive than it is in America these days. In particular they weren’t at all concerned that people
remove their shoes, something that’s just routine at home anymore. They repeatedly announced that we should remove our coats, but
to me that would seem to go without saying.
At any rate we made it through security easily and proceeded to find the gate. The woman at check-in hadn’t exaggerated
very much when she said it would be a twenty-minute walk—and that wasn’t counting security. There’s pretty much nothing convenient
about Gatwick’s gate layout, and we walked down hallway after hallway after hallway before finally coming to “South Satellite”. At most
large airports you’d do this on moving walkways or via a tram, but here we just hiked.
South Satellite has about twelve gates built in a circle. In the center of the circle are two of each sex of restroom, two of the
same brand of restaurant, two identical duty free shops, and two small newsstands. I suppose in theory one restaurant, one duty-free,
one newsstand, and one set of toilets serve half the gates, and the others serve the rest. I’d think they’d try for a bit more variety,
though. It didn’t take very long to circle the whole place, and seeing two clones of the same restaurant seemed a bit odd to me.
The restaurants, by the way, were called “Metro”. We spent our last British money to have lunch there. I had a ham and
mozzarella pannini (which automatically came with a bag of crisps), plus minestrone (which automatically came with part of a baguette,
cut into about ten thin slices), and cocoa (made from a powdered mix, but with fresh cream, in the espresso machine). This all coast
about £8 ($14). The place advertised “the same prices you’ll find on High Street”, and that’s probably right. Britain’s normal prices are
about the same as airport prices back home.
As we ate, we heard Virgin Atlantic endlessly paging the same three passengers who were late for a flight to Orlando. Several
times they said that if those passengers did not show within five minutes, they would forfeit their seats. They made that same
announcement for nearly half an hour, so it’s apparently not quite the threat it seems. With the back-up at security and the long walk to
the gates, it would certainly be easy for people to show up late. (By the way, Virgin had another flight to Orlando about an hour and a
half later; it made me wonder just how much traffic there is on that route.)

We, on the other hand, were very early. The airline suggested we be at the airport three hours before departure time. Since
we’d only had minimal problems with the tube, we actually arrived closer to four hours ahead of time. We had about three hours to kill
in the very dull area by Gate 38. One at a time Margaret and I made our way to the duty free shop. She bought a teddy bear for her a
friend of hers, and I bought a T-shirt with the tube map on it. Neither of those was the sort of thing that’s really a bargain at duty-free,
but shopping killed a bit of time. I also read more in the garbage book, and Margaret did some reading as well.
Eventually they began boarding. More precisely, they began pre-boarding—that is they announced that handicapped people,
families, people in exit rows, and elite frequent flyer members were permitted to board. They never did announce that anyone else
should board, but no one seemed to care. Before long there was a long line waiting to get on the plane, and they just processed
everyone through. (They also didn’t enforce the fact that there were supposed to be separate lines for business and economy classes;
Margaret and I were actually in the business class line.)
We found our seats easily. This time we were about twelve rows further forward, but again in seats H and J. (That those nonconsecutive letters should be side-by-side seems odd to me, but they are—and the other side of the plane has A and C beside each
other.) Once again Margaret’s seat had a box of electronic equipment blocking her legroom, though this time she said it was a little bit
smaller. [I think actually the plane was just a tad wider at this point, which made the seat more comfortable.]
We left the gate five minutes ahead of schedule, but had a very long wait as we slowly backed out of the cul de sac. I had a
wonderful view of the brick wall that separated us from the motorway and wondered who in his right mind would have built an airport
with this design. [Gatwick’s set-up seems particularly odd given that it’s really quite far out of London and that the gates are
so far from the main terminal. I’d think they’d have sufficient space for easy plane movements, but they don’t seem to.] Once
we finally got away from the gate area, we almost immediately took off and were on our way.
We had eaten a large lunch at Metro because the tickets indicated that the meal we would be served would be “dinner”, the
same meal we were served at 10pm on the trip over. In fact the main food we were served was lunch, and they served it shortly after
take-off. The lunch was a pre-packaged portion of Uncle Ben’s Sichuan chicken (I’ve never had a branded main course on a plane
before), together with a very strange salad (potato slices the size of orange sections with mayonnaise on one side of a plate; with
miniature green beans, peppers, onions, and seeds of some sort in a vinegar and oil dressing on the other, separated by cucumber
slices and half a cherry tomato), a hard roll with sunflower oil spread, a huge chunk of white cheddar cheese with biscuits (crackers), a
large dessert (a mixture of cake, custard, and chocolate fluff, covered with chocolate sauce), and a 125ml bottle of red wine.
In addition to the lunch, we were also served a snack shortly before landing. It consisted of more branded food, a pre-package
pannini (though not pressed down like I expect such sandwiches to be). The sandwich had stewed vegetables on it, together with
either a basil and mozzarella paste (my choice, and it was excellent) or a tiny piece of turkey (Margaret’s). That was served together
with one of those little ice cream cups you eat with a wooden spoon.
I got a kick out of our stewardess, a young black woman. Several times during the flight children would try to get past her cart
as she brought food or drinks down the aisle. There was a small area just behind our row next to a toilet where they could just barely
squeeze through, but any further forward, they’d have to wait. At one point the stewardess said, “We learn patience early, don’t we” in
the tone a kindergarten teacher might use. [I’m always amazed at how many people attempt to use the aisles while the
attendants are serving food and drink. If you’ve ever flown, you know that it’s pretty much impossible to move until the food
service is over, but lots of people never seem to learn that lesson.]
The strangest among our fellow passengers was a woman with a British passport who sat one row in front of us and across
the aisle in Seat G. She first stood out as strange because she wore a formal-looking outfit (jacket and miniskirt) made of fleece,
together with black fishnet hose. She called more attention to herself by spending most of the flight walking around. I don’t know when
I’ve seen someone so active aboard a plane. Finally this woman stood out because she had apparently ordered a vegetarian meal (it
seemed as if half the plane had special meals on this flight), but someone had goofed up and the meal had not been catered. As it
turned out both the lunch and snack had vegetarian options as part of the normal choices (the basil pannini, for instance). That didn’t
seem good enough for the woman, though [and it did include dairy, which she may not eat], who seemed like those people who
were complaining to the Southwest employees on Airline. The stewardess was polite, but there really was nothing more she could do
to accommodate the woman.
The flight was mostly uneventful. I finished the garbage book and noticed we were on track to land forty-five minutes early.
That was good, since we had a fairly tight connection to make in Detroit. The pilot had announced that the flight attendants should
prepare for landing, and we headed down. We soon aborted the landing and rose abruptly, though. Then we circled Detroit for quite
some time. Eventually the pilot announced that a small plane had been too close in front to allow us to land. We eventually descended
again, and we had a smooth landing but a rough taxi on a very bumpy runway. Yet again we had to wait for another plane to leave the
gate before we could deplane. (That bothers me, particularly when there were several other nearby gates that could accommodate our
plane.) They finally opened the doors about ten minutes after we were scheduled to arrive.
Immigration and customs are separate in Detroit, and there was a long line at immigration. This was not helped by the fact
that lots of people seemed to ignore directions for U.S. citizens to go one direction and others to go another. The man in front of us had
a British passport, as did several other people in the “U.S. ONLY” lanes.

We happened to select the slowest moving line of all. The immigration officer was a trainee, and he had his supervisor looking
over his shoulder as he processed people. Needless to say, he was nothing if not thorough. In the time it took him to process one
person, the Hispanic woman in the next lane had processed five.
While we waited a young white woman with a U.S. passport was called aside and taken into a separate room for further
questioning. I can sort of understand why people from other countries might be called aside, but I really wondered what would make
them give a young American the third degree. This was immigration, not customs, so it wasn’t as if they would be suspecting her of
smuggling something. They were just making it hard for her to enter her own country. She did eventually get through, but I still wonder
what the deal was.
Both Margaret and I were processed quickly. Since we had only carry-on luggage, we proceeded straight to customs.
Margaret had carefully itemized everything she had purchased, which is what the customs card says you should do. I put two
categories “clothes” and “souvenirs” with approximate values for each and a grand total of $90 I was bringing back. (The legal limit is
now $800.) The man didn’t even look at my card, and he gave Margaret’s a quick once-over and waved us—and everybody else—
through in record time. It was almost as easy as the non-existent British customs.
We had to pass through security before being allowed to enter the main part of the airport. I’d never had that happen before,
and I suspect it’s something new since the 2001 terrorist incidents. While I’d think the heavily guarded customs area was just about the
safest part of the airport, in theory someone have a weapon in their checked luggage that they claimed to go through customs. They
might possibly transfer that weapon to their hand luggage before re-checking the bag the weapon had been in. There’s a lot of
speculation there, but it could conceivably happen—unlikely as it might be in a room full of police officers. At any rate, our stuff was
once again X-rayed and we had to go through the metal detectors again too—this time with our shoes off. [This is apparently now
standard at all U.S. airports, for precisely the reasons I mentioned. One issue it has caused is that people who buy booze at
the airport duty-free shops run into problems when they reach the security after customs. They enforce the same liquid rules
as all security checkpoints, which means they won’t let a bottle of booze or perfume go through. In some cases they’ll let you
check those items at security, but I’ve read that other times they just make people forfeit them.]
Landing late and having that additional security made this a tighter connection than we wanted. We raced through the tunnel
to Concourse B, from which our flight was scheduled to depart. As it turned out, we were among the first to get to the gate, but I
wouldn’t have wanted the connection to be much tighter.
There aren’t a lot of food and beverage options on Concourse B at DTW. In fact the only place that was open was an Einstein
Brothers bagel shop a couple gates down from ours. I figured I’d get some coffee, but that turned out to be quite an ordeal. While
there were at least five employees in the place, only one of them actually seemed to be doing anything. I asked someone for coffee,
and just about got my head bitten off with a lecture saying I should wait my turn with the one woman who was actually helping people.
That took longer than it otherwise might have, because the man in front of me felt compelled to use his credit card for a 90¢ purchase.
It went through, but it seemed to take forever. I’m not sure I knew you could use a credit card for such a trivial amount. [I’ve since
seen people frequently use plastic—most often debit cards—for amounts under a dollar. I’ve even done it myself when I had
a gift card that didn’t quite cover a complete purchase. It’s kind of surprising that businesses allow that, because they pay a
“swipe fee” for each card that is processed, and on a small amount the fee is likely to eat up any profit they have.]
The woman who served me was also rude. (I think I would be too if so many of my co-workers were just standing around
doing nothing.) I eventually got coffee for Margaret and me, though, and I brought it back to the gate. Soon afterwards a woman sat
down across from us. After a minute she exclaimed, “David Burrow!” and came up to me. I didn’t recognize this person, and she
spoke to me again as if I should. I finally asked her who she was, and she seemed a bit perturbed to have to tell me. It turned out that
she was Diane Kleinwebber, who was traveling with her husband Mike. I had worked with the Kleinwebbers years ago in community
theatre. I knew Mike fairly well then (though not Diane), but I don’t think I’ve seen either of them in over a decade. We had a pleasant,
if forced, conversation. It certainly is a small world. [Usually when I find myself talking to people who obviously know me, but
who I don’t recognize, the people in question are former students. This situation was actually even worse, since I spent much
of the time in community theatre with my glasses off, which meant I couldn’t really see the other actors. I’ve never been good
with faces (particularly out of context), and it always bothers me when people don’t introduce themselves. Diane is certainly
not alone in just assuming everyone knows her, though.]]
The flight back to Des Moines was uneventful. Most noteworthy was the fact that for an “airlink” flight this was an amazingly
large plane. It had enough room to actually accommodate large bags in the overhead bins, and they even had a small first class
section at the front of the plane. We arrived at DSM right on time, and we quickly made our way to the exit.
There was almost no wait at all for a bus to the remote parking lot. Once again we had an overly chatty driver (I think that
must be a job requirement), this time going on endlessly about the weather and about the various football games we’d missed while out
of the country. We got to the parking lot quickly and were pleased that both our cars started up without a problem. We circled the lot
more than once looking for the exit, but eventually we found it.
I had made a reservation at the airport Motel 6, knowing we’d likely be dead tired after our trans-Atlantic flight. After the easy
check-in in Britain, getting a room here seemed like going through the Inquisition. I had to show identification and sign my life away and
then give information on both Margaret’s and my cars, all before the girl at the desk would give me a key. [Motel 6 always does
require identification. I think they enforce that rule, because they tend to get a more low-market crowd than many hotels.]

It says something about the lodging expectations in different places that a motel that is at the bottom of American chains
offered us a room that was in some ways superior room to what we had at Express by Holiday Inn in Britain. The room was larger, it
had double beds instead of singles, it was heated and had adequate blankets, and the shower was better designed (closer to the
“power” ideal they advertised in London). There’s nothing luxurious about Motel 6, but it was a perfectly acceptable room.
I made a quick call to Paul to let him know we’d gotten back okay. Then, even though it was still relatively early [at least in
the States], we both went quickly to bed. It was pushing 3am in London, and this had been a very long day.

Monday, January 2, 2006
We were up around 6:30 this morning and enjoyed a much nicer shower than we’d had in Britain. I’ve always been impressed
that Motel 6 can take a low-flow showerhead and actually manage to produce pressure. We went to a Perkins next to the hotel, where I
had ham and eggs with hash browns and an enormous raspberry muffin. Margaret ordered from the senior menu, choosing bacon and
eggs with pancakes and an immense grapefruit juice. We both had coffee, and with tip the price was around $20. That’s not cheap,
but after London we were used paying more than things were actually worth.
We got more coffee in the Motel 6 office, where we checked out without incident. Margaret made a wrong turn off of Fleur,
following me westbound on the beltway when she really wanted to go east. She turned around at the next exit. I made a similar
mistake, missing my exit to highway 141 at the northwest corner of Des Moines. You can tell we were both still very tired. It was
raining in Des Moines, and that turned to a freezing mist around highway 20. Things were a bit slippery north of there, but I made it
home safely.

General Observations
I thought it might be amusing to haul out the “FAQ” section I used when writing up Spain and Russia two decades ago. We’ll see how
well those questions apply to Britain. I may also add a few additional queries as I see fit.

Did you like London?
Yes, I did—very much. I like almost everywhere I’ve been, and even the places I haven’t been thrilled with, I usually find
“interesting”. London was interesting, but it was also fun. I was also pleasantly surprised that, with a few exceptions, the place wasn’t
particularly tourist oriented. [I think that feeling was because we stayed well away from a center and for the most part avoided
the big tourist draws.] London really comes across as a collection of small towns that have grown together, which is precisely what it
is. I think it would be a fascinating place to live—though how anyone affords to live there I can only imagine.

What did you like the most?
Of the attractions we saw, there’s no question but what it’s the Geffrye Museum. It’s one of the most fascinating museums I’ve
seen anywhere. I’m surprised the Smithsonian hasn’t created an American equivalent showing the history of domestic life in our
country. [That really would be a good idea.] The main collection at the Geffrye was interesting and excellently presented, but the
Christmas exhibit put it in another league entirely. Best of all, the place was free.
I also very much liked the Britain at War Experience; I’m glad I paid their pricey admission. I liked that it was not so much a
museum of war as a celebration of life. They didn’t dwell on fighting World War II; instead they focused on how this proud nation
managed to survive under constant attack. While World War certainly affected the home front in America deeply (far deeper than any
event since then), there is no comparison in our country’s history for what Britain went through during the Blitz. This wasn’t the best
museum I’ve seen anywhere, but it was one of the most moving.

What did you like the least?
I could certainly mention overpriced attractions like Madame Tussaud’s, tacky neighborhoods like South Wimbledon, or the
silly plot of We Will Rock You, but there’s nothing we saw or did that I really disliked. So instead I’ll say that what did irritate me on this
trip was London’s dreadful lack of directional signage. I would think that a place that can afford to spend millions of dollars on needless
security cameras could put up a few signs saying the names of their streets or the addresses of buildings. We lost a lot of time just
wandering around because things weren’t properly signed. They manage to put up street signs in old cities like Paris and Madrid; why
on earth can’t they do it in London?

What are the British people like?
That’s a nearly impossible question to answer. First the only Britons I saw were Londoners, and just like all Americans aren’t
New Yorkers, certainly not everyone in Britain resembles the residents of the capital. Moreover, it seemed to me that people behaved
differently in different settings. On the tube, which is where we did much of our people-watching, people were generally much more
quiet than they would be on a transit train in America. If that fit the stereotype of the Brits being cold and reserved, though, the
boisterous crowd at the play seemed quite the opposite. Most of the people we saw were helpful and polite, but I heard more cursing in
London than I’ve ever heard in public in America. There were a lot of contrasts like that, so it’s really hard to make any blanket
statements.

Are Britons rich or poor?
In terms of raw income, Brits certainly would make more than Americans—or pretty much anyone else on earth for that matter.
The cost of living more than makes up for that, though. Britain (or at least its capital) really comes across as a very middle class place.
For the most part wealth is not ostentatiously displayed here, although there are certainly many people who live very comfortably. (We
read about investment brokers who were getting New Year bonuses in excess of a million pounds.) There also doesn’t seem to be
much horrible poverty. While we did see beggars, they didn’t look as desperate as many of their equivalents in most other countries.
Britain was, of course, the place that invented the western welfare state, with cradle-to-grave medical care among other benefits. While
a lot of that has been eroded in recent years, they still have a far better “safety net” than we do.

How was your English?
I purposely kept this question that in other travelogues has asked about my skills in Spanish, French, and Russian. The
United States and the United Kingdom have been described as “two countries divided by a common language” (George Bernard
Shaw), and there is certainly much British English that is different than the language of America. Having studied some linguistics, I
knew that much American usage and pronunciation was actually older than that of England, yet in our immigrant nation we have also
borrowed far more words from other languages.
Travel books make a lot of the differences, though most of the language found in their dual vocabularies is of little use to the
casual tourist. Those that were, I mostly knew ahead of time—things like “lift” for “elevator” or “tube” for “subway”. The guidebooks
also make a big deal of things like “Cockney rhyming slang”. If that exists at all these days, I never heard it—and my bet is that anyone
who uses it also understands standard English. [I think travel books are universally bad sources for language information. In
planning my upcoming trip to Iceland, I found several books that implied that knowing how to say the phrase “Do you speak
Icelandic” in Icelandic would be useful. I’d think it would be much more useful to know how to say “Do you speak English”—
though saying those words in English and waiting for a response would likely bring the needed answer.]
While vocabulary was no problem, I had quite a challenge training my ear to understand the “received pronunciation” that in
British newscasts and recorded announcements. The vowel sounds of “good” English are just plain nasty to my ear, not nearly so
pleasant as the “British” speech Hollywood portrays in spy movies. Pretty much no vowel is pronounced the same on both sides of the
Atlantic, and there doesn’t seem to be a lot of pattern to how the Brits choose to pronounce a vowel in any given word. Combined with
the speed that Britons talk (much faster than American speech) and the British tendency to drop or slur the later syllables in lengthy
words, listening took a lot more effort than it normally does at home.
That said, I never had any problem at all making myself understood. Perhaps that’s because as an American I tend to have
that cowboy drawl that takes things slower and pronounces every sound in each word. It could also be that the Brits are used to
hearing American accents from “the tele” and “the cinema”. I avoided a few things I knew might cause confusion (like the American
euphemisms for the room where a toilet is found), but I certainly never had any problems communicating.
One final observation on language was how pleasant it was to hear black people in Britain speaking clear, distinct English. I
have gotten used to having communications problems in America with black service workers. (Indeed, I often find it easier to
communicate with people whose native language is Spanish than with those who speak black English.) In Britain, though, the black
people mostly seem to speak the Queen’s English. The people who were hard to understand were the East European immigrants, not
those from Africa or the Caribbean. [British blacks are a well-established minority. They have lived in the country for
generations, often in settings similar to American housing projects. It is interesting that they don’t seem to have developed a
unique dialect like the “Ebonics” that seems to be favored by urban African-Americans.]

What was it like visiting during the holidays?
I should ask, of course, what it was like to visit at “Festive Season”—we must use the proper politically correct non-religious
name for that celebration that comes a week before New Year. It was interesting. I enjoyed seeing the city decorated, though I can’t
really say any of the decorations were spectacular. [Of the places I’ve been at Christmas, Chicago and Montreal have had the
nicest decorations.] It was also fun to see people out doing their shopping at the after-Christmas sales. What’s more, I must say it
was fun to be in a large city when it was cold out. So often vacations are all about hot weather, and taking a trip in winter was fun.
It intrigued me too that Britain seems to maintain a lot of religious customs at Christmas, even though in terms of church
attendance it’s the least religious country on earth. Almost all the Christmas cards we saw, for instance, had religious themes, as did
many of the decorations. I also got the feeling that people still found it important to attend church on Christmas, even if less than 10%
of them are there on any other day of the year.
Even non-Christian immigrants seemed to find Christmas a mostly religious holiday. I was fascinated to see several
businesses owned by Middle Eastern or Asian people with very religious Christmas displays in their windows. That may be similar to
immigrants in our country who prominently display the flag to avoid being a target for criticism. I still found it interesting, though.

What’s life like in a police state?
I was too polite to actually put that question in when I wrote about Russia. It’s kind of scary, though, that it’s a question that fits
fairly well in modern-day Britain. They don’t have officers on every corner (in fact I almost never saw a “bobby” in London), but they
sure do have a lot of cameras. You can ignore them, but if you look up in almost any public place, they’re there [at least in
commercial and touristy areas]. I still don’t see the need for all that security in a place with far less crime (and especially less violent
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